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TERRA INCOGNITA [te:ra inkq.gnita] Pl. terrae incognitae (e"on. terras incognitas).
n.f. (mots Latin signif. te"e inconue). (Latin = "unknown land"). 1616 CAPT. SMITH
Descr. New Eng. 6 "The Spaniards know -not so much as the true circumference of
Te"a Incognita whose large dominions may equalize the greatnesse and goodnesse of
America. Domaine d'activite jusqu'alors inexplore. 1756 LADY W.W. Montague Let. to
Countess of Bute 1 April, "Your provinces of politics, gallantry, and literature, all [are]
terra inco gnita." [lange soutenue] Territoire vierge.
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Image par Pierre-Andre Arcand

KJ: From all of these contributions, have you noticed any universal trends or developments
in the structure of video, either from an imagistic or i:i~ative point of view?

INTERVIEW: HANK BULL
Hank Bull along with Vera Body edited INFERMENTAL VI, a worldwide video extravaganza. INFERMENTAL is the.first international videocassette magazine. It was conceived
in 1980 by Gabor and Vera Body as an encyclopedia for new visual art. It appears roughly
once a year, and is edited by a new group in a new city with each edition. New editors are
assisted by at least one previous editor thus allowing the magazine to develop new contacts
without losing touch with its original roots. INFERMENTAL is currently travelling to major
centres across the world. The show was supervised by Gerard Couty (FRIGO) and features
59 contributions from 25 countries. It includes a total of roughly six hours of video
productions. Along with Antoni Muntades, Bull also co-edited a special edition of CrossCultural Television whichforms an adjunct to the INFERMENTAL VI showings. Hank Bull
isawriter,artist,andvideoartist.HeisanactivememberofVancouver's WESTERN FRONT
which produced the INFERMENTAL VI show. He spoke to Rampike editor Karl Jirgens
following a Video Screening at Toronto's A SPACE.

HB: There's been a lot of talk about new narrative, everywhere, not just in Canada, but
everywhere. You can trace it back to the mainstream of modem literature, to writers like
Robbegrillet. You look closely at a sentence or a video, and you realize that whole idea of
movement through time is pretty precarious, you change one word and the whole thing falls
apart. The same thing with a film, its pretty specific. But at the same time, I've found looking
at the tapes for INFERMENTAL, I mean we'd be there twelve hours a day watching video
tapes, I found that we could agree about the affinities between different tapes. We'd say right,
this tape goes with this one, doesn't it? And we'd say, yes, but if you were asked to say why,
it would then become very, very difficult. Or, the same thing when you 're in the middle of
editing a tape, you could see that this shot goes with that shot, not always because of the
movement, or anything like that, but because of something else, that I think doesn't have an
equivalent in alphabetic linguistic terms. In a sense, the alphabet and digital technology are
two incompatible mechanisms. Yet, I think that video artists are a lot more like writers than
they are like painters, and the tendency has always been to associate video artists with the
visual artists. But actually, they're more like writers. Making a video-tapeisalotlike writing.
The interesting thing now is that we 're just at the beginning of being able to write a grammar
or a syntax for video. In fact, maybe even those words are inaccurate, maybe grammar and
syntax go exclusively with the alphabet, and there's something else analogous to that in video.
KJ: You mean things like juxtaposition for instance?
HB: This is what we were getting at in the section of the show called "Fractal Grammar".
Now, one of the things you can do with a fractal is get into the detail, you can zoom into it
forever, and there will always be perfect resolutions, not like a photograph that goes to dots.
Just forever. Its a computer system, and its a way of representing forms that have a
combination of order and randomness in them, like mountain ranges, or waves, and this guy
Mandelbrot found that things exist not only in two dimensions or three dimensions or four
dimensions, but in between the dimensions, so you can have something at 3.3 dimensions
mathematically speaking. These images are written, they're not drawn, you write them on a
keyboard, you write the sentence and the thing comes down on the screen and it looks like
the alps, and I mean it looks like a photograph of the alps, with clouds in between the
mountains, sort of a Chinese landscape. The first time I saw it in a newspaper, I thought it was
a photograph. And there's no touching it up with a paint-box program or anything like that,
its just written. And the thing is you can zoom in on those mountains and they'll always be
in perfect resolution. You can zoom in on the rocks.
KJ: Can you go inside the rocks?

Hank Bull posing in front of video monitor during
the Infermental VI visit to Toronto's A Space.
Photo by Karl Jirgens

KJ: What were some of the problems confronting you in distributing and presenting the
INFERMENTAL VI show?
HB: One of the problems that video has is that it's never properly shown. Video artists are in
a similar position to people who make 16 mm films and have to show their films in a room
with the projector in the same room as the screen and people sitting on folding chairs. And
the sound coming out of the projector. That's really the level at which video is generally seen.
There should be a theatre for it. I think another problem for video is that it doesn' treally know
what it is yet. And the market doesn't really know what it is yet.
KJ: You also get this overlap between straight screenings, and installations, and video as part
of performance and so on, complicating matters further.
HB: Right, there should be two things. There should be a proper video screening theatre with
bank seating and good stereo sound and a large projection in a proper theatre with a popcorn
booth out front, right? And that could go. You could show colorized movies, the History of
J imi Hendrix, Rock Video Night, Art Video Night, Poetry Documentary, all sorts of stuff. And
there's a market for that.
KJ: That would serve to further popularize video and it would bring "art" video more into the
sphere of pop culture by making it more accessible.
HB: Right, and the other thing that should happen is the half-inch thing, and what I'd like to
do with INFER:rvffiNTAL is find the money to make a couple of hundred copies, so that when
I show it here, then you can buy a copy. VHX recorded at slow speed, you could have six hours
on one cassette, it'd be fantastic.
KJ: Could you tell us something about how you gathered the material? You've got material
here from all over the world, North America, Europe, Japan, third world countries, the iron
curtain and so on.
HB: Well, this is the sixth edition of INFERMENTAL. And there's an INFER:rvffiNTAL
mailing list of people who have contributed to it in the past. And just about anybody who
wants to be on the mailing list can be on it. Each new editor adds new artists to the group. So
the Budapest editors add their group to the network, for instance. So, with each edition the
network group grows. So I added the WESTERN FRONT network to the INFERMENTAL
network, and that's how we got the mailing list. And we mailed out three thousand invitations,
translated into six languages including Arabic and Japanese. They went to Asia, South
America, all over the world, wherever we could get them to. And because INFERMENTAL
was founded by Hungarians, they've always had a close connection with people especially
in Poland and Hungary. That's one of the most important features of INFERMENTAL
because it's been a bridge between the countries of the east and the west. I've been at
screenings of INFERMENTAL in Budapest for example, and it was fabulous because not
only do they get to see work that's being produced outside, but they get to see their own work
within that context. So we mail out the invitations and the work starts coming in, and around
the deadline every day is Christmas. The thing that I like about RAMPIKE is that it's a
network of networks. And the same thing is true of INFER:rvffiNTAL. Each of the different
groups that edit the different issues have their own network. You end up with a network of
networks. With RAMPIKE, everybody writes for RAMPIKE, you have contributions from
all sorts of different scenes that normally don't meet each other. And they come together there.
It's very rare, its great. This is what I want to do with INFERMENTAL, put it on half-inch,
sell it at places like PAGES.

HB: That's the next step, but some of these things that are called (Benoit) Mandelbrot sets
or Fractals, same thing, are geometrical representations, so they've arrived at a way of
geometrically describing forms that were previously too chaotic for geometry to handle.
Geometric description was traditionally confined to lines, squares, triangles and so on. But
in actual nature it's very rare that you find anything like that. But now thanks to this digital
computer stuff, a lot of things that were projected at the tum of the century by mathematicians
can actually now be represented because the computer can make the astronomical number of
calculations that are required. And so, then you can see the structure of chaos, in a sense, or
you can see how two or three very simply ordered elements will very quickly tum into a
random situation.
KJ: Or, you could see the order that's in a random system.
HB: That's right, exactly. Now, that's the geometrical side. Let's think about the linguistic
side. Computers are now pumping out more text than ever in history. In the last year probably
the amount of text has doubled. In the next year, that amount is going to double. We 're on this
incredible upward curve not only of images but of text. I suspect that some kind of catastrophe
will happen at some point, I don't mean a tragic catastrophe, but a sudden transformation.
KJ: Like an information avalanche, or something.
HB: Yeah, you get all these combinations happening at such an incredible rate that all of a
sudden BO ING! something twigs and you've got a new form of molecule, a new communicative molecule of some sort, a new mode of communication. So, linguistically, this whole
thing has to do with trying to figure out this new language that we're in. How does it work,
what are the rules? Its becoming more and more the language of everyday with the
proliferation of home computers and desktop publishing, computers are just like telephones
now, they're really a part of life. Print is now much more important than ever before. In the
fifties a truck driver could be illiterate, but nowadays a truck driver has to be able to fill out
exact forms and so on.
We did this thing last year for the Venice biennelle, we had ten cities around the world
hooked up to a computer at the same time. It all hooked up to Venice, and the amount of text
that was generated over a three month period was inches thick, just a huge amount. We did
another one for this show in Paris called "Electra" where we wrote a story, there were about
fifteen stories from around the world, and each city was a character in the story, it was a fairy
tale. And it took a month to write the story. So you come in the morning, you tum on your
computer, and on some days, I'm not kidding, about twenty yards of paper would come off
the printer, all text in English and in French. You'd have to read all that, figure out what was
happening, and then make a contribution to it. It was beyond Joyce, it was babble, by the end.
KJ: There's a point where electronic babble becomes part of our general ground and stops
being what we would consider a figure, so that you tend to stop paying attention to it. Like
television for instance, everybody watches it, but they're not really focused on it, or aware
of its impact, or billboards and so on.
HB: That's right, and in fact it then loses any relationship to the referent. That's been a crisis
for a while, all these signifiers without any relationship to the real. Nobody's seen a cow for
fifty years, just pictures of one. So by the time you do see a cow, it seems like just another
projection.
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KJ: Did you find things to be different behind the iron curtain? S ylvere Lotringer has said that
everybody is busy speaking at the same time and there is a huge babble going on in North
America, and so it's the person who makes the biggest or most consistent bang that gets
noticed, whereas behind the iron curtain its only the state-sponsored artist that gets noticed.
But on either side of the wall, you are limited, either by the noise or by the silence.
HB: Well, what I certainly sense there was that because they're not over-stimulated, they're
not surrounded by advertising and media, that there are things there that still really work that
don't really work as much here. There's a strong literary tradition, and people refer to it in
conversation, and there's a real appreciation of music, a lot more people are involved with
it, more kids take piano lessons and so on, the influence of classical culture is still quite strong.
I was thinking the other day of Kirov touring, and I know the person who is their road
manager, and she told me that the very first thing that happens when this huge troupe comes
to Canada from Russia is that there's a big order placed for video machines, two hundred VHS
decks or something like that. And it made me think right away that this was a very natural
extension of Samizdat publishing, that it's just a mass cultural level of Samizdat, and that in
a sense Samizdat was the pre-cursor of this home video, just as video artists were the precursors of rock video and all that.

KJ: I've noticed that many of the tapes in the INFERMENTAL show are dealing with
fragmented images. They may use different techniques, but they still break up the narrative
or imagistic flow. To me, the way that they're fragmenting seems as important as what they 're
fragmenting.
HB: Yeah, it's funny, with some of the narratives there'sjustnoway that they make any sense
as a written story, but as a bunch of fragmented images, they do make sense. I like
Baudrillard's idea that we don't have any more the idea of power and speed, that it used to
be when you sat in your car, there was this great feeling of power and speed, but that's gone.
Nowadays, when you 're sitting in your car, or in an airplane, you 're like a blip on a computer,
or you 're a satellite, and you 're stationary and the world is passing you by the screens or by
the windows. I think that another thing that's obvious is that gone are the days of hierarchical
systems. There are no more pyramids. Everything is a network. Everything is diffuse. No one
is in control, Reagan's not in control, you and I are not in control, so that the way social change
happens, is not by any kind of revolution that topples a hierarchy and replaces it with another
one, but rather, change happens by spreading like rhizomes, or like mushrooms, or
something. It's more a system of osmosis.

KJ: That goes back to post-Einsteinian physics, the idea that you are the center of the universe,
and that, in turn, goes back to ancient Hindu ideas for example.
HB: Yeah, very much. And the images often used in Buddhism, the idea of a net, and ea h
person is one interstice in this net connected to all the others.

KJ: There's a physicist in the states by the name of Hawkings, and he points out that if there
in fact was a big bang, then at one point everything was part of that point, and now everything
has been spread out in varying densities, but in a sense, all things are still inter-connected.
HB: Of course, the Hindus wouldn't buy the big bang, they would say that it was always a
net. I've always thought that the big bang theory was a particularly Judea-Christian
representation. That there was a beginning, that there was a moment of creation.

KJ: Yes, I think that the Hindus see things more as a series of waves, of expansion and
contraction, and that they call one cycle on that frequency a Kalpak, each Kalpak being eons
long.
HB: Going back to your earlier reference to Lotringer, and his idea that the person who makes
the biggest bang being the one who gets heard, I think that the networks that I'm interested
in, are ones that don't necessarily make a lot of noise, but, au contraire, are ones which are
connected by personal relationships by actual personal contract, two individuals meeting. Ifs
a networking thing. You know a friend of mine, and I know a friend of yours, and then it
spreads like that. I'm working right now on a thing called the snowball project which is a
project of twin cities, but not in the traditional sense. In this case, a big city becomes a twin
to a tiny village. And you build a network up around the world of these twins. They involve
exchanges of anything, they can be sermons from the ministers in churches, they can be
drawings from the kids in the schools, any sort of thing. The important thing is that an
exchange takes place between actual individuals in the communities. I really like meeting
people and talking to people. It would really be interesting to see more networks of networks.
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KJ: I remember when Victor Coleman was doing ONLY PAPER TODAY, which put into
practice the idea of the "Eternal Network". He was connecting a lot with the Western Front
and California and so on.
HB: I've always liked Robert Filiou's poem about the "Eternal Network" -there's always
somebody dreaming awake, there's always somebody dreaming asleep, there's always
somebody happy, there's always somebody sad- and it's like that that the network grows.
The network is really becoming global, and it's fantastic to see the stuff getting out. This
was one of the things that I wanted to do with this edition, to get in touch with the artists in
Africa and Asia and South America, because, when you figure it out, the majority of the
world's artists live in those countries. And so this networking is really the way to establish
an international community of artists.

** For more information on Infermental contact Infermental Distribution in Koln or the
Western Front in Vancouver.
INFERMENTAL (Distributions)
Sulzgurtel 67
D-5000 Kolo 41
B.R.D.
(West Germany)
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WESTERN FRONT
303 E. 8th Avenue
Vancouver, British Columbia
Canada VST 1Sl
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INTERVIEW WlTH
NOEL HARDING
Noel Harding produces video, creates film and sculpture and teaches artistic theory. He lives
and works in Amsterdam and Toronto. In this interview with Karl Jirgens conducted in
Harding's Toronto studio, the artist discusses his recent work, artistic criticism and his views
on society at large.

KJ: It's interesting that you use terms such as "break" and "control". I wonder if that's
because, as an artist you've gone against the grain or because much of your work strays
outside of the range of recognized referents?
NH: Well, that's always been the case, and its been no easy row to hoe. People still tend to
be very suspicious. Yet, as a general ground-swell, the response has been positive for years.
KJ: Are you doing any video work lately?
NH: I'm working on a piece on Ghadafy, and I do have a look-alike. But I'm not so sure if
it's going to be so much about trying to underpin a character. I'm more interested in visual
terminologies than I am in narratives at this point. I like the notion that works can be linear
in time, .that you walk thro~gh them and get various related experiences from their disposition
and which part you read first as compared to which part you read second.
KJ: I notice that in the past your work has been less concerned with a narrative flow per se,
and more concerned with a state of mind or ephemeral concept of mood.
NH: Yeah, that's it. Well, now its more apparent what the video work was. I think it was an
endless series of investigations, and I think that maybe that's what the sculpture is about, an
endless series of investigations. And in that, I suppose, there's the potential that the works are
simply a by-product of the investigation, as the cliche goes. And there can be substantial
repetition of elements rising out of the nature of that movement. If I go back to the videos,
I see very much sculptural investigations, narrative investigations, comedy investigations
se~sual/v.isual in~estigations, and if I take .a selection of works, then it's clear that they ar;
qmte radically different from each other, 1f for example, you take the video tape "Out of
Control" which is a spoof on male/female relationships in the business world against a sense
of male ego, as compared to "Birth's Child" which is something that is dramatically different
in its sen~e of sc~lpture, and in projecting an intense feeling of existential despair. So, they're
very radically different works. But on the other hand, maybe the issue of existentialism is
appare~t in. each whether it's a ~?medy .thing, or whether it's a direct angst. I've just come to
the real1zat1on out of a recent cnucal arucle, that maybe there is a total continuum throughout
all of the works about being a kitten in a closet, maybe, I'm not sure. And then that makes you
think ab?ut, "what do I ~ork next that.isn't that". And in that way, criticism is interesting
because 1t provokes you mto not allowmg them to predict what your next work will be.

Noel Harding in his Toronto studio
photo by K. Jirgens

KJ: Do you detect any identifiable new directions or concerns in your recent work?
NH: Well, some people claim its changing too much, and other people claim that it still has
the same qualities. I'm never sure if things are doing very well or very badly. It seems that
for every positive action, there's an opposite and equal reaction. So that for every time you
think that you've mastered something, and that it's gained power, and it's different from the
last one, there's someone coming along and questioning whether you're a serious artist.
Which is, I suppose, the dilemma that comes to continuing with an open mind.
KJ: You seem to have a recurrence of the same kinds of materials, or images, liquids, metals,
machinery, people.
NH: OK, let's jump back to film. The subjects of the films were usually extremely innocent.
And then the context involved the conceptualization of something quite simple that is
elaborated upon.
KJ: Do you feel that there is any common denominator?
NH: Well, there have been notions of what a common denominator might be in my work, but
I think that lies more in the realm of critics, whose value is in helping to understand that, and
the point at which you understand that common denominator, is the point at which you try
to break that down. So, yes, there has been through a period of work a lot of use of water, so,
its quite natural to look at a recent work and see orange water and then to reference back and
ask yourself, "Has water been there always?" and the answer is no.
KJ: So, its a part of your vocabulary.
NH: Yes, and it's a vocabulary that you find will grow stale if you feel you've done enough
in an area, and you feel you're repeating yourself, then it wouldn't be as interesting. So, you
can relate the water movement and it's re-cycling to film loops, to other conceptual cycles,
its always a research towards different kinds of nature and materials that are fascinating. It's
always interesting to see how changes reflect through a body of work along fifteen years.
KJ: Do you have any critics that you feel help you understand your own work better?
NH: I think that all critics help me understand the work, even if only in provoking a reaction
in me. John Bentley Mays has always been extraordinarily perceptive, including in defining
the negative side of what isn't working in some works, and so, he provokes one to think. But
then, further to that, all criticism makes you react.
KJ: How do you find the critical reaction in Holland to be different from that in say, Toronto?
NH: Every culture has a different stance. That's a big question. I would rather say, that the
audience in general is more educated about art and contemporary art. So, then, the responses
tend to be evolved more out of references to a historical base as compared to here where it
seems the references appear very much to be coming from a modernist view and a peer group
relationship. In Holland there seems to be a much faster and higher level of intensity that is
more naturally international because its such a small country that you can be in another country within minutes. So, then the whole scheme of what you are as an artist in relationship to
other artists is considerably different, it's not tied down to a national view, although that is
also there, and you feel that. In other ways, its a tighter environment to break down, the group
atmosphere, and the people who collectively control the scene.

KJ: You've been working existential ground for a long time now, questioning being and the
nature of being or non-being or reality, but I was wondering if you noticed a shift from those
kinds of questions to epistemological questions, that is, rather than questioning being, you
have begun to question knowing, or knowledge itself.
NH: I would agree with that. My greatest desire now is to enter into a deeper level of mental
research, to uplift my self-education. Certainly confidence in who you are and your work
assists the whole process. Towards what? Towards outlets, what are outlets? Well, exhibitions
and things. I'm thinking of radicalizing the whole principle of my working method. One of
the consistencies in my work is that, each time people go to see something of mine, it's a
surprise from the last. This comes out of doing a string or series of works based on a set of
mental options, and once they're completed I do a rather big shift. So, it springs from a series
of sculpture works using water, to a theatre work using.a live elephant and a rubber elephant
interacting. I mean they 're really radically different notions. And for me, that's the motivation
to not want to stop working. I move on when I get the feeling that an area of concern has dried
up. On the other hand, maybe there's a penalty, because some people feel that I'm supposed
to find areas that are supposed to last epochs longer.But I don't operate like that. Friends were
commenting to me on my lifestyle, and the fact that I live in two cities at once on two different
continents. People don't know what's going on with me, and maybe they picture that I'm
going "pooh-pooh" at the Canadian scene, which I'm not doing. There's quite a small number
of people that are actually living in two places at once, and there's a great deal of pressure in
responding to people about where I live. And it's very hard to keep on saying, Ilivein Toronto,
and I live in Amsterdam. This doesn't click very easily with people. So that alone means that
in a way, I'm outside of people's experience, which leads to a kind of distancing. - Let's go
back to the "Enclosure for Conventional Habit", as the chicken and tree piece was named. It
was under the most adverse suspicion to begin with, and got all sorts of hits if you look at all
the reviews from that period. And yet, now, its considered sort of an archetypal work. There's
so much desire in Europe to show that work, and it's not questioned. And yet, for me all the
way along, it has not been among the better works, in my portfolio. It's amongst the more sensational, but along a parallel route, "Scenic Events on the Path of Upheaval'' the one with the
goldfish and the lettuce, I think, is a much more intelligent, deeper, and more sensitive work,
although one was needed for the other, but that's just the way it was. So, my own opinion was
that it's never been intelligently read. Why is it the case, that a work in it's first period of
making in 1980 was under great suspicion for being a flashy thing to just excite audiences,
and then suddenly it becomes the backbone of my credentials with the same people. And now
it's actually something that I'd like to bury.
Kl: A lot of artists make overt political statements in their work. But, I've noticed that in your
case, one must read the body of the works as a whole, in order to perceive an inherent political
statement that operates on a more personal level rather than directly addressing socialism or
capitalism or war, for instance. You seem more concerned with the politics of daily urban life,
and with individual freedoms.
NH: Well, if you travel around, you can see the limitations of all governments, and you can
comp~ain against all governments. You know the debate about whether democracy exists, in
truth, 1~ doesn't. There are relative degrees in kinds of freedoms in society. So, yes, I can see
the ~nod where my work changed from self-interested emotion, not in any rude sense, but
relat~ng to the intimacies of relationships, as compared to the person-as-subject in society.
And m that way, I think the work is very very political, but it's not trying to provoke any new
systems, or bat against any new systems. It's more of an anarchistic view elucidating a sense
of wh~t exists. I'm certainly an anarchist in that I feel totally free to criticize any society, but
I don. t .know that I have the intelligence to create the utopian society. But I suppose it's
redefmmg the existing societies through criticism that stimulates growth. In this country the
rudeness towards artists is absurd.

KJ: I see this anarchistic attitude in the nature of your work as process as opposed to work
as product. For instance, it isn't the kind of work that can readily be sold.
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NH: I think that a lot of people would like to own those works privately, but the works
themselves relate to an atmosphere, or a sphere that by it's nature appears and feels public.
So that the purchasing potential is somewhat limited. But that's the medium. Sculpture, after
a certain time-span is traditional! y public issue. I read myself now, quite readily as a sculptor.
I can see that from the beginning, I have been very much preoccupied with things in space,
and it's the activities, or movements or changes that makes me somewhat different from other
sculptors. And yet it seems appropriate when we look at the cityscapes as a constant but
metamorphic visual environment, ever-changing with twenty-five year life-spans on buildings. And now we 're talking about nuclear power plants being destroyed because of their
obsolescence, and in the Netherlands they're busy taking down apartment buildings fifteen
eighteen stories tall, they're just detonating them, even though inside they feel brand new,
because now they've decided that that's not the way people should live. And they're going
back to four, five and six story units. Those are exceptions, but the dogmatism is still so strong.
Telling people what's good and bad for them. I don't think we realize what a monotone environment is being built.

INTERVIEW WITH
R. MURRAY SCHAFER
by Paul Dutton and Karl Jirgens
R. Murray Schafer has worked with music, theatre, sound, and philological research. He is
a composer, educator, writer, music historian, and soundscape researcher. bpNichol and Steve
M cCaffery have described ~chafer as a multi-directional, poly-conceptual artist who refuses
to ?e confin~d by the strz~tures of habitual aesthetic categories. His sound sculptures
artzcu_latefuszon and confuszo~ of the art object and sound stimulus. His sounds cape projects
co~znepe'(ormanc_ee~ent~zt~ecol~gicalresearch.PATRIA isSchafer'son-goingproject,
and zt combznes muszc, lznguzstzcs,phzlology, text-sound composition, and peiformance into
what Schafer calls a "theatre of confluence". PATRIA is a series of works which include:
"PrincessoftheStars' ', 'MusicforWildernessLake", "LaTestad'Ariadne", "The Greatest
Show on Earth", ''RA" and, as an annotation ''Dicamus et Labyrinthos". Other parts are
scheduled to follow including a Labyrinth work to be set on a beach, and a final work
tentatively ~itled, "And Wolf Shall Inherit the Moon". Schafer draws many of his images
f~om the Mzno~n mytholop surrounding Daedalus, Ariadne, the Minotaur, and the Labyrznth. H ~ combznes the~e w_zth alchemical notions and Amerindian legend concerning, among
other thzngs, the mystzcfigure of the wolf. Works in Schafer's PATRIA series have been
J?eiformedina variety ofplaces including Stratford (1972), the (1978) Sound Poetry Festival
zn Toronto, Banff (1981 ), and the Amsterdam Holland Festival (1984). Future shows are
schedule~ to _be produced in a variety of international locations including an upcoming
present~tzon zn Yugoslavia. In this interview, Schafer speaks to Paul Dutton and Karl Jirgens
about hzs most recent production of "The Greatest Show On Earth" in Peterborough, Canada.

KJ: How would you say existential philosophy has affected your operating systems?
NH: I see Camus as the heart of existentialism, not to deny Sartre impact, but you can see that
one is a literary narrative associative way to understand as compared to a direct intellectual
reasoned research. And I operate on a Camus kind of sensibility, where I have to discover the
words that are often incorrect to say what I mean, but I sense that I understand such things
in that inside-out associative manner.
KJ: How does this associative process relate to your recent work, for instance with the
"Orange Water" piece recently shown at the Ydessa Gallery?
NH: That work includes four pneumatic, hydraulic posts. Those posts make sounds of air
rushing, and it feels like breathing, and it's a very powerful atmosphere around the work. So,
in finishing that work and embarking on the next work right after, I knew immediately that
whileiwasquitecapableofmovingaheadwithpneumatics,Ihadanumberofideas,anumber
of instruments, and research in that area, but I felt that to do another work in that area
immediately would be discounting the existence of that one work, and that it would take away
from it's strength, and its going to be quite a while before I ever entertain using that device
or engineering because of my respect for the identity of the "Orange Water" piece. And yet,
that one work represents almost eighteen months of research to get there, and it has to be
thrown away right after that. So this goes back to statements that I made years ago that I'm
after creating the essence of experience. To create things that cause human experience. They
become sufficiently archetyped in their simple development, so that every time we see, shall
we say, an orange popsicle, then that water colour comes back to you. Or, every time you hear
certain sounds, it would bring you back to that work, because it does not leave the psyche the
way it enters. It's always been important to me to make an individual work, that worked, and
then because it worked, I don't want to repeat myself. Yet, there is repetition even though
that's a conscious statement. There is certainly repetition through devices, mechanisms, and
thoughts. And then each time we learn a new sense of what that repetition is. And then,
through that knowledge, you try to discover a new line, so that you can see the fabric of the
portfolio as complex. But again, that's a very big liability when one considers curators and
others wanting to pick a line. I've had it said to me, that they really love the work, but that
it was rather difficult to give a show because they couldn't get a line on it. That to me is a kind
of absurdity. There's this demand to justify works through words constantly. The catalogue
has to have discussion to allow people to enter it. I finally think that with an English, western,
white, intellectual, liability, maybe the best catalogue is anything which represents lack of
meaning by sustaining the ambiguity, rather than defining the ambiguities away. And it's not
like ambiguity is the ultimate goal, but it seems to me what's more interesting about a work
is what is not understood, rather than what's understood. I don't like to understand everything.
I like the penetration of knowing there's intent, completion, and knowing that intuitively. It's
enigmatic, you can't really get at it. It's equivalent to why people stay in love with people all
their lives. It's not because they understand the people totally, it's because they understand
them but there's something they can't quite get at, there's always a little surprise. And I think
that that's what is sustaining about certain works.
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R. Murray Sc ha.fer illustrating obscure sign
language in front of his Toronto residence.
Photo by Karl Jirgens

KJ: Paul (Dutton) was telling me your latest show is called "The Greatest Show On Earth",
and that it will be presented in Peterborough in August. Could you tell us something about
the structure of the show?
MS: There's one hundred pieces or acts or skits in it, some of them involving musicians, some
of them involving actors, some of them involving real carnival people. Almost everybody has
a solo of some kind, and then they join up with other people for some small vignettes
involving three or four of the other people, and so as the whole show is running, at any one
time, there will be up to fifty events happening out of a total of one hundred. And its all laid
out according to time-flow, and according to where the performers are, and at what booth and
when they repeat the thing that they're doing individually, and then there's the things that
they're doing with other performers, so that everybody's doing three or four things. There is
an opening to the show and a closing which involves everybody. At the opening of the show,
the "Showman" enters, his name is Sam Galuppi, and he gets the attention of the audience,
and says, "Ladies and gentlemen [name of producer] is proud to present PATRIA 3, the
greatest show on earth! A feast for the eyes, the ears, the nose and the stomach. Here you will
experience a world of truth and error, delight and terror, real and unreal, ideal and surreal,
pieces collected from far and near, a collection so astounding, so resounding that no one will
be able to grasp it at a single visit, in a moment, you may wander at will through this haunting
spectacle of thrills and illusions and you will be amazed at what may be here found lost, but
have no fear, for I, Sam Galuppi, am your guarantee that the show will be run as good clean
fun. Now, to make it all begin, we need a hero and heroine able to guide us through this the
labyrinthofthisevening'santicsandatrocities, who shall it be? You,oryou? or you? or, there!
That pretty girl with the eight-star diadem, would you be our heroine? Our princess? And you
sir, with that wolf glint in your eyes, no, no, you needn't reply, just come up and join us here
on the stage, to become the hero of your show. A little applause please for the volunteers! Do
you have a name little lady?" And the girl replies, "Ariadne." Then Galuppi speaks to the
young man, "And you sir? What shall we call you?" "Wolfy." "What a spectacular pair of
ordinary mortals, but do not despair, for we can turn this pair into bright glittering stars, at
least for tonight. So, let me then, without further ado, introduce you to the show's two
magicians, the black and white brothers, are you there?" A puff of smoke, some flame, and
the black and white magicians suddenly appear. They are dressed identically, except the black
magician wears a white top hat, and white tails with his face painted black, while the white
magician wears a black top hat and black tails with his face painted white. Galuppi continues.
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"Magic my friends is at the heart of our show, streaking across the mystic gulf to unite things
above and things below, so let us begin, good brothers in sin, the crowd wants a hero and
heroine!" The crowd applauds. A growing spinning sound to the music accompanies the
preparations of two magic acts which are performed almost simultaneously. The black
magician leads the girl into a long box, above which are suspended three guillotines, one at
the head, one at the feet, and one in the middle. The girl enters the box. The dwarf, Arturo
Shitslip holds up a sign reading, "Tranche de vie". The first blade drops cutting off the girl's
protruding feet, the second blade drops to cut her in half, while the third blade falls to cut off
her head which falls into a basket. Meanwhile the white magician has led the man into an
animal cage. A cloth is draped over the cage, and it is slowly raised into the air. While this
is happening, Arturo Shitslip follows the action with a sign that reads on one side, "The Hero"
and on the other side, "The Victim". When the cage has reached its position, the White
Magician fires a pistol, the curtain falls, the cage is empty. Same Galuppi speaks once again,
"Finished! Cut to pieces! And they were going to be the heroes of our show! What a
spectacular beginning! And so much more to come! Let us delay no longer, I now pronounce
the magic words that will set all things spinning and exploding with irrepressible energy, Aile
flam, bim, sax and nabbersax! Let the greatest show on earth begin!'' He blows his whistle
and then the band starts to play and everything suddenly springs into action, all the sideshows. Then, the accordianist, Giuseppi Macerolla, sneaks up to stage and furtively carries
off the head of Ariadne. The two policemen come up on stage and inspect the empty cage from
which Wolfman has disappeared, taking notes as if at the scene of a crime.
And that establishes the theme, more or less, for the rest of the evening, because for the
rest of the evening you're going to find parts of the girl all over the fair, her head, her feet,
her eight star diadem crown, her clothing, her tongue, all these things keep appearing all over
the place. Meanwhile, the guy, Wolfy, it turns out, was wanted by the police. So he's being
hunted, and the cops are there, and the cops are going to interrogate the audience, and say
things like, "Well, did you see him? What did he look like? Did he have brown eyes or blue
eyes? Hey! Look! There he goes!" And then they go rush off through the crowd. In other
words, all night long you are reminded that this guy is there somewhere, but he's disappeared.
And then at the end of the show, we come back to the auditorium for a transformation. The
girl is going to be re-constituted. The magicians are supposed to put her back together again,
and the guy is supposed to be brought back. So, we have another sub-scene in which they do
their stuff. Then, in the middle of the stage, the girl suddenly reappears, entirely whole. But
then, she slowly changes into the man. This gets the attention of the cops, but just as they realize it's him, the man slowly changes into a hairy animal, a Minotaur. The Minotaur leaves
its position and moves towards the audience. An electronic sound accompanying the transformation is gradually changed into a deep thundering vibration, out of which an invisible
vo~ce is heard. The voice is deep, reverberant and sardonic. It says, "Is this what you w\nted!?
Ariadne restored, the hero returned? The gods working miracles? HAH! HAH! RAH! The
chemistry was WRONG! You released the three-horned enemy! Deal with him if you can!"
Smoke fills the stage, enveloping the Minotaur, lights from below enlarge his shadow, against
the smoke, the performers leave the stage screaming. Sam Galuppi says, "My God! It's all
gone wrong! Cut the lights! Go home! Everyone go home! Maestro! Music! The show is
over!" The band strikes up a cheerful tune which lasts briefly and then wobbles and dissolves
leaving one trumpet player to play a lonely phrase over and over at long intervals like a last
post. The lights begin to go out, first on the stage, then throughout the entire fairgrounds. The
actors push the audience out of the fairgrounds and lock the gates. High above the walls, the
departing audience sees an enormous shadowy prowling beast. A huge fifty foot silhouette
of the three-horned Minotaur.
·

PD: Is there any music in the show?
MS: Yes, there's quite a bit, there's music at the beginning and ending. There's a wizard oil
piece, a song, using a local actor. I'm trying to use as many Peterborough people as possible.
The idea is to do it with a small nucleus of professionals and a lot of amateurs.

KJ: So this production will be a presentation of a portion of the larger GREATEST SHOW
ON EARTH?
MS: It will be a workshop focusing particularly on the auditorium sequence, which is one big
chunk of the piece, but not the whole piece. And then, hopefully the entire piece will be
presented next year at the same location. It depends on how much the local community will
respond. That has to do not just with the actors but with all the support that we 're going to
need, publicity, fund-raising, administration, set-building, construction, all that, services, Tshirts, accommodations and so on.
PD: As I understand it, your intention with involving the local community was not based on
purely economic issues. It's not just that it would be cost prohibitive to hire professionals.
MS: I really am very much concerned, like a lot of us, with the relationship between
performers and their audience, particularly the idea that there are professional entertainers,
and there are paying customers, but the two have nothing to do with one another, and it's
created a kind of syndrome that is slowly, finally being destroyed. One way that it can be
destroyed is by having many different levels of involvement. In this production, for instance,
local amateurs can become actors and performers in the work, and their work is side-by-side
with top-notch professionals. So that kind of raises them up and raises their morale. The
audience can come and just see the show if they want. Buy a strip of tickets, go and see
whatever they want, they don't have to get involved any more than that. If you want to get
involved, you can. For instance, if you go to see Zoltan the fortune teller, and Zoltan says to
you, "I can see by your sign that you are a communicator of messages, quickly, you must take
this, find the Black Magician, give it to him, he has important instructions for you, have you
understood? You must go alone." So, you can either go out, throw the paper on the ground
and say "The hell with him." Or, you can find the Black Magician, and if you choose to do
that, then you discover that you're being put on a special route through the Labyrinth. The
Black Magician will then say, "Ahh! I've been waiting for this! You must now immediately
go to see Madame Isis, and tell her that you have come from the Black Magician." And so
you go and say, "I've come from the Black Magician." And she says, "Yes, I know." Then
you're going on through this thing by yourself, on this crazy route, the end of which could
be admission to one of the three restricted shows, which you can't buy your way into, which
you can only enter by winning your way in, and one of the ways to get in is to follow this route,
and so you might end up in the Blue Theatre and see an exclusive show. There's that kind of
opportunity.
PD: So that also continues the on-going idea of Labyrinth.
MS: Yes, in a sense that's a Labyrinth, but most people don't even know they're in a
Labyrinth, the ones that are just there wandering around. For instance, you might win a
balloon while playing a game, so now you've got a blue balloon, but unknown to you, you've
become a target because all the people with blue balloons are going to be moved over that way
at some point. So you can find yourself trapped in a sense.

PD: So you've got the themes of the wolf, and the three-horned beast and the Princess of the
stars recurring from earlier parts in the PATRIA series.

KJ: So you're moving towards audience participation as a process, as opposed to gathering
an audience that will consume a product.

MS: They keep coming back in a transformation, wolf is still searching the world for Ariadne,
his princess, but its a kind of alchemy that goes wrong, the whole thing blows up in the faces
of the magicians. The whole purpose from a philosophical or technical point of view, my
whole purpose in writing the whole thing was, to determine if you could write a work without
a hero and a heroine, and without a plot, without any significant developments, so that all you
have was this small time plotting and counter-plotting, and chit-chat, and mummery and
sword-dances and magic, and yet it still holds your attention, so that the audience moves
around the whole fair and sees the stuff that's going on beside the stuff that's going on in the
a?ditorium. There's some pretty good skits in it, I think. We have a news tabloid announcing
different acts or features in the show with headlines such as, "Beethoven Re-incarnated As
a Cat, Claims Felix Mendelsohn!" And there's this cat in a cage, who is supposed to be
Bee~oven, and he's got this cravat on, and he's got this ear-trumpet, and they come and play
to him.
Another beautiful thing about this piece is that it consumes its own critics. For instance,
here's an article in the "tabloid" that says, "Opera Director Prounounces GREATEST SHOW
a Fraud. The former director of the Canadian opera company has pronounced THE
GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH a fraud. Puffing on a large cigar, the corpulent director who
wished to remain anonymous, claimed that although its laudable to attempt to unify all the
arts, this was correctly accomplished over a hundred years ago by German opera ace R.
Wagner. He hoped that he would never have to witness the travesty in our town. When
reminded that he actually appears as a character in one of the skits of the show, he called the
suggestion preposterous and sick. Further criticisms of the show have been voiced by other
notables. Bernard Hopkins, head of the drama department at the Banff school of fine arts has
written that the work is unsympathetic to art, to the performer and to the public. Asked to
comment, Ken Murphy, Banff center music coordinator said, 'Peanuts.' "These are all true,
and exactly what those people have said. But they're in the show, they're characters in the
show. One of them says, "I met Schafer, and we talked about music, I HATE him!" Other
headlines include, "Psycho Magician Threatens to Create Monster!" And the copy reads, 'A
threat made against THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH could turn the show's happy
ending into fiendish tragedy. The problem has arisen over a contract dispute involving one
of the show's lead performers, the Black Magician.'' Other lines read, "Space Aliens Give
Madam Isis Messages For Earth People", "Bites Off Gerbil's Head to Win Bet" and so on.

MS:Yes,andit'sadifferentkindofaudienceparticipationthanRAforinstance,whereyou're
entirely enveloped in a ritual, with no way of getting out of the thing, short of leaving the
theatre, but presumably you go there willingly. But with this, you can enter into the thing at
whatever level you want to.
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KJ: So are you Daedalus? Did you build the Labyrinth?
MS: Well, perhaps, but there's a character, who is the owner of this show called Mr. Daedalus,
and he goes around on stilts, and he has this tall, very elongated head, very bald and a huge
tall forehead, and he doesn't say anything in the whole show, but any time he comes up to
any actor or performer, they always have to bow to him, and say, "Good evening Mr.
Daedalus." And then he bows slightly to them and moves on. He's the owner of the show. And
t~en there.'s an?ther guy who thinks he's the owner of the show, a guy called Zip the Idiot.
Zip the Idiot thmks he created the whole show, and that everybody in it works for him. And
he goes around greeting everybody, and says things like, "Hi, are you enjoying the show?
Well, I created it, it's mine, I'm glad you're enjoying it, do you like this act? I worked hard
to get that one." So, you really don't know who's the owner, who's the manipulator, who's
~he c~eator. In the introductory notes to the script, I say that what's more important than what
1s wntten here, are the things that could evolve out of what is written here. So that the thing
grows and snowballs as other people invent skits and things related, and so it becomes their
show. So that the ambiguity about the authorship is very appropriate. It could be an unending
work. And ultimately for it to take its form, PATRIA 3 or THE GREATEST SHOW ON
E~TH should be an unending work. It becomes the actors' and performers' work. And the
audience, because it is encouraged to participate, causes the performers to modify the show.
The only thing that I'm concerned about is with keeping some kind of thematic unity to the
s~ow so that it isn't just a confection of what anybody would like to do. And that's the
difference between this and a real fair, because with this you should get the impression, as
you go around, that the things that you saw there somehow relate to a thing that you just heard
o~er there. That may be because I am more aware than some people of being involved in many
differe~t kinds of activities, of a tendency to be thrown out in a centrifugal manner into too
many different kinds of activities, and maybe this is my attempt to create more of a draw or
more of a centripetal force. But I envision the end, and I now have a sketch for the last piece
to the PATRIA series to be a return to the forest, with the title, "AND WOLF SHALL
INHERIT THE MOON."
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LINES IN THE LABYRINTH:
R. MURRAY SCHAFER AS
LITERARY ARTIST
by Paul Dutton
R. Murray Schafer's international reputation as a composer, music educator, sound sculptor,
and soundscape scholar has been secured time and time again, most recently by the awarding
to him of the first triennial Glenn Gould Prize for exceptional contributions to music and its
communication. Amid the proliferating awards, the premieres, the commissions, the participation in international festivals, the productions of multi-media extravaganzas, etc., there is
one aspect of his genius that, while not totally obscured, receives only occasional and usually
slight recognition - his achievements as a literary artist. I should perhaps make it clear at
the outset that I am not referring to such writings as the essays collected in On Canadian
Music , nor the research and theoretical work of The Tuning of the World, but the fiction and
poetry of Music in the Cold, Ariadne (which first appeared in two separate editions, under
the title Smoke : A Novel), Dicamus et Labyrinthos, and The Chaldean Inscription. With the
exception of Music in the Cold (not the best of Schafer's literary work and less a poem than
a verse-lined fable with a moral to make about society's attitude to art), these are works that,
like Schafer's musical and scholarly pursuits, lie beyond the mainstream. That may be partly
why they have not been brought very fully before a literary audience. I say "very fully"
because efforts have been made, most notably by bpNichol and Steve McCaffery, who eight
years ago edited a special issue of Open Letter devoted to Schafer's writings. Around that
same time, Exile Editions issued a second edition of Smoke: A Novel, which Schafer had
initially self-published. I am not aware of Schaferreceiving any further literary attention, nor
doiknowofanycriticalresponsebeyondmybriefreviewof Smoke, whichappearedinOpen
Letter a year or two after the first (1976) edition. The intention of this brief discussion, then,
is to offset the neglect somewhat and to bring Schafer forward once more as an author worth
reading.
Schafer's work, in fact, is not only worth reading, but worth looking at-literally. An accomplished calligrapher and draughtsman (the extraordinary graphics that almost always
occur in his ~cores make those documents interesting to see, whether or not you read music),
he has published three of the four books that comprise his literary output to date in handdrawn and written fonn. These are the three that I consider to be his best and I have a few
comments to make on each of them.
~he Chaldean Inscription is a brief work (twenty pages) that I include under the heading
of literary work on the strength of its being a visual poem, owing more, though, to the ancient
tradition of ornamental writing than to the concrete poetry and visual poetry movements of
this century. (The debt that those two movements might owe to the ancient tradition of
ornamental writing is quite another- and larger- issue.) It is a conceptually simple piece,
whose value lies in the beauty of its execution. It begins with a phrase that I take to be
borrowed from some Chaldean source that has come down to us from antiquity and that
appears (from its sense) to be attributed either to God or to some occult figure: "I am all that
is/ all t~at has been/ all that shall be/ and none may lift my veil." As this is repeated on
succeedmg pages, one of the letters used in the phrase is, in each occurrence, replaced with
a calligraphic "letter" that I presume to be an original Schafer design and that, to my
Chaldean-ignorant eye, seems intended to mimic the appearance of that ancient script. When
the substitution is complete, ligatures and decorative embellishments are added and the·work
c_oncludes with a visually beautiful page that is richly evocative of ancient Babylonia, looking
like a cross between Semitic script and Persian ornamental writing. There is too, of course
a nice irony in the fact that on the last page the inscription is in a fonn in which it embodie;
i~ cl~im that "none may life my veil" - just when anyone, in fact, may do so by simply
flippmg backwar~s through the booklet.
Schafer's first novel, Smoke (hereafter referred to as Ariadne under which title it was
published in 1985 by Arcana Editions), appeared before The Chaldean Inscription and was
a much more ambitious work: longer, visually varied and more elaborate; plotted; textured;
and narratively and emotionally layered. I suppose that the simplest description of it is
"concrete novel", although, like The Chaldean Inscription, it too owes more to the tradition
of ornamental writing than to the canon of modem concrete poetry. I don't know for certain
whether Schafer was, at the time he wrote this novel, conversant with the work of the
c_oncretists, although being a universally curious and generally well-read individual, he most
likely would have been. It doesn't really matter, for whatever the case, he created a work that
developed and extended visual narrative brilliantly. There are pages in Ariadne that are
worthy of inclusion in any anthology of concrete or visual poetry and I will attempt to convey
the sense of two such pages.
The first of them is the novel's first page which consists of the two sentences "It rained hard
for exactly forty-two hours." and" And then it drizzled for forty-two hours." By piling the two
sentences vertically and having the first disappear character by character at the left-hand
margin while the second appears character by character at the right-hand margin, Schafer
causes the "rained hard" sentence to create a diagonally slanting sequence of lines, the
"drizzled" sentence to create a perpendicular sequence of lines, and the shared period at the
end of both sentences to evoke after-rain dripping from eave, leaf, or other raised feature.
The second page I've chosen for description makes use of the sentence ''The stars in the
hea~ens reconstituted ~emselves to fonn her name" (as channing a conceit as any smitten
swam ever came up with). Had Schafer merely arranged these words in constellations over
the page we could justly accuse him of corniness. He has, however, arranged the words in
constellations of the page in so small a size and with the letters so widely spaced that, as the
eye searches from one letter to another in its attempt to read the as yet undiscovered words,
the letters perceived through peripheral vision somehow take on a sidereal flicker - a
dazzlingly effective optical illusion.
. It must be acknowledged that there are weak points within Ariadne - on the one hand,
visuals that are too literal and, on the other, ones that are barely relevant; plus the occasional
overwrought image (e.g., "moonspelled and danced was my heart")- but the overall result
is a boo~ sometime~ affecting, often humorous, and almost always delightful, as the
protagonist pursues his lover/muse and the reader pursues the thread of narrative through a
sequence of word games, cryptograms, semiotic devices, and mood-evoking visual effects,
all of it calculated to draw us into a dynamic, often physical interaction with the book. Aside
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from that, it contains, in the opening " Dedicace", a little gem that I have a?m ~red f~r its
originality of fonn , tenderness of sentiment, and strength of affe~t. Bcgmnmg with a
sequence of apparent nonsense words, which is nonetheless suggestive of some c~herent
statement, it progresses through several repetitions, with the ~10nse~s.e. words ('.vhich are
ickly seen to be anagrams) systematically unscrambled, until the mitially garbled state:ent is finally resolved into a touching and passionate profession of love. It deserves to be
better known.
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"Table Seventeen" from Schafer's Dicamus et Labyrinthos.

Dicamus et Labyrinthos is at once Schafer's most conventional and most original literary
opus - or perhaps it would be more accurate to say "most nearly conventional". Subtitled
"A Philologist's Notebook", its title derives from a phrase in Pliny'sNatural History, "Let us
also speak oflabyrinths" ( source and translation duly noted on the title-page). It first appeared
as part of the special Open Letter issue referred to earlier, and has since appeared in a slight!y
amended version under the Arcana Editions imprint, which bears no mention anywhere ofR.
Murray Schafer, thus inhibiting a broad appreciation of ~is achievement, but re1!1aini_ng true
to the ludic spirit of the book. It opens with an Introduction by one Max Dorb, identified as
President of the Canadian Helladic Association, who offers an erudite synopsis of the history
of nineteen ancient tablets inscribed with mysterious writing, the translation of which has had
archaeologists stumped since the tablets were fmally assembled in 1954 from fragments first
discovered in 1938 in Magia Tribia in the south of Sicily. The script they bear (he informs us)
has come to be tenned "Ectocretan", because of an apparent connection to the Mycenean
Greek world in the Minoan era, which is known to have been centred on the island of Crete.
Mr. Dorb is making public a photographic reproduction of a notebook journal found in the
office of an anonymous scholar who recently disappeared, suddenly and without explanation,
from his university. There follows a reproduction of the Magia Tribia tablets and then the
journal of ... well, his name (like Schafer's) is nowhere in evidence (not even on the
correspondence from one of his colleagues whose letter, pasted in the journal, advises him
that the tablets are surely a hoax). The journal, with many a sidetrip down academic byways
of professional pride, pettiness, and rivalry, along with reflections on life and the timeless
significance of the ancient myth of the labyrinth at Knossos and the Minotaur, chronicles the
gradual deciphennent of the ancient language, which in fact turns out to be a substitution
cipher based on the phonemes, vocabulary, and grammar of twentieth-century English.
A brief synopsis such as I have given can by no means do justice to the vastly entertaining
and brilliantly inventive character of this work. And, having sketched, as it were, the skeleton
of the thing, I should try to impart some sense of the meat that's on those bones.
In Dicamus et Labyrinthos, Schafer has invented his own "language", with its own unique
characters and script, all corresponding to the elements of the International Phonetic
Alphabet. This "language" can quite literally be read aloud, as was done by its author in 1978
at the Eleventh International Sound Poetry Festival in Toronto. Further, Schafer has used this
language to recount the story of the Minotaur: of King Minos offending the god Poseidon;
of Poseidon vengefully causing Minos' queen, Pasiphae, to lust after a bull; of the invention
by Daedelus of a device for the fulfillment of Pasiphae' s lust; of the offspring of that union,
Minotaur; of the labyrinth Daedelus designed to house the monster; of the youths sacrificed
to its hunger, and of the hero Theseus, to whom Minos' daughter Ariadne provided the means
by which to escape the labyrinth after killing the beast. In order to speak of the labyrinth,
Schafer has himself constructed a linguistic labyrinth through which he leads the reader, who
follows the unravelling of the cipher by the anonymous philologist. The whole thing is done
with wit and humour (from beginning to end, it is a marvellous parody of academic life and
pretension), with earnestness and playfulness (letter-games and verbal labyrinths are
sprinkled throughout the journal), with elegance and irony, layered meaning, and flawless
verisimilitude (different entries are made with different pens; marginalia abound; deletions
and over-writings occur repeatedly). Not only has Schafer created a "little book very rich for
eyes" (to lift a phrase from the cover of Tom Phillips' The Humument), he has, I believe,
reinterpreted - indeed, recreated - the myth of the labyrinth at Knossos for our time,
making it relevant in a unique and charmingly diverting manner. And, oh yes, he adds a .
surpriseendingthatrevealstheidentityofthecipher-language'screatorandhintsatastartling
cause for the disappearance of the anonymous scholar.
The space and time available at this point do not permit inclusion here of the examples from
Dicamus et Labyrinthos that I would like to have cited in support of the points I've made about
the book, which is rife with quotable material. But perhaps the very absence of quotes may
all the more inspire curious readers to find their way to a copy of the book - which is all to
the good, as far as I'm concerned. As well, I would like to have placed these literary works
within the context of the various themes and artistic means that Schafer employs as he
progresses through his overall oeuvre; but I must, for the moment, content myself with the
brief observation that mysteries (specifically labyrinths), ancient civilizations and myths
(especially the myth of Ariadne and similar manifestations of the redemptive feminine
principle), and the fusion of diverse arts and crafts (as the works under discussion, for
example, fuse visual, literary, and sonic artistry) are recurring threads that can be traced
through numerous of Schafer's musical compositions and multidisciplinary extravaganzas.
I maintain that the same high standards that Schafer works to in those ventures can be seen
to operate as well in his works of fiction and visual poetry.
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A CASE OF SIMPLE PARALLELISM:
The Linguistic Systems of Hubert Benoit
and Ferdinand de Saussure

By Christopher Dewdney
In his book Let Go Hubert Benoit detailed the relationship between language and metaconsciousness, in this case an occidental explication of the doctrine of Zen Buddhism. During
the course of this text Benoit described the relation between memory and words, between the
personal associations which a word carries for each user and the fixed definition of general
usage. He used· an apt analogy to visualize this relation. He called the fixed lexemic .d~finition of a word, its dictionary meaning, the kernel. He then called the personal assoc1auons,
the matrix of connectivities, the halo.
By examining a representative sentence we can see how Benoit's model operates. For
example, we could take the sentence "The village fiddler went on vacation." (A specimen,
incidentally, which is very close to Benoit's own example in the aforementioned text.) (T~ere
is a curious quality to sentences which have been concocted to illustrate a grammaucal
relation. They have a sort of wistful semantic bleakness.) At any rate, Benoit saw the associative halo as an unconscious connection of identity that involved a triangular relation as
shown in the following diagram;
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conscious

v i l l a g e - - - - - - - - fiddler

~/

i

unconscious

inhabitant

where "village" and "fiddler" share a mutual term, "inhabitant" which can be used in
conjunction with either. Benoit sees the term "inhabitanC' as the hypostasis of the two other
terms.
I've taken Benoit's idea and have corrupted it somewhat by simplifying the unwieldy
triangular model for a much more cartesian one that will also serve to highlight the parallel
between Ferdinand de Saussure's concept of language and Hubert Benoit's. By using, say,
the word "fiddler" as the kernel, the component of a hypothetical discourse, we can generate
an associative halo specific to the term (on a community or personal basis) which can be
operated vertically. That is to say, we can arrange the associative & synonymous terms above
and below the kernel using proximity as an indicator of meaning specificity relative to the
intentional semantic function of the sentence. The "parsed-out" halo of "fiddler" would look
something like this.
performer
entertainer
violinist
fiddler
musician
soloist
troubadour
By parsing out our whole example sentence in this manner we can see some interesting
relations between surface and deep associational structure in the fabric of everyday discourse.
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We could say that the level of expectation of meaning in a given sentence is directly
proportional to its length or duration. This expectation of meaning, the graphic curiosity
which fuels the engine of reading, will look for meaning even when there is none. In fact, in
the total absence of meaning, such as a random string of words, the reader will use this
expectation to fabricate meaning out of chaos. Mood and personal association patterns
become the two main operators of a given reader's interpretation of an obscure or ambiguous
communication.
To give you an idea of how these diagrams are overly simplifying a rather complex field
we could draw another graph based on the prior one by designating a new value for the vertical
axis. It could be made to represent the emotional import of information in a communication
as it affects the listener, for example. This graph would not demonstrate the gradual
incremental flow of pure description but rather the peaks & valleys of personal import, of
attachment and desire. An example might be the following sentence.

Your

car

was

stolen

last

night.

In order now to integrate, to fuse the information from all of these sources (the paradigmatic, the syntagmatic and the temporal axis which operates the syntagmatic) we need a third
axis. By using a third or lateral dimension we can effectively show the relationship between
the paradigmatic and syntagmatic qualities of discourse. To decrease the overt linearity which
is developing in these graphs, or perhaps, to reinforce my hidden intellectual agenda, I will
represent the paradigmatic arrays as circular, perhaps retrieving, in a nostalgic epistemology,
a reminiscence of Benoit's halos. In this model the appropriate term is at the centre of the
"target" disc of synonyms, with less synonymous terms relegated increasingly to a periphery
which hypothetically is contingent with, or bleeds into the rest of the words in a personal
lexicon. For clarity's sake this indistinct borderzone at the margin of the paradigmatic disc
is not represented.

trip

towards journey

Notice that we can thread together any linear combination of synonymous terms, choosing
paths at random, and still maintain nearly all of the narrative information of the original
sentence. For example, "That rural soloist departed for holiday.", or even "Which district
entertainer fled towards freedom?". Notice also that the further away we venture from the
conscious intention of the discourse, the more we penetrate into the personal, the more idiosyncratic & emotionally laden is the language.
At this point, we are ready to complete our comparison (after having contorted Benoit's
model into alignment) by outlining Ferdinand de Saussure's model, introduced in his work
Cours de Linguistique General. Saussure perceived two major qualities of discourse which
he characterized spatially. The syntagmatic direction was the horizontal, linear relation
between signs, the grammatical interdependence of terms in a given communication.
Obviously a temporal, cumulative linearity also, where there is a discharge of meaning at the
completion of a communication.) The paradigmatic was the vertical array of synonyms &
associations which collectively & personally inform each word choice, as well as facilitating
the flow of discourse by the availability of equivalent terms. According to Robert Scholes
"Our actual selection of a word in a sentence involves something like a rapid scanning of
paradigmatic possibilities until we find one that will play the appropriate role in the syntax
we are creating."
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It is easy to see that the example sentence which we parsed out is perfectly congruent with
Saussure's concept. We simply replace the halo for the paradigmatic, and the kernel for the
syntagmatic. We now have a linguistic cartesian graph with X being the horizontal syntagmatic axis which also operates in time, and Y the vertical paradigmatic axis which is
atemporal & instantaneous. The first is visual or heard, the second invisible & silent.
Elaborating on the Cartesian model we can illustrate the temporal function of the X axis by
replacing the Y axis with a representation of the accumulation of intended meaning in a given
communication. In a sense a sentence has a negative semantic value (in relation to its total
meaning) until the given content or message of a sentence has been achieved, each sequential
increment of information marking a fraction of a final unity. Thus subjects and verbs will have
high discharge completion levels compared with words whose functions are more purely
relational. A graph depicting the syntagmatic, temporal function of discourse might resemble
the following.

SYNTAGMATJC. TIME.

Each disc also represents the present moment of the individual, the now ~f con~cio.usn.ess
coevally informed with the personal associational word hoard. The paradigmatic disc 1s a
snapshot of a single flux pattern excerpted from the totality of personal flu~ pa~t~rns. Inherent
in this momentary focus are the historical experiences which make up the md1vidual ~ th~se
are brought to bear on the moment. Memory operates within the sentence a~so. Each p~or disc
influences its successor by leaving traces of itself in memory, after-images which are
navigational aids maintaining syntagmatic direction. We could say that the progres~ of ~e
disc through a given string of words, a sentence, a comm~nicatio~, leaves ~ semantic tra!l,
a record of its passage, which incorporates both the emotional & mformat1ve events of !ts
transit through the syntagmatic axis. The contours ofthis passage constitute a texture, a tactile
synthesis of the boundary of self and text.
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THE FRATERNAL
CONTAMINANT
by Steve McCaffery
'Pataphysics is less the repudiation than the culmination of a project called Reason. We will
proceed to open this up as a wound to be sutured somewhere between a telephone and a
bathroom door. Ever since the mind developed as a machine to think without fingers
'pataphysics has been around as a renegade rationality, whose project has been the ludic
anamorphosization of Truth, Science and their reactionary structures, regulatory ideals and
compromise formations.
Ludie? By all means, ludic. Yet a strict tenet of imperturbability is fundamental to all 'pataphysical endeavours. 'Pataphysics is serious, for to debunk the serious it must itself be taken
seriously. 'Pataphysics is neither parodic, nor partakes of the logic of the absurd, but operates
as a decidedly unofficial contaminant, generated within and as a part of, all or any scientific
production. It lodges within those official momenti of syllogism, ratiocination and truth
production to assert its own status as an essential and part-constitutional contaminant. By
operating within the patriarchal term(s) 'pataphysics eludes the power of both the scientific
and the rational; it subverts their scope, problematizes the limits of their dominance, subjects
them to a ludic pulverization that opens up the implications of their discourse and relativizes
their dispensations.
But 'pataphysics historically begins with Alfred Jarry (1873-1907) whose own definition
of the term occurs in Book II of his neo-scientific novel The Exploits and Opinions ofDoctor
Faustroll Pataphysician, published posthumously in 1911:
Pataphysics, whose etymological spelling should be epi (meta ta phusika) and actual
orthography 'pataphysics, preceded by an apostrophe so as to avoid a simple pun is the
science of that which is superinduced upon metaphysics, within or beyond the latter's
limitations, extending as far beyond metaphysics as the latter extends beyond physics.
Ex: an epiphenomenon being often accidental, pataphysics will be, above all, the
science of the particular ... Pataphysics will examine the laws governing exceptions,
and will explain the universe supplementary to this one ... DEFINITION. Pataphysics
is the science of imaginary solutions, which symbolically attributes the properties of
objects, described by their virtuality to their lineaments. 1
TERMS
There are two crucial terms necessary to an understanding of
'pataphysical productions. Neither of the two originate with Jarry.
The Clinamen
Lucretius, circa 40 B.C., describes the atomic phenomenon of the clinamen in Book II of De
Rerum Natura:
.. . so that the mind itself may not be subject
To inner necessity in what it does And fetch and carry like a captive slave The tiny swerve of atoms plays its part
At unanticipated times and places. 2
The literary appearance of this term is rare, yet important. We find De Quincey overtly
attributing the term to Lucretius in his Letter to a Young Man, (Works, Vol. XIII, p. 85) and
Coleridge speaks of a" le ne clinamen, the gentle bias" in his Aids to Reflection. More recent! y
Harold Bloom used it as the first of his six revisionary ratios, and Michel Serres has described
it as "the minimal angle to laminar flow" that "initiates a turbulence ... the angle interrupts
the stoic chain, breaks thefoederafati, the endless series of causes and reasons. It disturbs,
in fact, the laws of nature." And Jean-Luc Nancy:
... one doesn't create a world with simple atoms. One needs a clinamen. One needs an
inclination (in both meanings of the word) of the one towards the other, of the one by
the other or of the one for the other. The community is at least the clinamen of the
"individual."
The clinamen, then, marks an atom's deviation from its path; its readjustment to a stable
flow and its consequent collision to produce a new formation. Whereas Science (that
"totality of the world's legends" as Serres so aptly puts it) would harness any deviance to
the logical perimeters of its own diadic ontology, 'Pataphysics (as the science of the
imaginary solution) inscribes and articulates the moment, condition and the place where
the law is insufficient to prevent the clinamen.
Syzygy
The term refers to a conjunction or opposition of planets in a solar system. Also the
conjunction of two organisms without the loss of identity. On the order of language this
produces pun and neologism. Syzygy is another key concept in 'pataphysical methodology.
It promotes those momentary oppositions and conjunctions in verbal meanings that always
characterize the scientific discourse of imaginary solutions.Jarry' s most famous contribution
in this area is the semantic conjunction of ether and eternity to produce the semantic twin of
"ethemity": a momentary conjunction in a logical space that carries along with it the
cataclysmic breakdown of a coupled opposition.
Syzygy and the clinamen together strategize 'pataphysics' relation to the dominant space
of logic. By abolishing rational gaps and demarcations, suspending (or ignoring) the law of
the excluded middle, by reversing the movement of syllogistic integration, the terms
(operating as discursive tools) inaugurate conjunctions, oppositions, laminations and inclinations. Locating its main activity in the membranous space between scientific and artistic
spheres, 'pataphysics continuously resuscitates a rational impertinence, a fulguration against
the cogito. Indeed, as we shall see in the case of the Collegium 'Pataphysicum and in the
earlier writings of Charles Fourier, the 'pataphysical subject becomes characterized as one
who is deccntrcd among its own administrative hypertrophies, its own carapace of neologism
and taxonomy. We will see too, how 'pataphysics does not describe an historic moment
(commencing with the birth of Alfred Jarry) but rather marks a trans-historic state of mind.
The covering law of 'pataphysics is totality. Everything is 'pataphysics; either conscious
'pataphysics or else unconscious. And the choreography is incline, for the 'pataphysical is the
clinamcn of the scientific.

THE COLLEGIUM PATAPHYSICUM
To the 'pat.aphysical disposition, all scientific problems reduce to issues of administration and
classificati?n. Th~re is a central, theoretical need to produce and institute a complex
bureaucrati~ ~erram, and_ to reclassify all classification by shifting the ground of taxonomy
fro_m a_ tradiuon~l ~~ i~ ~atter ~d substance (in other words in "what is done") to an
amtu~nal base (m_ ~ow ll s done ). The present College of 'Pataphysics consists of more
than ~mety comr~11Ssio~s and sub-commissions, all of which have precisely differentiated
funwons but which ulumately fall under the binding rule of 'pataphysical equivalence.
U~der the Comn?ssion o( L~citie~ & Harmonies is the Sub-Commission of Imaginary
Solutzons; thefunc~o~ of which 1s the infinite provision of"semi-virtualities" for any subject,
and the S ub-C omln!s~zon ofProbabilities that specializes in statistical and logical operations.
~nder _the Co~ss~on of Unpredictabilities (whose ordinary function is to uphold or
mstan~at_e th~ pnnc_iple that only the unpredictable exists) are several important subcommissions mcludrng the one of Glory and Protuberances. Set up as a socio-medical
"orga~ism" to ~agnose "evil" and to work in conjunction with the Sub-Commission of
Jmagznary Solutzons, the GloryandProtuberancescontrols four"Intermissions": Apotheoses
(handling changes of opinion, canonisations, panegyrics and obituaries; Fine and Foul Arts
(~ handle doxoscopic. m~tt~rs~, and Ornaments and Ideas. The Commission of Drafts and
Mznut~s has under its Junsd~cllon The Lal?logical Sub-Commission, dealing with all postBabelian matters (the confusion and profusion of tongues, imaginary languages etc.) and with
definitions, ~·i~definitions" and subsumptions. Its Memorial President is James Joyce. Other
Sub-Commissi~ns under the Drafts and Minutes include those of Orpheons, Cliques and
Claques, Paremwgraphy, Hypotheses and Pedestals, Apostils, Paraphrases, Cercopsies and
Plagiarisms.
The Commiss.ion ofO~der.andTime controls the Sub-Commission of the Ordinary and the
Small Extraordinary, which itself regulates, assesses and generally problematizes the ratio of
pr~ictabiliti~ to u~predictabilities. The Sub-Commission of Obliquities specializes in
oblique solutions, artifices and subterfuges. In this capacity it could have supervised both the
Bolshev~ Revolutio~ and the Eurovision Song Contest of 1958. The Commission of
Transquinate Processions controls the Sub-Commission of Pope Marcellus, which has the
specific duty of supporting, repairing and supplementing any defective Sub-Commission.
:ne numerous Sub-Commissions under the control of the Commission of Order and Time
mclude Parapomps and Escorts, Funiculars, Pads and Stamps, Nardigraph, Ordnance and
Berthings, Metastases, Assumptions, Diadoses and Rotations.
Regulating all suspicious cases, dubious operations, defective nomenclatures and various
ands undry difficulties in conduct and appearance is the Commission ofEllipses, Eclipses and
Anaesthetics. Its Sub-Commission ofAnachronism and Local Colour supervises the relation
and interface of both of these terms as 'pataphysical points of reference. Other SubCommissions under the jurisdiction of this Commission include the Sub-Commissions of
lmpredictables and Epithets, of Canons and Paragons, of Paranomias, of Implied Moralities,
of lnadequations, and of Paralyses and Anaesthesias.
The Collegium 'Pataphysicum similarly supports numerous occupied chairs: Lyricopathology, Military & Strategic Eristics, Applied Mental Alienation, Catachemistry and
'Pataph~sics of the Inexact Sciences; Erotics & Pomosophy, Crocodilology, Applied
Alcoholism, Applied Experimental Necrobiosis, Spoonerism, Applied Blablabla and Mateol_ogy, General 'Pataphysics and Dialectics of the Useless Sciences, Pedology & Adelphism,
Cmematographology & Oneirocriticism, and the Chair of Comparative Atrocities .
Among the College's many achievements I am permitted to mention only its radical
abolition of the Gregorian calendar and its replacement by the 'Pataphysical Perpetual
Calendar. The 'Pataphysical Era (P.E.) began on September 8, 1873 (the birthday of Alfred
!arry) wh~ch instantly became the 1st day of the month' Absolu of the year 1 of the
Pataphysical Era (1 Absolu 1 P.E.) The 'Pataphysical calendar divides the year into thirteen
months (twelve of 28 days and one of 29). The months are (in order from the old September
8!: Absol~, ~a, ~able, Decervelage, Gueules, Pedale, Clinamen, Palotin, Merdre (anglic12~ Pshit), ~idouille (29 days), Tatane and Phalle. The thirteenth of each month is always
a. F~day. In its accompanying reformation of feastdays, the College implemented two
sigruficant changes. T~e old Christmas became the Feast of the Nativity of the Archeopteryx
and the old New Year is celebrated as the Feast of Decervelage (unbraining).
'PATACEDENTS
~ want no:v to trace this sp_irit of permanent 'pataphysics in a few examples before the
Patap~~sical Era. The claim of Plutarch of Chaeronea to a specifically 'pataphysical
recogrut10n c~mes through a short treatise contained in his monumental gathering of
theosophy, philosophy, anecdotes and precepts known as The Moralia. It is a speculative
essay upon the origin and meaning of the letter E inscribed above the door of the temple of
Apollo at Delphi.
~lutarch propose_s several theories (all of them sequentially dismissed). The epsilon,
holding fifth place m the Greek alphabet and additionally signifying the number five,
represen1:5 the com~site dedication to the oracle of the five original sophists: Chilon, Thales,
Sol?n, Bra~, and Pitt~cus. The second argument has a similar form of development. The
epsilon, bern~ second m place of the vowels, represents Apollo in his planetary embodiment
~ the sun whi~h holds second place among the planets after the moon. The third argument
is less ~yntact.J.c and more grammatical. Arguing from the sound of the epsilon (ay-ee) the
th~ory is developed that the letter notates the initial form of oracular address as both the notes
of interrogation and exclamation. A fourth argument proposes a logical basis for the letter's
presence. Th~ ~und of the epsilon is "ay-ee" which signifies the word "if', whose use and
prcsen~ are md~spensable to the formulation of a syllogism. Plutarch then proposes a fifth,
numencal, solut.J.on. The epsilon, as the number five, signifies the initial "marriage" of the
~rrst _even number (two) and the first odd (three). Plutarch then reads a certain sexual
1mphcation in this imaginary solution:
For in case of divisions into equal parts, the even number being every way parted
asunder,.leaves be~ind a receptive principle, as it were, in itself, and a space; but when
~e -~d i~ treated m the same way, a middle part still survives that is productive of
d1v1s10n; m which way it is more generative than the other ... 3
Plutarch's final conclusion is in favour of the invocationary argument:
Neither number, therefore, nor rank, nor conjunction, nor any other of the remaining
~arts of_spccch, I think, does the letter signify, but that it is an address to the god, or an
~nvo~atwn, complete in itself, that together with the utterance thereof puts the speaker
m mmd of the power of the deity. 4
Loe. cit. p. 190
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Jarry's own lettristic speculations are best seen in Chapter Six of Dr Faustroll: Concerning
Some Further and more evident Meanings of the Words "HA HA". The arguments are
remarkably Plutarchian and in sections anticipate Derrida's concept of dijferance:
In the first instance, it is more judicious to use the orthography AA, for the aspiration
h was never written in the ancient languages of the world ...
A juxtaposed to A, with the former obviously equal to the latter, is the formula of the
principle of identity: a thing is itself. It is at the same time the most excellent refutation
of this very proposition, since the two A's differ in space, when we write them, if not
indeed in time, just as two twins are never born together - ...
The first A was perhaps congruent to the second, and we will therefore willingly write
thus: A= A.
Pronounced quickly enough, until the letters become confounded, it is the idea of
unity.
Pronounced slowly, it is the idea of duality, of echo, of distant:t, of symmetry, of
greatness and duration, of the two principles of good and evil....
It would be a complicated problem to study, in addition, whether the first A was the
efficient cause of the second. 5
BLADDERS AND CLINAMEN: A 'Pataphysical Genealogy of Sailing
John Taylor (1580-1653), lalologist, self-styled Water Poet, inventor of the Barmoodan
tongue and scriptor of several utopian languages, worked as a boatsman running a ferry
between the Surrey and Middlesex sides of the Thames. Of his many 'pataphysical
peregrinations one demands attention. In 1623, as laggard and Blount printed the sedate first
folio of Shakespeare's works, Taylor - in the company of Roger Bird, a vintner - sailed
from London to Queensborough in a paper boat of their own construction with two stock-fish
tied to two canes serving for oars. After three miles the paper bottom disintegrated and Taylor
was forced to resort to eight full-blown bladders for floatation. The boat survived in this
condition from Saturday evening to Monday morning when they finally reached Queensborough.
The comparison to Jarry' sown Odysseus, Dr. Faustroll, is worth noting. In Book I, Chapter
6 of The Exploits and Opinions of Doctor Faustroll, Jarry describes the Doctor's boat as a
sieve dipped in melted paraffin. Faustroll himself explains the method of floatation: "When
I place my sieve on the river, the water's skin tautens against the holes, and the liquid flowing
beneath cannot penetrate unless the skin breaks. "6
To complete this incomplete genealogical patchwork, let us link both these journeys to the
voyage of Mallarme 's yole, described in Le Nenuphar blanc:
I had rowed much, with a great, clean, sleepy gesture, my eyes within fixed on the entire
forgetting of motion, as the laughter of the hour flowed about me. So much immobility
idled about that brushed by a dull noise into which the boat half veered, I only verified
my stopping by the steady sparkling of initials on the raised oars, which brought me
back to my worldly identity.7
Of 'pataphysical note here, is precise operation of the clinamen in the boat's half-veering,
effecting the return to identity as an implosion of word and thing, signifier and referent, the
steady sparkling of initials on the raised oars.
In his Curiosities ofLiterature, Isaac Disraeli cites several examples of early 'pataphysics.
His description of the cento form of poetic composition clearly points to 'pataphysical
implications:
A Cento primarily signifies a cloak made of patches. In poetry it denotes a work wholly
composed of verses, or passages promiscuously taken from other authors, only
disposed in a new form or order, so as to compose a new work and a new meaning.
Ausonius has laid down the rules to be observed in composing Centos. The pieces may
be taken either from the same poet, or from several; and the verses may be taken either
entire, or divided into two; one half to be connected with another half taken elsewhere;
but two verses are never to be taken together. Agreeable to these rules he has made a
pleasant nuptial Cento from Virgil.8

Futurist) to replace the moon by artificial "nocturnal furnishings" that will be "considerably
assorted and composed of our vivid and variously coloured moons, next to which Phoebe will
appear as what she is, a pale ghost, a sepulchral lamp, a .Swiss cheese." Or his proposal to
perpetuate warfare by replacing mortal combat by culinary wars. Disputes were to be settled
by "thesis meals". Fourier proposed the use of forty four "systems of tiny pastries"; these
included pastries "anathematized by the council" and pastries "adopted by the Council of
Babylon". Then there is his lovable scheme to pay off the French debt to England entirely in
hens' eggs.
Fourier likewise inaugurates the 'pataphysical immersion in accountancy, navigating
number into hitherto unchartered seas of insanity, boundaried by an authoritative and
pompous discursive pressure: "In Rome in the time of Varro there were 278 contradictory
opinions concerning true happiness." Among Fourier's prognostications is the calculated
height of "Harmonian man" which will be precisely 84 thumbs or 7 feet. He justifies this
seemingly arbitr.ary unit o~ measure in the following: "I am not being arbitrary in indicating
the foot of the King of Pans as a natural measurement; it has this property because it is equal
to the 32nd part of the water level in suction pumps." Fourier lists, neologizes, enumerates;
his semantics is a utopian semantics of intersections, .recombinations, inversions, of bizarre
logical neighbourhoods, rationalized vectors, linguistic geometries and pleasures. The
erotics of precise calculation are omnipresent. There are, for instance, 81 Opassions in each
sex. Within these are four basic passions and three distributive passions. The Composite
passion is the passion for excess; the Butterfly passion demands a change of direction every
two hours. There are twelve radical passions plus a thirteenth that Fourier calls Unity-ness.
But Fourier's utopian production through a 'pataphysical method is perhaps best seen in
his cosmological scheme, outlined in his first major opus, the Theorie des quatre mouvements, published in 1808. Fourier presents here, a major theory of "universal analogy",
positing that the universe is a unified system of hidden correspondences in which nothing
escapes, nor exhausts, the analogical operation. There are twelve radical human passions,
each one represented by its own colour, musical note, geometrical shape and celestial body.
The stars and planets all have sexual lives analagous to human ones and pass through stages
of infancy, youth, maturity and decline to eventually die in dotage. The average life of a planet
is 80,000 years, half of which comprises "upward vibrations" and the other half"descending"
ones. The moon, argues Fourier, contracted a fever from the earth and died a little before the
Flood. The earth's own life span will be distributed between thirty-two periods (our present
age being the fifth). On reaching the eighth period the earth will enter into "Harmony",
fourier's age of social utopia. In the Harmonian age, people will develop tails equipped with
eyes; corpses will convert into aeromatic clouds and drift through interstellar regions with
purificational results. Six new moons will appear to replace the current single one and
numerous analogical "anti-species" will develop to replace all existing harmful creatures
(there will be anti-lions, anti-sharks etc.). The most memorable event during this period will
be a geo-thermal phenomenon Fourier terms the Polar Crown. As a consequence of the
coagulation of the Northern Lights, a ring will form around the north pole. Remaining in
perpetual contact with solar emissions and continually reflecting light through the northern
latitudes, the polar ice caps will melt and the geological syntax of the earth will be
redistributed in a sort of Bakhtinian carnival. Siberia will become warmer than Florence;
oranges will grow in Warsaw (the "Polish tangerine"), and the northern seas - losing their
salinity and being disinfected by a fluid emanating from the polar ice-caps - will tum into
"a sort of lemonade".
"For me, I am an inventor, and not an orator." In his old age Fourier surrounded himself
with cats and flowers. He was found dead in 1837, kneeling among his beloved flowerpots
in his dressing gown. According to Barthes, Fourier read De Sade.
Toronto, 13 Gidouille, 114 E.P.

NOIBS
l. Quoted in Selected Works of Alfred Jarry, ed. Roger Shattuck & Simon Watson Taylor (New
York: Grove Press, 1965), p. 192.
2. Lucretius, De_ Rerum Natura, trans. Palmer Bovie (New York: Mentor Books, 1974), p. 53.
3. Plutarch, Morals, trans. C.W. King (London: George Bell & Sons, 1908), p. 181.
4. Ibid., p. 190.
5. Selected Works, p. 228-229.
6. Ibid., p. 188.
7. In Oeuvres completes (Pleiade edition), p. 283-284.
8. I. D'Israeli, Curiosities ofLiterature (London: George Routledge & Sons, n.d.), p. 112.

A clinamenic swerve of textual elements away from one to another context, and the
inclination of meaning into its own semantic difference lies at the basis of the cento. It is the
matrix of found poetry and the treated text of which post-modernism has provided us with
countless examples. However, the range of 'pataphysical displacement and equivalence is
perhaps best seen in the work of the Empress Eudoxia, who wrote a life of Christ in centos
taken entirely from Homer.
Disraeli gives additional accounts of early Irish antiquaries who mention the existence of
public libraries before the flood; others who compiled an exact catalogue of an astronomical
library in the ark of Noah; and a certain Paul Christian Ilsker who compiled a precise
catalogue of Adam's library in Paradise. Mention also should be made of Thomas Hood, the
Victorian humorist, who at the request of the Duke of Devonshire, submitted a list of
"imaginary" titles for the spines of"sham books" to be constructed at the entrance to the ducal
library staircase at Chatsworth in 1831-32. Of the hundreds of these 'pataphysical nonpublications I will mention the following: Johnson's Contradictionary, John Knox on Death's
Door, a Chronological Account of the Date Tree, The Scottish Boccaccio by D. Cameron,
Shelley's Conchologist, and Blaine on Equestrian Burglary; or the Breaking-in of Horses.
CHARLES FOURIER (1772-1837)
Fourier might honestly be labelled as history's most delightful and engaging psychoceramicist (psycho-ceramics is the 'pataphysical study of crack pots). Sublime, vatic, absurd,
obsessive in detail, pathological in his prognoses and desires for social reform, Fourier's
theories and schemes based upon a principle of universal passional attraction (itself
conceived as a socio-moral parallel to Newton's theory of gravity) range from the impossible
to the irresistible. The scope of his thinking and writings is too broad to be dealt with
adequately in this superliminal resume, yet a few of his cosmological, evolutionary and social
theories call for mention.
Fourier's entire work may be read as a vast play of systematics without a system,
communicated through a terminology without metonymic investment. He reinvents the
universe as a universe of precise, calculable parts whose productional force is pleasure.
Through a constant struggle to realize his thinking in a hypostasized locale where thinking
had never been, Fourier becomes the first pataphysician to articulate the erotic limits of
meaning. Fourier's triumph is the dissolution of the boundaries of all logical empires,
permitting the real and the unreal to recombine and reorganize inside a non-Aristotelian space
that produces the Marvellous. Consider, for example, this proposal (worthy of any Italian
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IMAGES FROM THE ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE
by N .A. Cootnbs and Aina Tilups

Specimens, especially biological ones, must be prepared with
extreme care if they are to withstand the vacuum environment of
the microscope and the heavy bombardment of electrons required for viewing. The use of a large variety of chemicalfixatives, staining agents and preparative protocols allows the scientist to extract specific information from the specimens.

Over the past few decades the methods available to the scientist
have grown in number and sophistication. Of all these scientific
aids, one instrument, the electron microscope, has provided the
greatest insight into the physical sciences, biology, and medicine.
Since the electron microscope is a visual instrument, its potential
applications to art are enormous and as yet, have been largely
unexplored. Objects can be magnified hundreds of thousands of
times allowing the artist to explore the infinitesimal structures
that constitute the building blocks of the physical world.
Scientific investigation has been dominated by the philosophical
principle of Reductionism which simply put, says that our knowledge of any object, for example the human body, relies on
reducing that object to its smallest constituents. To this end, the
light microscope has enabled scientists to determine that the
tissues and organs of which we are made, are constructed of
millions of individual cells which differ from one organ to
another, and from one species to another. However, the light
microscope had its limits, and scientists began to consider other
devices that could allow for the investigation of ever-smaller
physical and biological structures.
In the early part of this century, scientists began searching for a
form of radiation with a short wavelength that could be focused
in a way analagous to light. During this period, investigations in
the world of quantum physics revealed that an electrically
charged particle known as an electron had a weight one thousand
times less than an atom, and a wavelength ten thousand times
shorter than light. By using powerful electromagnets confined in
a vacuum rather than conventional glass lenses, the electrons
could be focused in a way similar to light. As a result of these
discoveries, the first working electron microscope was created in
Germany in 1935.
There are two basic types of electron microscope, the scanning
electron microscope (SEM) which allows for the generation of
surface images of specimens, and the transmission electron
microscope (TEM) which allows for the investigation of the
subject's internal structure. In both cases, images are generated
by the specimens' ability to scatter electrons in a way that directly
reflects their structure.
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Image by A. Tilups
Rat retinal pigment epithelial cells viewed under,
A. light microscope and, B. electron microscope.
The electron microscope has revealed that cells have distinctive
and unique internal structures. Studies have included features
such as the r_nitochon~on, which converts ingested carbohydrates, protems and hp1ds (food) into adenoisine-triphosphate
(ATP), a usable energy source for the cell. Or, ribosomes which
build proteins and feed them into the channel system of the
endoplasmic reticulum. Or, the Golgi apparatus which is a system
of sheets of membranes which disseminate secretions via the
ves~icles w~ich are tiny bubble-like vehicles. Or, lysosomes
wh1c.h contaI? degratory enzymes\and which function as a type
of m1croscop1c garbage person. Or, the most conspicuous feature
of the cell, the nucleus, which carries the two ribonucleuses
RNA and the double-stranded-helix DNA. Or, microsome~
whose function is not yet fully understood.

Image by B. Calvieri
Image by B. Temkin
Same specimen of kidney tissue viewed in 2D by TEM, and 3D
by SEM.

Image by B. Calvieri
Vitamin A molecules in protein coats.
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Image by N. Coombs
Protein filaments of insect flight muscle showing almost perfect
symmetry. 100,000x magnification.
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Image by F. Neub
Crystal structure of Aluminum-Copper alloy viewed by TEM.
10,000x magnification.
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Eye tissue viewed by SEM 5,000x magmficauon.
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Stuctures this small are beyond the light microscope. This is
because the resolution of a microscope is dependent on the
wavelength of the energy source used for generating the images
(e.g.; photons, x-rays, or electrons).
Resolution can loosely be defined as the smallest separation at
which two points can be seen as distinct entities. The smaller the
wavelength, the finer the resolution. The relationship between
resolution and wavelength is best described by Abbe's equation;

The Family Romance
CRITICAL ESSAYS BY

d= 0.6.12 A
n sm a.

ELI MANDEL

Where;

A = equals wavelength of the energy source
n = the index of refraction of the medium through which the
energy source travels (e.g.; air, water, vacuum).
CRlTICA·
L·
ESSAYS

a. = the aperture angle.
Roughly speaking, the resolution is limited to half of the
wavelength of the energy source used.
Of interest to the visual artist is the fact that these procedures,
together with the two different types of electron microscope,
allow for considerable manipulation of a given specimen. As a
result a myriad of images and perspectives can be generated. This
world, which is invisible to the un-aided human eye, features
images as diverse as the perfect symmetrical structure of insect
muscles, to the geometrical arrangements of metal alloys.
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Canadian."
-Phyllis Webb
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BLOOMING EYES
by Susan Parker
"Govindam adi purusam tam aham bhajami"
. .
. .
Society seems to go through waves of having imagination and then no~ havm.g 1magmat10n.
Sometimes these waves build until they reach a peak that sweeps the entrre society along. The
last major peak occurred during the 1960s ~ginning.~ England.. .
England has a long history of experience with the r~lig10ns o~ India ~mce England has been
plundering India for centuries. Since the time of Chve.of Ind1~, Ind~a has been a source o.f
revenue for England- the jewel in the crown really bemg the Je'_Vel 1~ th.e crown of the RaJ.
Necessarily, India also made its impact on England, most espe~1ally m its language - the
words juggernaut and chit being Hindi, and the word thug bemg .fro~ the 1:hugg~e .cult.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the English people would fall easily mto Indian ~elig1ons.
In the early to mid sixties, Swinging London, emerged as the centre of ~e pe?-od y~uth
movement a movement which started off as "Mod", materialistic and futunst, with a blmd,
youthful rdsh towards a better material world. This mov~me.nt sprea~ t? N~rth America, with
the famous picture of even Jacqueline Kennedy fruggmg m her mm1 skirt. But when The
.
Beatles, tiring of this scene, found a guru, everyone found a guru.
Speculating wildly, The Bealle's second movie, HELP!, opened th~ psychological. floodgates to Indian religion, and as HELP! pre-dated The Bealle's mvolvement with ~e
Maharishi, there is the possibility that the movie may have influenced even them. Followmg
closely on the satirical heels of A HARD DAY'S NIGHT, HELP! sent up Scollan~ Yar?,
Channel swimmers, English bomb movies, skiing in Switzerlan~ and the. rela.uonsh1p
between India and England. In typically dry humour, when someone m !fELP! mqurres w~y
the two "Indians" standing outside the restaurant are actually Enghshmen, the reply 1s
"unions", and in another scene when the daughter comes home painted red as part of the
sacrificial rite of the cult of Kahili, the harried mother scolds "You've been at that temple
again, haven't you. Coming home at all hours and all colours."
In fact, the myth of ~e Beatles probab~y got its s~ from A ~ DA~·s NIGHT and
HELP! movies that therr fans actually believed were like The Beatie s real lives. Therefore,
everyo~e paid scrupulous attention when The Beatles took Maharishi Mahesh Yogi as guru,
and the Maharishi's influence spread like wildfire through the English scene. Peter Sellers,
who seemed to have a long-standing affinity for India and Indian characters, hav,ing played
a humble Indian doctor in "The Millionairess,' and the bumbling actor in "The Party", became
a highly visible supporter of the Maharishi, flying over England with him in.a psychedelic
plane, and in imitation of the demigods in the upper planetary systems, droppmg ~owers on
the people below. Subsequently, Sellers progressed from the milder, less demandmg tenets
of Transcendental Meditation, and in pursuit of even more "Indianness", adopted the stricter,
more demanding philosophy of Krsna Consciousness, at least for a while. George Harrison
made the same progression. In fact, both Sellers and Harrison claimed that chanting Hare
Krsna saved them from an airplane crash. HARE KRSNA HARE KRSNA KRSNA
KRSNA HARE HARE HARE RAMA HARE RAMA RAMA RAMA HARE HARE,
and other words flew out like endless rain into a paper cup, slithering wildly as they made their
way across the universe.
Hindu philosophy teaches that Sanskrit comes down directly from !,he spirit_ual a~e of
Lord Krsna, the planet known as Goloka Vrindavana. In fact, so potent 1s Sanskrit considered
that there is even reference in the Vedas to an ancient nuclear weapon, known as Brahmastra,
which nukes by mantra. Therefore, Lennon, spreading Sanskrit like so many rose petals and
ending the ~horns in Across The Uni verse with the words "jaya guru deva", literal~y translated
as "victory'to the god-like heavy", imparted meanings beyond mere words. To mmds alrea?y
melting, some would say, from lysergic diethylamide and marijuana, these words crept m,
and combining with other words from England's bizarre literary legacy, which had seen the
likes of Coleridge and De Quincey and a hooka smoking caterpillar worming its way out of
the mind of Lewis Carroll in a blatant literary reference to India and drugs, these words
destroyed brain tissue and replaced it with bizarre hippy dippy. Not to be outdone, and no
stranger to bizarre hippy dippy, Sergeant Pepper of Sergeant Pepper's Lon~ly Hearts <;~ub
Band, widely considered to be a drug inspired band, prepared the way for the nse of the Bnush
psychedelic scene.
Coming to London to become a part of this powerful British scene, Jimi J:Iendrix, an
American musical genius who almost single-handedly defmed the p~ych~dehc art fonn,
flourished in the heady atmosphere of free expression that had ~n. demed h~ at h?me. But
unlike The Beatles who dabbled mostly in the intellectual aestheuc1sm oflnd1an philosophy,
Hendrix headed s~aight, personally and musically, for the deep ~ensuality inte~al to Indian
religious thought-a sensuality that characterized the psychedelic movem~n.t. Did Krsna n?t
have 16,108 wives? The other major group that emerged out of the Bntish psych~elic
underground was Pink Floyd, whose early songs were structured around mantra music. Set
Your Controls For The Heart Of The Sun, an early classic, can be found on a bootleg album,
recorded at the Filmore West, called Ohm Suite Ohm, We've Blown The Klone - cover art
being a Visnu and Siva poster often found in those interesting but tacky Indian d~p~ment
stores. Like Hendrix, Pink Floyd, gloried in their association with drugs. But agam! did not
the demigods on the moon planet drink soma juice? A popular hippie thought at the time was
. .
.
.
that LSD was soma juice.
Back in Amerika- spelled with a k because that was how the h1~p1es. spelled 1t ~t the ume
-Jimi Hendrix "turned on', a whole generation at Monterey Pop with his new musical fonn,
born in the British psychedelic underground, exploding colour on the American scene which
up until that point had been mainly dry and professorial, with Timothy ~ary 3:11d Richard
Alpert, leaders of the movement, being Harvard research professors. That 1s until they were
fired. "You may be making Buddhas out of everyone," Leary and Alpert were told when they
.
were fired from Harvard, "but that's not what we,re trying to do."
"Tune in, tum on, drop out", Leary's famous slogan directly descended from Henry David
Thoreau, an American philosophical figurehead, whose maxim "If a man does not keep pace
with his companions, perhaps it is because he marches to the beat of a different drumm~r. Let
him step to the music which he hears no matter how measured or far away." Interestingly
enough, Thoreau was a vigorous champion of Indian philosophical thought and "everyday
bathed his intellect in the Bhagavad Gita" that famous Hindu book, meaning Song of G?<1,
which deals with the transcendental morality of killing. To American youth, who were finding
it increasingly impossible to relate to the socie~ they were growing up in~ p~ally due to
the Vietnam War -Arjuna's reluctance to kill the Pandava brothers which 1s the central
theme of the Bhagavad Gita, must have seemed familiar enough territory. Needless to say,
a lot of Americans who dodged the draft, dodged it right into such Indian cults as Krsna
Consciousness.
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~acifism i~ An:ierica had its H)_Ots i~ the zen folk movement, which strangely was the
unlikely com~mation of two ?,Ppos1te philo~~phies- zen, typified by the koan "I do nothing,
yet leave nothmg left undone and folk, typ1f1ed by the songs of protest and total involvement
as espoused by Woody Guthrie, Pete Seeger, Peter, Paul & Mary and Bob Dylan. Familiar and
shocking enough are those LIFE photos of Buddhists dousing their bodies with gasoline and
strikin~ a match in protest against the Vietman War. Oddi y, the great grandson of Henry Ford,
Ambansa Dasa, and the great granddaughter of the head of the United Auto Workers both
became Hare Krsna devotees. Also, a popular idea at the time was that the war in Vietnam
would end when Lyndon Johnson (then President and) a Texas cattle rancher, would stop
killing cows, and pretty much that is what happened.
Perhaps it is because of this Buddhist legacy on North Beach, left over from Kerouac and
the Beatnik movement of the 50s that Indian thought made the great impact that it did on the
San Francisco area. But partly, it is because Indian philosophy, by its very nature, allows
people to step outside of their regular perceptions, something the artists and writers in that
area were ripe to do because when creativity in a culture feels stifled, the idea that there is
another philos?phy or a.nother kind of society can be enough to trigger a burst of creative
outpourmg. 1t.1s almost. rrrelevant whether the idea is right or wrong or really any different.
What matters 1s the feeling of hope and freshness that leads to inspiration. Indian philosophy
became the touchstone that led to transformations - the transformations often being
psychedelic.
Augustus O~sley Stanley 11, folk hero and late night worker in the Berkeley Chemistry Lab
put San Francisco on the map as the concentration point for this psychedelic movement which
gave birth to the "psychedelic" art of Mouse and others noted for their posters, as well as the
unique "psychedelic" sound of the such groups as The Jefferson Airplane, The Grateful Dead
The Byrds and Quicksilver Messenger Service. Not surprisingly, many elements of th~
psychedelic art scene were similar to and probably coincidental to Indian religious art, that
is, multiple images, multiple faces, often depicting the four-handed fonn of Visnu or Krsna
in His virata-rupa form that He manifested to Arjuna on the Battlefield of Kuruksetra. In fact
the lysergic diethylamide experience often mirrors this virata-rupa, also known as Th;
Universal Form, con~ning m~ad eyes, hands, heads and flaming mouths devouring
worlds, and when ArJuna saw this form as revealed by Krsna, he saw the entire creation
contained within the Lord's body. Similarly, the "freak" on LSD often sees the entire creation
contain~ within his own ~y! however diluted, with the resulting realization of the
temporahty of the body. Reahzat10n of "aham brahmasmi" or realizing one is not that body
is the frrst tenet of Hindu philosophy.
· ~ee?1ess t? say, the desperate s~ch for THE better body, which became the prime
motivatI~g ph1~o~ophy of the en:iergmg ME decade, sprang coincidentally, if not directly
~rom Indian rehg10us. th~ught, with the resulting rise in vegetarian restaurants. Not surprismgly, many hungry h1pp1es moved directly from the Digger's storefront on Frederick Street
in San Francisco next door into the Hare Krsna temple which offered a sumptuous LOVE
FEAST every Sunday. Hare Krsna-thinking marvels at how great God must be, sustaining all
the planetary systems, yet on the other hand he becomes "hungry" for our love. Hare Krsna
devotees carefully cook all food for Krsna, offering it to Him, and only after do they eat it
themselves as "prasadam" or mercy.
'
At the same time, many hippies, poor and in ill-health, but dissatisfied with conventional
med~c~ practices beca~e th~ir own physicians. Oriental medicine, such as Ayur Vedic
med1cme became attracuve, 1f not absolutely true, because it deals with consciousness, a
symptom,of the soul, an~ ahankara, the false ego, concepts a hippie "crashing" on LSD could
relate le?· Ayur_Yeda, beheved to be revealed by Sri Bhagavan Dhanvantari, an incarnation of
Krsna, 1s consider~ "~stra" or revealed knowledge, and therefore infallible. Spoken by the
grea.t ~ge Atreya R1sh1 to th~ sages assembled at Naimisaranya during their thousand year
sacnf1c~ (Ayur Veda) deals with the panca maha bhutas, or five gross material elements, frre,
water, arr, earth and ether. Indeed, these panca bhutas pop up in the alchemical writings of
Paracelsus. The moon is not made of cheese.
As usual, Canadians are spectator~ ~o any American cultural phenomenon, and even though
we ought to have stronger ties to Bnush culture, therefore Indian culture than the Americans
somehow we got this trend through the Americans, therefore this essay will end there. :
IMAGINE!
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THE KUMBO KINGDOM
by R.F. Purdy
The Kumho dynasty was founded about 1762 by King Mallula-K~bo-No in the m~em
state of Anambra in Nigeria. The kingdom was almost completely wiped out by a combmation of slave raids, enemy attacks and disease from British colonization in the mid n~etee~th
century. They survived long enough as a political unit, however, for that famous Victonan
traveller Dr. Silberman Bunge to visit them and take some remarkable photographs. Recent
cataloguing of photographs at the Society for the Propagation of Non-Extant Cultures in
London has brought these rare photographs to light; it is with great thanks to them that I
reproduce them here to illustrate this short paper on this African dynasty..
Dr. Bunge's famous books on his travels throughout the world have delighted readers for
generations. Even though the often perfunctory reports by this Victorian gentleman have been
discredited lately by modem research I see in Bunge's elaborations more of an honest
confusion than a purposeful distortion of facts. He made some startling statements about the
Kumho dynasty in his Visits to Curious Continents of 1878; for my starting point I took his
words as fact, and left for Africa to see if his report could be supported.
In 1872, when Bunge arrived in west Africa he encountered the Kumho and wrote "This
tendency by the natives to fashion great Kingdoms shows a surprising intelligence;for they
are pleasant looking people and merry, but disposed to being somewhat childish. On meeting
a group of them we would oft times throw a handful of coins into their midst, and these were
scrambled/or with great excitement. Upon meeting their King, a motley native wrapped up
in long yards of cheap beads with a ridiculous barrel-like feather skirt, we pounded him upon
his back to shew our good intentions. He responded to our ministrations with a surly temper,
so we endeavoured to amuse him with mirrors and shiny beads.
They have a legend here that one day the Great God fell from his cloud and struck upon
the earth with such force that a dent was left in it in the shape of his body. The God, broken
by the force of his impact, disengaged into many parts and flew off in all directions. The
Kumho people, still worshipping this disjuncted diety built a village in the impression of his
body; but as their numbers increased they moved in families to the places where the
appendages lay. Each of their villages (so they profess) are built in the image of that part of
the God that lay in the spot-so the village built where the head fell is in the form of a head,
the foot village in the form of afoot, et cetera.
The King of the Kumho has built his house at the place of the heart, and indeed his abode
is decidedly 'heart' like. We also learned of a great festival which we were fortunate enough
to observe, the 'God-making'festival. Each village had carved an immense wooden drum in
the shape of the part of the God they possess. These were all brought together and the God
was re-assembled as an immense drum, and sounded all night.
This festivity then took on all the appearances of an orgy to our sight, the meeting together
of all the villages being an occasion for great noise and dramatic costuming. The natives, to
my astonishment, would dress elaborately unnecessary parts of the body and leave exposed
those parts which, for modesty's sake, are best covered. Wild dancing accompanied the
joiningtogetherofthehugewoodendrum,anditwasbeatenfullthreedaysandnightswithout
stop. Our fragile ears could suffer no more, so we quit this place and its people to their wild,
barbaric revellery after the first night."
Charges of Bunge's condescension towards the natives is best refuted by his own
reasonable words in a letter to Queen Victoria about the peoples of Africa; "/s it fair that we
should call the native of the African continent lazy when the labour of an hour supplies all
his daily wants? We of colder climes by eight or twelve hours occupation achieve no more,
and oft'times less! No, to these true Zotos-eaters life is at an idle pace, one so attractive that
we are captivated by its charm, and only in our return to the more virile countries do we see
in their manner idleness."
I began my investigation into this interesting, if somewhat confusing report on the Kumho
Kingdom in the modem Nigerian city of Enugu. Abawaii K wana, the direct matrilineal
descendant of the last Kumho King (Mallula Kwana-No) is a labourer in an automobile
factory in Enugu. At 37 he still remembers much of the lore of his people, and has a valuable
scrapbook given to him by his father, son of the last king. This book, written and illustrated
in his father's own hand tells many of the Kumho legends and stories and recounts their way
of life. Abawaii allowed me to record his memories of his father, who he remembers as a bitter
and dispirited man who never got over the dissolution of the Kingdom before he could ascend
the throne. Abawaii's father lived simply, in the fashion of the Kumho, and did not leave the
heart village until his death.
After I had gathered all the material Abawaii could supply me with we travelled overland
to the Kumho site, and walked with Abawaii through his past.
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Young Kumho tribesmen in traditional regalia.

A RETURN TO KUMBO
Seventy-five kilometers north of Abakaliki, Abawaii Kwana, a team of archaeologists from
the Nigerian Field Service and I made our first stop. This was, according to Abawaii, the right
foot village- fully seven kilometers distant from the heart village where his father had died.
Abawaii could remember the village. The ruined huts, some no more than post holes in the
ground, delineated the distinct form of a foot. Abawaii told us, almost word for word, the
legend that I had read in Bunge' s monograph; the God falling from the cloud and denting the
earth, his parts flying off and generating the anthropomorphic villages. We cut away some
brush from the remaining huts, to make the pattern clearer. Each village appeared to be
essentially the domain of a single extended family. The right foot village had been relatively
small (the archaeologists estimated fifteen households) a group oflarger huts making up the
"body" of the foot, and five small huts joining it making up the "toes".
We continued up over the scrub terrain, Abawaii pointing out a rock on the side of the path
which he called "the knee". From this marker we turned 30° and followed the path up a hill.
The path was obviously one that had been well travelled and had,recently fallen into disuse.
Deep ruts in the road betrayed the passage of carts but a thick layer of dust now disguised these
marks.
Near the top of the hill Abawaii called us to a halt. He looked around as if to find his
bearings, and then with a smile pointed down the hill to another large rock. "That is the left
knee" he said "and just beyond it the left foot village!" We put off investigation until later,
but the village was barely discernible and about half the size of the right foot village. I must
admit that at that moment I began to doubt Abawaii and wonder if we had not been led on some
wild fantasy, when Abawaii asked us to stand and observe what we had been leaning on.
"Here" Abawaii told us "is the Great God's sex!" I was quite taken aback when I noticed
that we had been inadvertently leaning against a massive phallic shaped rock without even
noticing it! The stone was sixteen feet in circumference and sunk into the ground; the
archaeologists estimated it at fifteen tons. Some inscriptions in Kumho signs were engraved
on its side, which we duly recorded and photographed. Our eagerness to continue into the
main "body" of the God was now feverish as we could see the traces of other, more elaborate
villages in the scrub ahead. But Abawaii held us back; it was unwise to enter the body of the
God un.t.il we had accomplished several offerings to placate his feelings. From his tote-bag
Abawau produced an offering he had previously prepared, a chicken wrapped in banana
lea~es with various charms hanging from it. He instructed us to dig a pit aligned to the north,
which he filled with charcoal and ignited. We waited patiently as the coals burnt down, and
then dropped the chicken in the pit and covered it over with earth. "Now the God will eat"
he told us "and not di.sturb our intrusions."
I ~ked Abawaii how his ancestors conciliated the God as they were living in his body, if
he did not mind them as a man would mind parasites like fleas. No, I was told. The Kumho
were ritually pure, unlike us foreigners. The Kumho are the body of the God, he has no life
but for them. They did not see each village as an autonomous unit, but as part of the great
body'. and so they themselves made up the cells of the great body. Every person was an
essential part of the God. Little wonder then, when the whites drove them off their land that
they all but died out- the foreigners had done more than displace them, they had killed their
God!
One of the archaeologists had meanwhile discovered the postholes of a small hut on the
south side of the phallus rock. It had been burned down so only charred stumps remained in
the ground. This was the hut of the Kingdom's shaman we were told, who lived under the
powerful organ of generation of the God to affect greatest potency in his power. There was
onl~ one shaman, for the seven Kumho villages. He ran something like a house-call service
to aid. the various villages with their spiritual problems. He officiated over the great Godmakmg festival and was second in importance only to Abawaii's grandfather, the King.
We askedAbawaii about the God-making festival, wondering if his report would again
correlate with Dr. Bunge. In time, we were told, we would see concrete proof of the festival.
~~r this discussion the chicken was dug up from the pit, Abawaii calling our attention to
missmg parts that the God had fed upon. I must admit that I could see no changes in the bird,
except for the customary shinkage in poultry when cooked. "We must now feed the great
Gods father, who mourns his son and sheds tears of rain on him." So Abawaii threw the
cook~ chicken high up into the air, and it fell with a resounding splat on the pinnacle of the
P?allic monument Re-enacting the God's demise the poor bird flew off into tiny, greasy
pieces, which rained down on our heads.
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The symbol of a chiefs power; a new hollow wooden gong (right-hand) drum being transported on
an elaborate frame.

We set off towards the north, following a map I had drawn up from the description by
Doctor Bunge. One hundred and seven yards from the phallic monument were the first traces
of dwellings. These huts were in considerably better condition than the huts of the foot
village, parts of the walls and roofs still standing. But the evidence of vandalism was still all
about us, a pillage that destroyed many huts when they were abandoned. The path through
these huts seemed particularly tortuous, snaking among a quite extensive habitation. "We are
in the bowels" said Abawaii. This village seemed particuarly large although constructed on
an organic plan with no straight paths or walls.
The construction of the huts was easy to visualize here, as in some cases entir~ roofs still
stood. The huts were round structures built of sunk posts, vines wrapped around the walls and
a conical thatched roof. Many of the houses were joined together making larger structures
from the small hut form; but in no case did we see any architectural element larger than the
single hut in itself. The natives seem to have taken their organic model very much to heart,
constructing in modular parts like body cells.
Abawaii named several families that had lived in certain dwellings, and the archaeologists
discovered a few pottery sherds and beads. Very little remained. I watched Abawaii very
closely as I knew we were approaching the heart village where his father had died. He
betrayed great excitement mixed, I thought, with a little fear. This was the first time he had
returned to his village in twenty years, and at times the memories called up by old sights
seemed too much for him.
We emerged from the winding entrails to encounter the remnants of a post and vine fence.
This fence protected the sacred heart village from the eyes of its neighbours. Two large
gates could be seen in the wall, directly north and south. Most of the fence had been destroyed,
burned down in the massacres and slave raids. Abawaii paused at the south gate, obviously
deeply disturbed and excited. I called the party to a halt and we sat down with him. We waited
some minutes and then Abawaii pulled a small wooden object from his bag; it was seven
inches around and beautifully carved of fine wood. He let me touch it, an incredibly life-like
carving of a human heart, hollowed out inside and with two sounding slits on either side.
Abawaii struck it with a small mallet and it produced a musical hollow clack. He beat it in
a rhythm and began to sing a strange but haunting song. After this he explained to us about
the God-making festival.
This place, the heart village, was where the great God had struck the earth and flown to bits.
The heavier parts of him, like his trunk and head did not fly as far from the spot of impact as
did the lighter parts like hands. So the God's heart, the very heaviest part of him him being
so full of the love for his people, did not move at all from the place of impact but was found
there by the earliest ancestors. Each place a piece of the sacred body landed generated a
village top e rson ify that part. In each village a huge tree was felled and carved into the image
of the portion of the God. This carving was hollowed out and became a drum resonating the
diety back to life. The foot village had a huge foot drum carved; the head village an immense
wooden head drum. Some wealthy individuals would carve independent drums filling in
parts like elbows, knees and leg parts. The shaman held custodianship over a wooden phallus
drum.
Once a year, at the God-making festival, each village brought their drum to the place
of the impression and piece by piece re-assembled the God. When all the drums were put
together they made up a huge wooden man, an effigy. This was played for five days and nights,
the various pitches of the drums combining to make the voice of God, alive again for this brief
time.
From his dirty duffle bag, Abawaii pulled out eight faded photographs showing his people
at the height of their culture, all playing the gigantic wooden man. I recognized the
photographs at once as Bunge' s, Abawaii saying only that his father had these pictures in his
scrapbook and he had taken them after he died. I realized immediately what a tremendous find
we had here, for these were obviously the lost (or stolen?) photographs by Dr. Bunge never
accounted for in the Society Catalogue. These, combined with the SPNEC photographs I
already had, gave a quite complete record of the lost Kumho Kingdom. I quickly relieved
Abawaii of the precious prints.
The rest of the day was an anthropologist's dream come true. Abawaii took us into the heart
village and named the past occupant of every hut. The huts were arranged in a circle along
the inside of the fence, opening onto a bare area. This was where the festival took place we
were told, so we walked to its center. We noticed the indentations in the ground as we walked.
A neatly cut area was set six inches below the ground level, a central area and five appendages.
This was the God impression, decidedly man-like, fully thirty feet long and twenty-four feet
wide.
The head of the impression pointed directly north, the feet south. We explored it for some
time, but could find nothing buried in the strange impression. The huts ringed the God mark,
Abawaii's father's hut (the King hut) no larger than the others but placed beside the northern
entrance gate. It was connected at each side to the many smaller huts of the King's wives.
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Wooden drums being arranged to form an effigy of a huge humanoid figure.

We had trouble photographing the anthropomorph, so waited until the raking light of
sunset. As the sky reddened and the shadows lengthened the mysterious God impression
became visible on the ground. It emerged from the earth only when viewed from a distance,
and best from the gates of the heart village, like a strange black shadow cast upon the ground.
The shadow had the magical property of shimmering in the fading light; the eyes playing
tricks and seeing the primitive form springing up from the earth and running off into the night!
In the growing darkness the illusion became more and more powerful, until I could sense
Abawaii's unease and we resolved to leave. We returned to our jeep at the foot-village by
flashlight, surrounded by the ghosts of a lost people.
We continued our initial reconnaisance of the Kumho Kingdom at daybreak of the
following day, returning to the heart village to investigate the remaining God parts. We
walked from there along a narrow trail to the head village, which was the most spectacular
sight at Kumho. Over 250 huts enclosed a large circular area, entrances broken at the neck
and at the crown of the head. A smaller ring inside were the huts of powerful families making
up the mouth of the anthropomorph. The village chief had a large hut at the right eye, and his
wives at the left eye. Squatters had taken over these central huts, their cattle roamed about
the head enclosure. They gazed at us suspiciously and prevented us from studying the central
huts carefully. We kept our distance from them. Abawaii walked over the grounds with us,
explaining how each family divided the space in front of their hut for their cattle. We found
very little in the outside ring of unoccupied huts; whatever had survived the slave raids had
doubtless! y been picked over by the squatters. The head village was truly magnificent, giving
a strong sense of its head-shape form even from the ground.
Pres ing on to the right-hand village we noticed another stone mark~r (the elbow according
to Aba aii), about a quarter of a kilometer from the head village. After a short walk we came
upon the right-hand village. Like the foot village it was small, but unmistakably hand-like;
complex of five huts making up the body of the hand and four long huts making the fingers.
Abawaii had no idea why the hand had only four fingers.
The journey back along the arm path to the left hand was approximately two kilometers,
crossing over the neck and skirting the huge head village. The left-hand was disappointing,
made up of six huts in total.
It seems that the majority of the population lived in the central villages, the head and
body, nominal populations in the appendage villages. The K wano river, which runs through
the main body of the anthropomorph would account for this, most villagers wanting to be
nearer to the source. People living in the foot and hand villages had considerable distances
to bring water. The joining roads between villages seemed very well worn, expecially around
the main body parts and leading to the right foot. This led us to conclude that there was a
considerable amount of intercourse between villages, with a strong central authority.
This ended our first reconnaisance of the Kumho site. The social, political and economic
relationships of the Kumho people, especially the operation and maintenance of kingship, is
a complex subject which will require a full exposition in some future issue of JSPNEC. For
the present this brief introduction to the physical and symbolic structure of the village
complexes which make up the Kumbo Kingdom must suffice.

a

NB. The Kumho Kingdom and all personages in this article are fictitious.

Arial view of Kumho "head" village .
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SPREAD EAGLE
by George Bowering
OTTAWA (Staff) - "Strange things are done in the midnight sun," wrote Robert W. Service
of the gold rush era in the Far North.
And his words are still true today for at Dawson City this weekend they finally got
instructions to bury an old Alaskan sourdough and Spanish American War veteran whose
mortal remains had been waiting for burial for 68 days.
"Well, heh, I'll tell ya," said Eagle Claw Billy, the second oldest prospector in the district.
"If it was up to me I'd be very careful figgerin out the cost. That's the way old Nathan would
of wanted it. I seen him buyin raisins by the raisin afore he went out on a summer's
prospectin."
The midnight sun glinted off the old man's round spectacles as he drank the draft beer the
younger man had bought for him. The younger man was a romantic poet of about forty-five,
bound for his Governor-General's award and Canadian content.
"What do you mean by cost?" asked the young poet.
The day the old prospector died last December the temperature was 56 below. Last Friday
it had soared to 65 above.
The sourdough's old friend, Jack "Highpockets" Butterworth, a well-known character in
Dawson City, telegraphed Conservative :MP Erik Nielsen an urgent plea: "For goodness sake,
do something fast."
Eagle Claw Billy put his empty glass down on the table and signalled with his eyes to the
young forty-five year old poet, who signalled with his poised fingers to the waiter for another
round.
"Yeh, I'll tell you. Cost. That means a lot up here in this country. Lot of people figger a
prospector is tryin to hit it big. Matter of fact it's just like any other job. You want to make
a decent month's wages, only out of the ground. That is, when you can dig into the ground."
"I mean about burying him, the cost," said the young forty-five year old poet.
"Diggin or breakin," said Eagle Claw Billy, foam on his grey whiskers.
Mr. Nielsen explained that, as he understood the story, the old sourdough remained
unburied because of administration differences and tieups between the commissioner of the
Yukon, the government of the state of Alaska and the several federal departments of the
.,
Canadian government that would be involved.
As soon as he got the telegram Mr. Nielsen called Northern Affairs Deputy Minister E.A.
Cote.
"Digging or breaking? What?"
"Yep. Cost. Figger it'll cost more to break his arms and legs or dig a wider grave? Maybe
dig one in a spraddle shape," said Eagle Claw Billy.
"Spraddle? What? More beer, waiter."
"Arms and legs out wide. Dig a grave in the shape of a spraddle. Cross, kinda," said Eagle
C. Billy.
Immediately Mr. Cote sent a message to Yukon Commissioner Gordon Cameron to
"investigate and report."
Saturday the commissioner reported.
Commissioner Gordon explained one of the facts of life about the Far North. He pointed
out that it was not unusual in the Yukon in winter to leave bodies above ground.
To do otherwise would be difficult because of the deep penetration of the frost that made
the soil hard as concrete and grave digging difficult, if not impossible.
"Spraddle?" asked the determined poet.
"The way they found him," said Eagle Claw Billy. "Reminds me of the time they found
two of them together, froze together, him on top of her. Decided to pry them apart with tire
irons. Worked too, except a little botherin-type trouble."
"Trouble?"
"Miss Chance," said E.C. Billy.
"Mischance? What? Beer?"
"Thankee. Miss Chance, lady's name. Got them pried apart, all right, only they lost a little
bit off him and added a little bit to her. Broke it off right inside. How they ever got froze like
that nobody ever could figger. Spose to keep a man warm in the middle of December. Miss
Chance, I guess, that's all there was to it."
"I'll be a son of a bitch," said the young poet.
"Moren likely," said Eagle Claw Billy.
But there was another complicating factor

The old sourdough died last December, but it was not until "some weeks later" said the
commissioner's report, that he had been found "spread-eagled in the snow" and f;ozen stiff
as an icicle.
"Aint likely to bury him like that, though," said Eagle Claw, ostentatiously holding his
empty glass upside down. The young forty-five year old poet thought about his Canada
Council grant and bought some more beer.
"Not likely?" he asked.
"One thing he couldn't stand was Easter. All them missionaries gettin the Indians and
Eskimoes all riled up and drinkin. Just when he wanted to get his supplies and stuff ready for
the season."
"Easter?"
"Imagine, him la yin in the ground with his arms stuck out like that, like on a cross. Spread
Eagle."
"Spread-"
. "Na_m~ of the In~ian found him in the snow. Old Spread Eagle hated him, Spread Eagle
1s a Chrisuan. Crossnan, the old fucker always called him. Spread Eagle hated him, figgered
he was playin around with his Eskimo wife."
"I thought the Indians hated the Eskimos," said the poet.
"This Indian worked for the government, I forget which one, and is a Christian. Pretty
wife, too."
The public administrator at Dawson City had taken the case in hand Feb. 8. On Feb. 10
he commissioned an undertaker to take care of the burial for $160, the customary fee in such
cases.
On March 8, the undertaker replied that since this could be "no ordinary burial," it could
not be done for the flat fee of $160.
Instead the old sourdough (still presumably spread-eagled) "must be straightened out
before we can bury him." With this extra attention the fee would be $200.
"Just about ten dollars a limb," remarked E. Claw Billy.
"Them's the breaks," said the young forty-five year old poet.
"Yer a pretty sharp young fucker, aint you?" said E.C.
There the matter rested for a few days.
Then as the temperatures climbed came the urgent message from "Highpockets" to the
Yukon :MP. Orders went out for fast action and no haggling.
The old man was finally laid to rest yesterday.
"Amen to that," said Eagle Claw Billy.
"Amen?"
"Thought I heard somebody say two more beers," said Eagle Claw Billy.

THE FACTICITY OF FACTS,
0~, ONCE UPON A TIME
SNOW WHITE ...
by Brian Edwards
"The wind is getting up."
. Her voice ~as muffled by geraniums, red petals spilling from her lips and floating in the
arr as we lay m the green geranium stems of postlapsarian contentment. We could hear the
surf. It was ~sing with the tide and the wind, its rolling voice changing like a train coming
by and passmg on endlessly into the night, funnelling the darkness.
"'~ell me a story," she said, holding me in her hands now, repeating the fairy princess's
magic line repeated ad infmi tum in dreams and in the drowsy hour between waking and dream
when the child in us is still warm from the bath, or from love.
"You 'r~ better fo~ stories when your edge is off, and unlike poor Sherry you can lose your
head agam and agam. But I' 11 be patient."
1:ike hell, I think maybe I growled, wondering who linked under "art" the "twin" acts of
tellmg and love. Inextricable, pre as in fantasy or post as in ratting, one born of the other's
lack, words fixed by absence and need rather than this present pleasure with hands threatening
to stop the telling as surely as geraniums the greedy mouth? A sneaky symbiosis.
Not only the wind is getting up.
"Tell me a story," Snow White insisted. And all at once I was grumpy, dopey, even sleepy,
and no longer droopy.
"I will tell you about this morning," I said. "You're in it. The wind was getting up because
I co?1d hear canvas flapping and ropes straining as it intruded itself into my dream - and
that s anothe~ story. Maybe you heard it too? This restless past-traveller stinking of mortality
an_d come to mterrupt our future delight like some time-leaping nightwatchman envious of
bliss? Anyway, the sky was black with pre-dawn, ink-black like we used to mix with powder
and water, a flask and a thin glass tube and rows of china ink-wells one for each desk ... But
I could count the geraniums before the first light began to show as an edge over the sea. Humpbacked rocks lay in the foam like beached whales and gulls stepped ruffled and high along
the..ocean wash where it pulled sana back into its darkness.
I had to wade through a rip running with squid and octopus, periwinkles, oysters and
starfish, mullet in schools and three deep blue-backed salmon chasing whitebait in the
current. I got wet, of course, wet to the navel in worn Adidas runners, underpants and blue
roll_-~ec~ - wet and warm. I remember distinctly my surprise at how warm, a warmth of
an,t1c1pauo~ ~nd !amiliarity, with water temperature as nothing and geography an irrelevance.
'These v1s1tat10ns are our return plunges. For there are only recurrences and how strange
we prefer to make them. Homo Faber. Homo Ludens.
. " 'Hello!' I said to you. Do you remember? Although transported in delight to an ocean
1~f!l, you affected no surprise. It was good to have you along.
. Yo~ hold ~is one ... 'And I gave you the old cane with the S urfmaster reel and the snapper
ng while I baited hooks, fixed wire ties and cast the line into the sun, making the reel real.
Mark~d by its ridge of broken water, the reef I had never seen before was a thousand

rrpo1ses, rising and plunging, rising and plunging, tracing their non-existent line across the
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an~~ape of your dream and my ocean. So you said, beside me, as we gazed at the water,
wa1tmg for the sun.

continued;

"You told me about Ovid and the day he enacted in lustful pursuit what he'd from the start
promised in parodically lascivious intention.
" 'Ovid came mid-morning, with Anais Nin hidden between Homer and Milton,' you said.
'Ah, a literary interlude,' I said with low sarcasm, though I suspected only a portion of what
I was about to hear.
" 'He did Odysseus' wandering in twenty-five minutes, lingering at Calypso's isle and
hardly mentioning Penelope at all. "Paradise Lost," he announced, "we shall leave for the
moment, as a postscript to Paradise Gained!" and, metaphorically of course for he's not
totally bereft of sensitivity, he fair leapt upon me thrusting forth Nin 's dollar-a-day
pornography to vary our intellectual feast and wet my pants.
" 'He read. I listened. A moment or two on sophistications of style and it was apparent that
the text had fired the reader. "Let's not spoil a good relationship," I protested only a little
ashamed of the euphemism as I held a kitchen chair athwart my threatened honour and hard
against dancing Ovid. For my comfortable acquaintance had, of a sudden, become a hot and
lecherous fiend, inspired by Nin to chase yours truly with the vigor of a lumberjack and the
persistence of a long-distance runner.
"' Let us out- Venus Venus, my love," he insisted.
" ' Let us do nothing of the sort," I cried, his finger already in my blouse, his lips burning
on my neck.
"' My friend might come at any moment," I said.
" ' Good," he said, "so might I."
" Enough of this remembrance," you burst out. "There is to much truth in your
stories and you, of all people, Snow White knows that stories can bear only a little truth."
" 'So, as you would recall, my sweet, I broke the narration at its climactic point with Ovid
panting, his fingers straying from my blouse and poor human me assailed b~ tremblings ~ot
detailed in fairy stories. You reminded me that I was the one who had decided to call hun
Ovid, mumbled something about changes not being confined to his bloody literature and set
upon me with an inventivness to out-Ovid Ovid.
"'Whether your ardour was inspired by jealousy, for how ambiguous we are in desiring
these re-tellings of the painful tale, the awful aphrodisia stronger even than Ovid's revision
of Nin 'sDelta, or by my prattling tongue I cannot know. The interlude ended with you cursing
the sand, me exhausted by the act of narration and, as the rod lurched sudden! y seaward, you
(ever one for the dramatic flouish) screaming "Geronimo! A strike! '"
"Amused by the telling, my love, I was indeed pained by the narrative, though inspired I
confess, so our swift return to the frame situation was not simply to water-gazing and waiting
for the sun. But the fish was a beauty- oh unlucky fish to strike as we were re~ting - and
we did catch the sun."
Later, I counted another seventeen geraniums right beside the shower-block. They were
pink although Snow White prefers red.
"Thank-you," Snow White said. "Now it is my tum. One story, even if I'm in it, and quoted,
deserves another and I am swimming with fabulous possibilities, such company I keep,
including you Droopy.
"My true story smells as much of death as joy; at least that is the message I find, but what
isn't a message in this world and which aren't ambiguous?
"There is a tiny resort backed by steep hills and rain forest, and reachable only by a twisting
road made long ago by men with horses working perilous cliffs which fall sheer into green
sea. It seems now a miracle that they did it. Clytemnestra, as I shall call her, waited in this
remote place maintaining a vigil not on rock at the ocean's edge but, betimes, in the creaky
brass bed of Aegisthus, as we'll call him, a well-muscled and, she said, sometimes interesting
woodcutter who dragged timber out of the mountains to the local sawmill.But no part of her
waiting was easy. Although her scurrilous milksop of a husband had run off with their first
child, poor innocent girl, she would have him back; she worried not only about her absent
daughter but the younger children as well and about gossip in the community, weather
changes and the disappearance of yellow butterflies. She was experiencing the sadness
without the bliss of geraniums.
"'Men are a bunch of useless bastards,' she said.
" 'Yes,' I lamented.
" 'Even my woodcutter for all his forest work and the way he sets a brass bed singing.'
" 'Perhaps he is the woodcutter to lop off the wolf's head?' I asked her. Ever since you
dubbed me Snow White I find myself thinking in these images.
"But hardly pausing for punctuation she ripped off such a catalogue of abuse that it caught
up not only the wolf and granny but noble forester, wandering child and the green-eyed singer
herself. Clytem-nestra at low ebb and in full voice, eyes flashing in fury with her transcendent
realizatons as much as with particularities of the predicament itself!
"'Men are a bunch of such useless bastards.'
"Newspaper reports provided their usual shallow fabrications. It seems the wandering
husband, incestuous beast, returned unexpectedly, for no trail of beacons and no crimson
carpet announced his coming. Who knows in what mood he arrived? Was he penitent and
hopeful, bloody-minded, or just a boring fart? Who can tell what he expected, or, indeed, what
he came upon in that cliff-top cottage?
"Aegisthus was badly cut, 'a severe blow with an axe' according to the report, when the
body was found by a lone surf fisherman; the accused has disappeared; Clytemnestra has left
the town; no mention of children. It is a model web of irony and uncertainty, as you can see,
with fragments waiting upon shape and meaning, life become art. Whose veiled hand jiggles
the kaleidoscope? I haven't seen Clytemnestra; I don't know the truth. But I like to think of
her passionate and freed, rediscovering geraniums with a better taste, making the white ones
red, and finding the exception to prove the rule that men are a bunch of useless bastards.
"May her future foresters all be good ones."
So, artful Snow White revivified the flowers, more geraniums than you could count, pink,
white, mauve, scarlet, royal purple, and slashes of vermilion, filling the air like brilliant
butterflies.
The wind was, by now, whistling across the dunes, playing the flute above the surf's heavy
crescendo; it shifted the sand in drifts, set wires humming and strained the ropes that held our
tent in its place.
"Any moment now we could fly like some crazy kite, take off and leave the earth
completely," Snow White said.
"Pleasing the pants off your Stepmother. Which is not such a bad idea."
"Don't be silly, you know I have no Stepmother. And I get along just fine with Mother."
"Ok," I said, "break whatever pattern you will but accept responsibility for the consequences."
"I hereby renounce ... " she began, but already Snow White was swirling into my passion,
the dream having consumed all reality as ants scurried for shelter and we were lost in a
variegated storm of geranium petals.
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AN EXCERPT FROM H
by Philippe Sollers
TRANSLATED BY ELAINE CORTS
well then you're obsessed by death no it is exactly why i upset the recital a little bit have to
admit that i have an innate liking for this aptitude a well-founded natural reflection which
makes me suspect as the others say i have good friends who like me at least as much as my
enemies but if i go out with new clothes on and if someone pours a pail of dirty water on my
face they enjoy it or then barn if i receive a blow from the iron bars of the fascists hey old man
have to admit that you give clubs away so that you can be beaten up for your ideas they cart
along the immemorial shitty residue i want to see only one man the mug the warrant officer
of the ranks ah the strong minds the hyper-individualism we will bring you to your knees
believe me or yet when you are trappeed in the ghetto a visit from a high-placed comrade who
gets you started well so you do not tolerate anyone around you admit it you want to crush the
others in short the relentless condensed legal projection or still you are completely t1nder the
influence of your wife impossible that it be otherwise the omnipotence of the eternal principle
to sum up we could say that they spend their time persuading themselves that there can not
be a guy at the market apart from comprehensive gratuitous market with expenses someone
to experience the headlong crash the eruption the explosion the agony of the awakening the
dark sun frankly i am looking for a calm spot to bury myself so that it can be said that neither
celestial fire nor a storm from the sea had ended my days yet the threshold has opened before
him the shadow over him has closed up it is in the country of beautiful horses stranger you
have come to the most agitated of countrysides a dazzling city loved by the nightingales who
warble in a clear voice in the heart of the ravine inhabitants of the black ivy like wine under
the impenetrable foliage sojourn god of the nymphs it is there that he returns with the dew
heavy clusters in the golden sparkle of saffron near the springs muses a moist aphrodite
orchestrating golden dreams here then are our proteges our chargers of the sea nimble with
their hands it is good to see the oar on the wave leaping plunging rising back up look you are
there your last passage do you still know what you said haven't you cleaned your brain this
retreat why this tremor arms hands legs which holds you back stops you restores you to
yourself why these birds of misfortune go call your mother for me may i renew you i read in
your eyes the old and the new and always much older and the new question the old and the
new emotion i swear to you my brother the flight from egypt out of egypt there it is one of
the depths you can't imagine how the sinai warms bare feet in the sand as it is today yum
kippur kol nidre the troops of golda meir are withdrawn after having downed what might have
been 60 to 100 fedayeens some lebanese countrymen the attacks the shellings current affairs
what has happened to our revolution the tv shows a film about robiespierre at the end the
shattered jaw we see him reading from the wall the declaration of the rights of men and of
citizens destiny writes saint-just which is the spirit of madness and of wisdom fine
declarations the cornered romans the damned stupidity of the french supreme being i repeat
it to you europe expects you to be at the same time liberated from the sceptre and the incense
burner here entrance of comrade sade more furious than ever shoving in front of him wearing
a hussar's jacket madame de saint-ange this little hairy eugenie difficult to open the window
a sofa a dusty rug follow the history of all nations you will always see the kings prop up
religio and religion consecrate the kings we know the anecdote about the steward and the
cook pass me the pepper i will pass you the butter flash here swept along on the creamy torrent
of fucking the community wanders involving necessarily incest there is very little left to be
said about the alleged crime whose invalidity has been proven too well to become stronger
here where have all the months gone prairial ventose thermidor nivose brumaire vendemiaire
floreal years I II III IV V what five years no more until july 94 ah fragility freedom the break
the gentle stride happiness is a worn-out idea in europe i come in this dust from which i am
made and which speaks to me the progression of the ego in rings reality wirklichkeitde wirken
to act in creating well a form of life has become outdated it is done for bring me the following
that we feel the breath of the breeze shamm ennacin i am getting more and more lost awakened
in place why have i done that now why i would be more than another all that i have thought
about is nothing forced behind the times why take oneself for the messiah of cacophonies
when everything is chance fatigue a thrashing a stomach ache plop it seems that enthusiasm
has drifted in the wind eh i no longer hear anything not a voice not a shadow finished space
in tune scanned there it is the flap of deafness the membraneous flap velvet diarrhea
unbreakable sturdy grey rock it is the dirty solid stone the caucasus and there your string of
associations gnawing away at the guts of the past nevertheless this music had to make
mincement of memory beating directly into the eardrum no no not the eardrum excised by
the aria no no not the old drum the entire cortex lucid dissected glittering colors unglazed now
listen be fair spot the pieces the stress the crystals it tended towards no towards what at last
it tended yes it wanted oh yes it wanted can we hazard a moan the whore of man failed animal
so there isn't a cat inside i should be alone they would have begun the funeral service hey do
not pile up the funeral hangings what is this circus of black cloth shovels picks cracklings of
the fire oh death old captain it is time let us raise the anchor there are times writes the figaro
on the 5th of july 1857 when the mental state of charles baudelaire was in question there were
some times when there was no doubt any longer for most of the time the monotonous and
planned repetition of the same words the same thoughts there the odious rubs shoulders with
~e ignoble the repulsive allies itself with the foul never did we bite or chew as many breasts
m so few pages never have we witnessed a similar revue of demons of fetuses of devils of
vennin this book is a hospital open for all the derangements of the mind for all the rottenness
of the heart and there it is simply degenerate decadent art it still rushes along the streets
comrade try the essential test it is the structure of the party to reinforce the orga what the orga
the orga what the organization well really the orga the organic the orgone the orgasm the
apparatus fantasy for the orga shit this isn't working to begin again let us take advantage of
!h~ ~elaxation the decompression the spoilage the system is disintegrating europe has paid for
1t It 1s shifting instead towards japan the middle east and india here locked formalization for
the west lockjaw of all social relationships so then the subject smashed hallucinating broken
up a turn of the screw a rodent boring in to each according to his needs to each according to
his abilities you speak but yes indeed my contents precisely are the entirety now to give me
the ~ntirety half-way you imagine the wells the building site i write among the pistons the
~ru~1ble of the crusher clay furnace computer out of order while flipping out you imagine
ms1de a bone what use a pebble of what significance and he stubborn in his grave radiant
future tortuous way hilarious what a nut a crackpot a dingbat cracked bonkers saying i am like
all o~ them i imagine with pleasure god with a prick never ejaculating coming like a woman
fucking them in the ass all of them animated falling on them two by two when he wants in
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any case where is he this one who does not leave their womb starting the theorem again so
then must have an invisible trait relocated in the atmosphere across the framework have to
have a croupier somewhere to spin the wheel the disturbing strangeness i am going to tell you
what it is simply a fart there itis an event which always seems like it comes from another world
fragment of the crushed oracle do not forget that the priests of dodna were called as if by
chance the saddles bedded in the soil listening to the wind in the oak trees on their lead tablets
marking the agitated responses from on high in short the mind finds inspiration where it wants
to when it wants to this dear gasomaster still if we lack a leafy area temenos to better hear it
warble mild gentle as a dove then right after the shower a voice issued from the clouds and
said here is my beloved son thus i will never take him back again they don't laugh cry or fart
without the consent of a god always in such a way interminable time enlarges the hidden
buries the revealed useless to consult the aruspiss or the erospus it isn't with the cops that
you' 11 ever find your dossier better to get laid an idiotic crisis in m uichking a memory of the
house of the dead what did he write you see man is an animal who is accustomed to all concise
opinions indicating how they hide themselves pressed against the scar trying to hear its
rimmed damaged circuit not true pan quite a great runner along the shores sharp worldly
dancer go ahead go ahead she awaits you the fresh the pretty the blossoming go ahead pan
pan give your pansum ah the bandaged pantomine in the eye the passion of typhon broken
stakes tom uprooted reaped what a ball with firestone tires remain on the earth ride further
away with sheel sd read the intimacy of the home once your shutters closed the madmen about
their motor our new inquiry our gastronomic game a hunt for a snack details about our last
rockets i resume basically laius disobeyed the oracle which forbade him to procreate but on
the other hand he was gay like everyone and he was supposed to forget himself with a woman
one day we understand the program namely that she wanted it precisely from that one even
if it meant getting rid of him once born in any case this circle becomes vicious from whatever
side we encircle it this is only a farewell my brothers a roundabout farewell as for you repress
yourself your sight your ears your ass breathe on foot become a tortoise again and look you
float no do not look at anything take a good plunge la verita germogliera dalla terra e la
giustizia si affaceera dal cielo not a witch there is only to count on the immanent equilibrium
white black black white and black black white white yesterday tomorrow the day after
tomorrow in my hands not here beyond here the whore the dying and the ugly today thus i
am born from whom i ought not have been i am united with whom i ought not to be killed
whom i ought not to have killed and it is this then what we call mankind the laws born in the
sky sit on the heights no mortal has engendered them never will oblivion put them to sleep
a great force lives in them which does not grow old i moan a shrill cry rises to my lips he
repeated this cry and did not stop striking his eyes the blood of his pupils streamed down his
cheeks not an oozing of the blood but a somber shower a hail storm of clots double funeral
double misfortune we recognized in that a specific moment where one _tim_e in !en billi~n
someone passes through detroit i ask who could can will be able to kiss m this way his
profound mother on the lips to feel to ~ou~t radiant _the 1:fiple and the ~ne ecstasy of the
median point of the golden middle weddmg mght weddmg mght you have given me brrth t~en
you have raised up again the same seed image of mankind has eyes but the moon has light
the distress of being that which does not diy

FACTOTUM
by Charles Bernstein
Cum ipse plectrum maribilus factotum
Grandio decorum ludicare plenus est
Amo digitalis flagrantia moribund
Ammo ipse luminatti finitudo
Regio masturboris terminus reglutino
Habitatio potentia patemitus mea
Quod perpetuo obduro nunc nobilis
Causam Excrucio belle fugit veritas
Quisquam fortunatus modo pumex
Ave mediocris grammiticus
Opera circumsilliens modo quamquam
Proximus nostrum ignorare arbitraris

[This fragment has been reconstructed from documents recently discovered near Rome. It is
believed to be derived from a poem by Caudio Amberian, who was an advisor to Nero,
although little else is known about him. Many lexical and grammatical irregularities
characterize this no doubt debased text; the translation provided tries to remain as literal as
possible, providing in English an experience close to what it might have been like for the first
Latin auditors of this self-cannibalizing work. - Charles Bernstein]

With itself plucked marble, factotum
Grand with ludicrous decoration, is full
I love "finger stimulation" without shame, deadly
Ammunition itself enfused with final light
The king handles himself terminally, comes unglued
My fatherhood enhouses my potency
On the grounds that perpetual obdurance is now
To conduct torture a pretty flight to truth
Anyone blessed just pumice
Farewell grammatical ordinariness
Works wobbling with only little qualms
Near our arbitrary ignorance

ABODE
by Marina de Bellagente LaPalma
There was a woman who lived in a paper house. It wasn't a house of cards nor
an origami construction. This house was made of newspaper- ~esterda_Y's
headlines and features and want ads. She edited carefully at all times usmg
scissors and glue and keeping the edges straight and did not see herself as
symbolic. "Of what?" she politely asks. Cutting and pasting, framing herself
in inky columns, sheltering under newsprint eaves, she goes on.
Of course it tuns out to be difficult living this way. The forces of nature,
implacable, launch implicit attacks against her abode day and night, night and
day. The things we concede we can we build with. The unremarked tears us
down brick by plank, eroding our cover, eventually erasing our thoughts. So
we must speak or vanish, vanish or speak.
Literature slipping into delirium - distinctions, priorities, plans eclipsed.
Roaming the house all night (and because where we lived it was always hot)
only epiphanies of brief duration were acknowledged. No one's attention
could span the gaps. In thin strips alongside houses, in the back yards of stucco
bungalows, at the edges of asphalt arteries - the land spends itself between
our interferences. In spite of being property.
Eyeing some fragile remnant being delayed. A savory reshuffling of names.
'Twas meant to add "decay" of course only the stitches slipped away. The
fingertips signal death; they are small, lost airplanes going down at sea. I did
not choose this; it chose me- I think. Not that I mean to personify illness.
That would be foolish, archaic, like trying to personify evil.
The sand is beneath our feet, which savor sensations of melting (something
that feet do not normally do). A breeze flaps by, carrying the mercurial voices
of children whose silver blood races at the edges of waves. Crash crash. We
look at each other-both near that age. Soon it is too late to bear a child. We
think we know this. Those voices have a certain effect, perhaps a set of effects,
on our regrets and omissions, successes and vanities, possessions, desires,
fears tinged with different inks. But there are patterns to which we belong.
Mute, we submit to the children's screams, the hot sand and the wind.
Anything said would seem by comparison terribly trivial. It usually does.
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MAYAKOVSKY
by Michael Dennis
tortured with love
he put gun to chest
and blew a hole
where his heart should be
in his note
to the living
he left these words
for his lover
"love me"
what else
could possibly be said
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THE ARCHITECT, THE
COMMANDER AND THE LILY
CREATURE
by Giorgio Manganelli
TRANSLATED FROM THE ITALIAN

by John Satriano

is paradoxically ferocious, seems certain; and therefore it follows that it is necessary to kill
him. But this is actually quite difficult. He doesn't seem to have a heart to pierce, nor a head
to cut off, nor blood to shed. People have tried to kill him with arrows, even with arrows
rendered all the more deadly by flaming resins - striking him is easy because, as stated
before, he is immobile- but they have actually shot him through without doing the slightest
damage to him. Approaching him to use a pair of scissors on his body-though what kind
of body could it be? -encounters great danger, since close at hand the lily creature can work
those terrible blandishments of his. In reality, no one knows for certain of any sure way to kill
him; but the natives have suggested the following ruses: shoot arrows taking aim from the
opposite end of the bow; recruit a hundred young people who take turns smiling, motionless,
at the lily creature; finally, and this is the best way yet discovered, kill him in dreams, thusly:
you take the dream in which the lily creature happens to be, roll it up in a ball and then tear
it to pieces, without any outward signs of rage. But very rarely does the lily creature allow
himself to be dreamed about.

THE ARCHITECT
The architect who was entrusted by unanimous consent with the task of building the new
church is not a believer. He is tolerant of the ecclesiastical community, of the clergy; less so
of the faithful; in any case, he is not a persecutor. Yet, he is absolutely certain that God does
not exist, and therefore that the priests are performing ceremonies devoid of objective sense,
whose only function is to distract them and the faithful from the knowledge that God does
not exist. The architect knows that the words "spirit, soul, sin, redemption, virtue" have no
meaning, and yet he cannot deny that he understands their sense, or at least enough to be able
to speak with his clients about the new church. He is a good architect, sober and fanciful both:
he has built schools referred to as "full oflight," hospitals "serene and welcoming," a tasteful
home for the aged, functional railway stations, an entire neighborhood, which is the pride of
the city that entrusted it to him. Now, for the first time, he might have to construct a building
which he considers completely useless, in fact, deceitful in the very measure in which he
succeeds at it. The architect has high professional standards. In and by itself, to construct a
church simply means to construct a building which has particular purposes, specified by the
clients. Now, the clients hold beliefs which he considers not only insane, but immoral; if they
had commissioned him to build a gallows, would he have accepted without hesitation? But
is a church the same thing as a gallows? In a certain sense, it is; it is a place intended for use
as a transit station towards nothingness. This is what his clients want from him: that he
decorate the place of transit. In this he would be no different from the priests them elves, who
decorate and hide that nothingness behind the veils of their ceremonial fantasy. Are they
therefore suggesting he become a priest? He could be a priest of nothingness, a decorator who
doesn't veil, who doesn't conceal, who isn't evasive. Is that church a false place then, or a
deceitful yet veracious place? "Decorate nothingness, build nothingness, give us an eternal
nothingness," he hears the priests saying. He touches the unadorned grass of the deserted
landscape with his hand, the grass that will have to be pulled out to make way for his building,
and he thinks, at once, about the altar, the priests, the grass, nothingness.

THE COMMANDER
A shadow runs swiftly between the barbed wire, the trenches, the nocturnal outlines of
weapons; the courier is in a rush, a happy fury leads him on, an impatience without respite.
In his hand he has a folder, and he has to deliver it to the officer who commands the stronghold
there, the place of a great many deaths, of a great many roars and laments and curses. The agile
courier passes among the great meatuses of the long war. As you can see, now he has finally
reached the commander: a taciturn man, intent upon the noises of the night, upon the faraway
din, upon the quick, elusive fires. The courier salutes, the commander - no longer a young
man, his face wrinkled - unties the folder, opens it, reads. His eyes re-read, attentively.
"What does it mean?" he asks the courier, strangely, because the message is not in code, and
the words in which it is written are plain and simple. "The war is over, commander," the
courier says, confirming the message. He looks at his watch: "It's been over for three minutes
now." The commander raises his face. And the courier, in a state of utter stupefaction, sees
something beyond belief on that face: a startled look of horror, of dismay, of wrath. The
commander is trembling, he is trembling with rage, with rancor, with desperation. "Go away,
you filthy scum," he orders the courier. The latter doesn't understand, and the commander
gets up and strikes him with his hand, in the face. "Go away, or I'll kill you." The courier flees,
his eyes full of tears, anguish, almost as if the commander's dismay were contagious. So the
war is at an end, the commander thinks to himself. Death by natural causes is making its
return. The lights will come back on again. He hears voices, from the enemy position:
someone shouts, weeps, sings. Someone lights a lantern. The war is over everywhere, there
is no longer any trace of war, the meticulous and rusty weapons are for all intents and purposes
useless. How many times have they set their sights on killing him, those men singing? How
many men has he killed or had killed, in the legitimacy of war? Because war legitimizes
violent death. And now? The commander's face is covered with tears. It isn't true: he must
make it understood immediately, once and for all, that the war cannot end. Slowly,
laboriously, he raises his weapon and takes aim at those men singing, laughing, embracing,
the enemies he is not at peace with. Without hesitation, he commences firing.

THE LILY CREATURE
The lily creature is not, properly speaking, a creature: indeed, he is meek, even blandish; the
lily creature does not run, nay, to be exact, he can spend whole years in a state of absolute and
minute immobility; the lily creature does not feed on the flesh of living beings, and yet he
behaves as if he had once upon a time eaten of them; he has, it is said, a kind of memory of
taste, in which a trace of animal flesh is located, of animals killed and devoured: but then
again, since, on account of his blandishing ways, he has neither mouth nor teeth, it is
absolutely impossible for the lily creature to have ever eaten the flesh of other creatures.
Despite these characteristics of his, the lily creature is being studied and classified as
ferocious, swift, carnivorous. The experts affirm that no other way to describe him is
adequate, although they recognize that the lily creature does not display any of the typical
behaviour of a ferocious, swift, carnivorous animal. The truth is that everybody, both the
scholars (who are investigating the lily creature in taciturn film slides, or discussing him in
the frightened and gluttonous chatter of the cafes) and the native inhabitants, everybody
knows that the lily creature should be killed, and that it is necessary to kill him, precisely
because he is bland, stationary, harmless. All those qualities, which in theory ought to make
him an innocuous and companionable domestic creature, confer a fearful power on him,
because it is insinuative, though it is difficult to say in what way this animal insinuates
himself. In short, he is ferocious not although but because he is blandish, and whoever
receives his blandishments will die from them. Therefore, the hypothesis that the lily creature
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LOVES
by Roberto Echavarren
Under me water is the rock,
under clippings of a love-collage, the drought;
under your eyelid painted by Ingres or Dali
an opaque and dry husk;
behind the rhythmic fluttering of feathers without respite
when Psyche and Cupid kiss, the eroded, immobile wall.
The intimate sense of things is a membrane with no thickness
cut by a razor.
There is no secret in the whole but in each separate thing
as it calls for attention:
paper on wind flies toward the orchard.
The sky has a leaden diagonal scar;
the grapevine leaves vibrate.
When I was five I could not see my grandmother
under the mosquito net around her bed.
I listened to the surf before seeing it:
a white snail on the spiral staircase.
Things do not last but come again
to be seen for the first time.
She saw them, I see them for her today;
yesterday they announced something;
I do not know whether someone will see them for me.
Something comes out to meet the dead but things are silent;
in their place the rain runs down; there is no one.
I am a toy of circumstance;
without the mosquito net I entered the rump,
pulled the tress reserved for me.
When I was young I was dead,
we will never get rid of yesterday.
Over the grapevines
an orange spot grows, orange chalk under water,
red cactus standing on the red pot
cracked by root pressure.
I am in her room, in her bed;
in the early morning one heard birds and rain,
now the water drips through roofs and waterpipes.
A rust coloured cat goes over the back fence:
it's me, target, latent bliss, on the rebound.
A mouth of fog engulfs the avenue.
Green mercury lamps explode, damp fruit.
I gathered the orange fluorescent flower among improvised
waterbeds,
avenue of water, foam, pause
when the years do not matter anymore but give a finish to
each act
because it was always here although I was not;
there is no one here.
I picked the flower and gave it to you.
Thanks to you there is performance;
a notion comes back from limbo
where it did not rain for a long time.
It is grace not to see through someone,
not to become transparent in paradise,
but your stay in no man's land was enough
for the sky to tum from dark to orange,
the sheets, the walls, the empty balcony.
I am absent; my grandmother dead;
I was here with her, with you; we were three and no one.
We are again an abandoned carcass.
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EN UNBAR
by Alicia Borinsky
FROM,MUJERES TIM/DAS
TRANSLATED FROM THE SPANISH BY COLA FRANZEN

0

By Juan Cameron
FROM,APUNTES
TRANSLATED FROM THE SPANISH BY COLA FRANZEN

It was as though I wanted to get away,
to be always fart her away from the hero

0.

- J.E. Pacheco (from, En lo que dura el
cruce de[ Atlanticol For as Long as it
Takes to Cross the Atlantic).

Zero does not form but i
nforms In this sonnet t
he quartets secretly act
out tercets The metaphor

In a bar, at a table in the bar she cracked jokes that carried
her to an unknown territory
eyeglass eyes cries the reddened eye eyes
.
the world repeated itself made comments was undone m her tongue
goatish odic modish pagoda angola

ical & metaphysical time
and space are squared Wh
at changes is sun or lea
finess This little boat
is never upset Both norm
s are bread and also cir
cuses No one drowns int

in the universe, at a table of the universe
she set words against words
pressure prison presto pristine praxis
lover terror tremor

his roundness Even miss
ing a tercet this bare s
ave of sonnet like a zer

she made love against her lovers
defended the most daring forms of gaiety
tried consonantal rhyme
celebrated a skewed accord with history
if you give me an apple I'll give you a chapel
ask for bread not on your head ask for a jug and get a hug
in the universe at a table of the universe
she managed to lose herself mimic herself break mirrors
she never answered when they called her by her name
she wanted to forget modesty the sparks the don 'tmesswithme
perversely she would answer "fiesta siesta molester"
except that the question had not yet been asked

DONDE
by Saul Yurkievich
FROM,RIMBOMBA
TRANSLATED FROM THE SPANISH BY COLA FRANZEN
something creaks
or whispers
each cage holds
clocks portraits
conches in bell jars
plain doors
corridors
staircases
I ascend to the third circle
where the ticket windows are
the flowery stained glass filters
an opaline light
from the keyboard
comes a clatter
I enter a dark room
on the screen
maddened cats
bite each other
in the gloom I glimpse
rows of heads
I draw a curtain
rooms appear
a woman crosses the passage
in front of a door
a pair of shoes
a toilet flushes
the door of the empty elevator opens
night comes
I walk through outskirts
that I don't recognize
the barriers are lowered
I pass between train cars lit up
and immobile
I walk over a bridge
the walls continue
I can't find
the center
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PROVERBIO
by Alicia Borinsky
FROM,MUJERES TIM/DAS
TRANSLATED FROM THE SPANISH BY COLA FRANZEN
"nothing as bad as waiting between the sheets"
since we couldn't bear the tension
we undertook cushioned walks
sideways conversations

affability

excuse me

DON'T TROUBLE YOURSELF
no one knew when the sharp gaity of her sex

fled from the fertile clearcut seasons
toward

springtime

autumn

equilibrium
cliche
the literal
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I THINK OF JOHN CLARE
by Al Purdy
When things get miserable for me
and I'm moaning about old age
I think of John Clare escaping
from his madhouse in Epping Forest
tramping home to Northborough
90 miles on the Great North Road
one shoe sole flapping underfoot
gravel inside the other
sleeping anywhere for three nights
no money no food and eating grass
dreaming of his old girl friend
dead Mary Joyce he didn't know was dead
sick with sunstroke sick with hunger
sick with his own madness
meeting his wife Patty on the road
she throwing her arms around him and he
pushing her away from him
not knowing it was Patty of the Vale
believing her a madwoman
- and when I think of all this
I'm a little ashamed of myself
remembering a rural poet in 1841
John Clare
and his "Meet me in the green glen -"
trudging toward the light
When arthritis is killing me
or a bad hangover
after youth ended with a whimper
I think of D .H. Lawrence
irritated at just about everyone
his reach greater than his grasp
(an 8-inch reach with 6-inch equipment)
escaping from country to country
free from everyone except himself
in search of the sun
spitting a few drops of tubercular
blood in every seaport and railway station
DHL
in a big hurry to know the names of things
in order that his mind might touch
the things themselves
his friends the birds beasts and flowers
- and they have not forgotten him
DHL
turning to look backward
stumbling toward the light
When I'm feeling sorry for myself
(nobody loves me - boo-hoo)
I think of Vincent Van Gogh
searching faces of the 22
self-portraits he painted in Paris
to discover why all the women
he loved fled in opposite directions
Vincent
searching for the light in Aries
in the madness that was his sanity
hauling the moon down with a paintbrush
exploding the stars at St-Remy
sunlight at midnight and black night at noon
Vincent
with his mutilated ear
hobbling toward the light
I grumble peevishly
(being none of those three)
in the hangover after youth
irritated that I cannot escape myself
irritated in turn at the several
gods and devils with residence inside myself
clamoring for attention
thinking of Clare DHL and Vincent
limping toward the light
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Al Purdy moments after receiving this
year's Governor General's Award.
Photo by Karl Jirgens

ALPHANUMERICUNS:
FROMTHEINVISIBLEA(R)MADA

by R. Barreto-Rivera
l h4v3 4lw4y5 w4nt3d tO 5p34k 4b0ut
th3 4rch 1t3ctur3
Of n==d, Of th3 w4 y5
ln whlch 1 w4nt3d my MOth3r tO b3 th3r3,
wh3n my F4th3r pun15h3d m3, 4nd Of th3 w4y5 ln whlch
1 r353nt3d h15 pr353nc3. Mln3 w45 4 tr0ubl3d,
dlfflcult blrth, 4nd 50m3 Of lt5 dlfflculty 15
Stlll wlth m3. Th3r3 w45 th3 n34r-f41lur3 Of th3 lnf4nt
kldn3y5 4nd 411 th3 mln14tur3 p41n th4t c4m3
wlth lt. Th3r3 w3r3, tOO, th3 bllnd bl0w5 my f4th3r
41m3d 4t m3 - b3f0r3 th3 llln355 w45 fln4lly
d14gn053d- tO put 4n 3nd tO my crylng-flt5
ln th3 mlddl3 Of h15 nlght5
1 Survl v3d th3n, 45 1 h4v3 Survl v3d 51nc3,
134mlng 4111 cOuld 4b0ut p41n 4nd th3 4v01d4nc3
Of p4ln, lltt13 3153 m4tt3rlng. 4nd, thu5, 1 h4v3
c0m3 tO c0n5 ld3r my53lf f0rtun4t3. My
lnf4nt113 lnlt14t10n
h45 c3rt4 lnly c0m3 ln h4ndy. 1 4m
4Iw4y5 r34dy fOr
th3 w0r5t.
50 14m h3r3 nOw 45 1f 1 h4d b==n
h3r3 4lw4y5 - r34dy, 4t 145t, tO utt3r th3 f3w truth5
1 h4v3 w41t3d 50 lOng tO 5p34k. 1 wlll dO my b35t tO 53t
th3 r3~0rd 5tr41ght, whll3 my c0~r4g3145t5.
Wh4t tr0ubl35 m3 m05t 4r3°th3 llmlt5 Of my
m3m0ry. FOr m3, tO try tO
r3c0n5truct th3 p45t ln 4ny klnd Of
53n51bl3 53qu3nc3 15 p01ntl355.
1 h4v3 put much 3n3rgy lntO
f0rg3ttlng p41nful thlng5.
Th3 f3w c0h3r3nt lncld3nt5 1 m4n4g3 tO r3c0113ct
u5u4llly 14ck c0nt3xt. 1 flnd my53If 4drlft
ln th3 4nn0ylng clutt3r Of fr==ly-fl04tlng
3rrOr-m3554g35 - cllnglng tO m3nt4I
d3br15 - nOt r34lly knOwlng hOw, Or lf, th3y flt
t0g3th3r.
F15h Ofpr3y
wlll h4v3 nO c0mm3rc3 wlth m3.
Such 15 th3 5t4g3
Of d3c0mp05lt10n 4t which my mlnd flnd5 lt531f
4rrlvlng.
TO c0mp3n54t3 fOr lt5 rlgldlty, 11053 my53If
ln flct10n5, 1 f4brlc4t3.
4m 1 tO bl4m3 fOr th15? 15 n4tur3? H4v3 1 b==n th3
5011 t4ry c4u53 Of 411 my tr0ubl35?
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PERFORMANCE ITALIEN
par Richard Martel
The following is the text from a performance piece presented by
Richard Martel while on tour in Italy.
DELICATE ESSEN
TERMINE NOTTURNO
CON LA MU ERE SOLO
MOUSELIME ELASTIQUE
ECCO CHE LA NOTTE
VELA DI LENZ VOLA
I TUOI SENI FELIC!
TRYING ENTROPIK
ARATRO SENZA FRETTA
APPAREILLAGE DE L' ART
SENZA CERVELLA FETICIDSTE
DRY THE SEAS OF DREAMS
INCOMPATIBLEENERGIE
DISKUSSION ONDE LA LUVIA
PRIMAVERA AMARA
MAREMORTO
RECHERCHE DU TEMPS
RAREMENT SATISFAIT
IN CAPITALISCHE STRUKTUR
SENSO DELL' ASSENZA
LA GUITARE ET LA PIZZA
OVERNIGHT SENSATION
INDELEBILE EXTRA-DANCERS
RHYSOMATICCLAQUEMENTS
NATURA CULTURA
VERDURA
FROM THE MASS-MEDIA TO
AFRICA, MEXICO, PHILLIPINE,
POLSKA, JELLO THERAPEUTIC
MUSICA NUVOLA
RAFFERMIR LA COLLUSION
CONTRA LA THERMODINAMIQUE
RAPPELLE A L'ORDRE
VAFFANCULO
A LA TERRE DE BAFFIN
SCHATT ECLATS DE RIRES
DANS LA VAISSELLE DES AISSELLES
EINE FRESH SEMINAL
ON NE REVE PLUS
SASS I AGUZZI
GRUNDE UND SCHWARZ
FOR PRIMITIVE FORMS
OF DISECTION
DISINQUINAMENTO
ECO-MENTALE
MORT DEL' ART
DRAMATIC ELECTRIC
FOR GESSEL SCHAFT
OTHERWISE
PIETRA CRUDA
BOCCA D'INFERNO
CONQUISTADORE ERECTILE
VUOTO A PERDERE
SCHEISSE UND THEORICAL
COMPOST ART AND SO ON
RESILENCIOSOMATILAMENTE
TRY TOTO LE MONDO DISCRET
UNIFORME UNIVERSITAT

DANS LA SALADE DADATSTE
REAGAN, KHADAFI, NAPOLEON,
CESAR, BISMARK, LE TROUPEAU
ICH BIN MOEGLICH
WORKING FOR STRONZISME
WHEN WRITING BECOME FORM
NOTTENERA
INTERMINABILE
HABILE HABILLAGE SITUATION
FOR NARCOTIC OPERATIONS
ERUZIONE
FIUME DI FUOCO
EXPERIMENTATIONS
EXTRA-ARTISTIQUES
INTERMINABLES IRRUPTIONS
DESIRE LUMPENIFICATION
DANS LE SPAGUETTI DE LA LANGUE
DISOCCUPATI ORGANIZZATI
HOMMAGE
AUCHOMAGE
COCCINELLE RITOURNELLE
ClllNESE METROPOLIS
AZZORRE ANTICICLONICHE
VELE SENZA VENTO
IN OFFICIAL MARXIST THEORY
TOUJOURS BONJOUR
IN THE MAYA EMPIRE
COMPOSITION HIVERNALE
TRADIRE
PAROLE LEGGERE
LIKE YOU AND THE OTHERS
L'IMAGINAIRE PROTOCOLAIRE
FOR MYSTICAL OPERATIONS
CONFUSIONNISME
L'ENFANTTERRIBLE
IMMORTALE
LE CONFORT DU DECOR
FUR STRATEGY UND KUNST
WHEN THE MOON LIVES
IN THE BIDET
RITORNO NELLA NOTTE
UNE CROCHE, UNE DOUBLE CROCHE
ISMATIC IDIOMA
FORWARD EVAPORATION
IN CAUDA VENENUM
TRANCES LUCIDES IDEE
HONOOIST AT THE WINDOW
RARE AND RARE SEMINAL
PRE lllSPANIC NAPOLI
PRESER VAZIONE PENALE
TOTO LE SILENCIO IDOUANE

Image par Martin Paquin, Quebec
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PERFORMANCE DANOIS
par Richard Martel
This is the text from a performance piece executed by
Richard Martel while on tour in Denmark.
GESSECCHAFT UND BELLIGROSO
SOMEWHERE WITH ALCAN
POUR LISSES ET TRES LIS SES
PROCEDURES
KVIDE 0G MAND I BAD
DANSES ET DENTIERS
SIX STEMES ET TREMA
COLORISTE FOLKLORISTE
DISTURBANCE AND DESTINY
UN EPIDEMIA INFLUENZALE
IS SCHON CONCEPTUAL ART
D' U DDT TERRORISTE
SCHEISSE TZWEI COMMET
FUR MEIN CALEMAR
INPORTUGUEZESYMPHONY
SIR AND LUI ET LES AUTRES
CAR AND WATCH THE ALCAN
WORKING TOGETHER-SILLOW
SILLENCIOSO SO AND SCEAU
DESTRUCTION BY THE FUNCTION
OF THE TOTOL UNIVERSE
THE BOMB, THE BATTERY
THE SIGNAL- DANS L' AGE
DU TROMBONNE, PELIGROSO
AL FORNO CON LOS DOS
..IN FERNES TODOS
UNIVERSE POCO SOLE MENTE
SOLAMENTE POCOLA LUCE
LA TABLA Y LOS TODOS
DRINKING TOGETHER ET SIFFLANT
NOT THE FURRER MAIS
LA FUREUR THE VIVRE
AS IT - UND FOR KEINE
PROBLEM AND DIE
KUNST PROBLEM
AS AND USTENSIL DE JOIE
ET DE MERVEILLES - LA
LANGUE NE SENT PAS
CE QUE LA PISSE EVACUE
THAT'S WHY THE
FURRER IS SURVIVAL
WITHOUT THE POETRY
IN DIGENES INDIGESTES
ET MANIFS POUR NAIFS
SINGES SIFFLES LA BELLA
LA SYSTEMA, LA FAMILIA
LOS ALACRANES, DENTIERS
SAUCISSES SANYO
LA VAISSEL SCHAFT UND
SURE ET MARQUISE
A~UGAR L'INVERSION
SENSITIVE FORMS OF
EMIETMENT DU LANGAGE
KEINE GESCHMACK
LA LOGICA DEL AUTOBUS
FARAMINEUSE SPONDA
LE VOL DU VAUTOUR HAUT

COMME LA SIGNATURE
DU LYS DANS L'ILIADE
DANS LE DRAP PEAU DU
SIGNAL, DU SIGNE ET
DE LA CUISSE DE JUPITER
IMBECILLI ESTIVI POPARTE
ENDETEVI IL GUSTO LA PRIMA
LATRINE DU DESIR
SCHOEN 1ST MORGEN
TOGETHER
FOR EINE DRAMA IN
ITALIAN STYLE
DOWNSTAIRS WITHOUT
ALCAN BROTHERS
IMMIGRATE INTEGRATE
IN UNIVERSAL SYSTEME
DES BEAUX-ARTS JUSQU'A
L'ONGLE PROCEDURIER
HAN DREJEDE DISKRET
NED AD GADEN - PUTRIDE
ET PROTEI ... FORME
SANTE ET CHIRURGIE
1ST FOR KALITAT
KURTIS FURTEMSTEIN
FUR EINTSFIST FUCKING
IRRUTIVE MATER 1ST
OBSOLESCENCE
LE SPAGUETTI DU DECLIN
DU DEFUNT MARQUIS
DE SADE
AT MODSTILLINGEN MELLEM
DETRAEKKERNOGLEGANGE
SENSAZIONALE EMULSION
ASPIRAMOS A UN MUNDO
DASDADABUTTALALUNA
OFFICIAL MAIL ART SHOW
REACTIVE REACTION
IL SENSO COMUNE
AVEC LA CULOTI'E DU SPECTACLE
RAGEANT LA GRIFFE DU VENT
PAR VANTOUZES EVENTAIL
IN SEMIOTISCHE LOGIK
LA CONCEPTION DE L' AURA
S 'AMENUISE MEUNIER
FOR KAPITAL INSTRUCTION
L'INSTITUTION DANS LA MORT
TRANCESTOLESARRONDIES
ANCHE LA STESSA DEFINIZIONE
RADIO LAVAGE TOSTAPANE
DU CHAMP DES CERISES
DU SANG IN VIVO
MERZSITUATION PARADOXAL
TEROSEMENT SIFFLE ET
SIFFLE - ET SIFFLE ET SIFFLE -AVEZ-VOUS
LE ROBOT TO TOT ET
TRES TARD - LA VOITURE
r
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JARRY AU RESTAU
p~~-Andre Tcetera
.

. .~,.
~

.,

" .-. ii ya tres exactement dix ans
·. au mois de septembre
je me trouvais aParis
pour la premiere fois.
~

J' etais avec un ami
assis dans un cafe
et il me raconta l' histoire qui suit.
Unjour
Alfred Jarry
se sentant une fringale soudaine
entra s' asseoir dans un retaurant
ou tout le monde etait silencieux.
Ayant pris place
devant un grand miroir
il sortit un pistolet
et fit feu
sur son reflet
qui vola en morceaux.
Tout le monde fut ebahi
Et Jarry leur dit ceci:
"Maintenant que la glace est rompue,
nous pouvons parler
tout a notre aise."

UNE FILLE DE ST-GENGOUXLE-NATIONAL
par Ed Bloomberg
Au cours de annees 70 eclata sur la scened' un campus de l 'Uni versite de Califomie une dame
dodue, sanglee dans des robes flamboyantes et toujours pretes a se defaire aux coutures,
munie d' un doctoral d'etat flambant neuf supervise par un professeur de l'Institut de France
senile depuis peu, flanqee d'un aristocratique, anglais et supremement falot mari morganatique.
Son pere, repetait-elle, etait maire de St-Gengoux-le-National, inventeur du parpaing,juif
(ou protestant ou catholique, selon les preferences religieuses de l' interlocuteur) et l 'heureux
geniteur de treize enfants. Ses deux theses etaient sur Richard Rolle de la Hampe (1300-1349)
et Robert Despres (1403-1458), deux editions critiques avec introduction et commentaires.
Elle avait sevi en Angleterre et au Canada pendant d' assez longues annees. Ses lettres de
recommendation etaient trop elogieuses pour ne pas etre le fruit d'arriere-pensees.
Des son arrivee, elle fonda la chorale J annequin. Musicienne, erudite, elle fut aussitot
entouree d'etudiants adulateurs et de collegues admiratifs. La pendaison de la cremailliere
dans sa maison califomienne fut l' occasion surprise offert par tout le departement de fran~ais.
Ses remerciements et son admiration allerent crescendo au cours de la soiree, des clameurs
aux superlatifs absolus. Tout le monde sortit arrose de baisers mouilles. Elle se mit aussi a
organiser un chapitre de l' Alliance Fran<;aise. Mais la chose degenera vite en querelles
venimeuses, tout le monde voulant etre president.
Deux etudiantes, une ancienne nonne nevrosee et une Fran<;aise en exil, assoiffee de
culture et quelque peu betasse, l'entouraient d'une admiration sans fond. Tres vite, elles se
virent l'objet de flatteries hysteriques, de crises d'amitie passionnee, puis d'orages,
d' accusations injurieuses eructees dans un fran<;ais barde d' argot et de grossieretes, puis de
reconciliations egalement delirantes, suivies de nouvelles flatteries. Ces chauds et froids
emotifs remplissaient leurs vies. Il en fut bientot de meme de tous ses etudiants qui
supportaient tout - les etudiants sont paillasson - dans l' espoir de la bonne note. Lerus
calculs n'etaient pas dejoues: tous ses eleves avaient une mention "bien".
La dame etait avide tutoyeuse, et manicheiste de nature, ce qui n' est pas rare. Ce
manicheisme prenait la forme habituelle: son interlocuteur etait parfait, des meme que deux
ou trois autres individus, le reste meritait la corde; ceci quel que soit l 'interlocuteur.
Elle racontait sur les absents des anecdotes garanties veritables: Un de ses contes voulait
qu'une collegue pingre lui demande de l'emmener faire des courses en voiture; elle refuse.
La collegue argue qu'elle veut revendre sa voiture et que, pour ce faire, il vaut mieux avoir
peu de kilometrage. "C' est bien ce que je me dis", la conteuse triomphante dit avoir replique.
Une autre a pour sujet un professeur fortement pleutre et preoccupe par son avancement.
Par calcul, il aide notre rombiere quand elle monte une piece mais, souffrant d'epuisement
emotif, lache deux jours avant la representation, juste quand des visiteurs de marque et
importants se presentent. "Mais tu m 'aideras quand meme quand je devrai etre promu?"
implore-t-il. "Non, mon bon ami, on n'a pas besoin de gens comme toi ici." "Mais j'ai une
femme, une maison, l'enfant. Il faut m'aider." Les principes prevalent dans ce coeur digne
de St-Just.
Son mari toujours morganatique enseigne dans une autre partie de la Californie. Son
chaton bien-aime, caresse et vante, est mort de faim. Un lievre depose sur son seuil - avec
ce mot: "ll est mort en disant ton nom." - par un collegue chasseur, y pourrit. Des bruits
circulent selon lesquels elle donnerait a certains etudiants, des favoris, les questions
d'examen l'avance. Une etudiante finit par avouer le fait au doyen. On decouvre ensuite
qu' elle s' est servie de ses fonds de recherche pour payer sa femme de menage.Un comite est
forme pour s'occuper de la situation. Elle a une pneumonie, puis une crise cardiaque, peut·
etre veritables. On l'elimine des juries d'examen. Le comite conclut a sa culpabilite, qu'elle
nie, se disant victime d'un complot. Mise au ban de la societe, elle donne sa demission et
trouve un poste dans une ecole privee de troisieme ordre. Le mari se lance dans l'E.S.T.

FUTURE MEAT
by Alan Lord
What was it that made Brad feel fanatically normal? That made him "go for it" for no
partic~~ reas<;m, ~w~lowing the wh?le script handed down through countless generations
oftrad1t1on,_as if Life 1~elf were ~ne ~1g Lotus 1-2-3? Brad could hardly pinpoint what it was
that mad~ him happy nght there ~ his ~acky.a rd patio longchair beaming approvingly at his
~wo sons report c~ds. He held.his lovmg wife Cathy by the waist while the objects of their
mtense parental pnde dumbly pitched and catched a baseball with lazy swings of the arm ten
feet from each other, bucktoothed.
'
Sparky the family pup ambled up good-naturedly to him like the obedient dog he was and
with imploring, whimpering sad doggie eyes seemed to yelp for some "X-TRA STRENGTH
PRIME CRUNCHYT-BONE-SHAPED VITAMIN-PACKED CANINE CAT CHOW FOR
Tiffi ONE YOU LOVE MORE THAN YOUR DEAD GRANDMOTHER ANYHOW!"
''That remind~ ~e," Brent turned t~ Tish, "ever since I took the brain out of my head, p~ple
have begun ~oucmg me. The boss did a double-take the other day and hinted that I might be
'Due for a raise, Burford'. Guys at work ask me if I lost weight, I'm working out, shaved my
mo~stache or wha~not ....so I' 11 ~EP on taking the brain out of my head every day, and little
by httle, no one will nonce the difference in ME."
I !11ink I know what ~twas that made Brad cherish being a fully-developed Normaloid: he
bas1c~ly wan~d to enJoy ~e SIM~LE THINGS in life. Such as? Well ... such as needlessly
~orking overtune at the ~ffice? for mstance. This was not, mind you, only a ploy to convince
~unself he was guaranteemg his advancement within the firm. Heck no- more importantly
1t was a!so a n:ieans for Brad to aff~rd amassing a pile of neat stuff that would make any self~
respectmg neighbor murderously Jealous. He had learned long ago that in the eyes of others
you could only be one of t~o things in life: either a Successful Careerist, or a Burnt-Out
Frustrated Woul.d-Be Car~enst. And Brad knew what his Column A option was. He wanted
to be able to smile at Christmas. He wanted to make sure his family would have trinkets to
unwr~p. Wh.o knows, may~ it would even be another reason for loving him!
All mall, it was comfortmg for Brad to know HE wasn't the only amorphous Angloid on
the block su~Iocating ~ro~ im~ginary p~essur~s. And that was reason enough to keep him
happy pedalmg away m his Pierre Cardm squirrel cage. Because even worse than pain or
death was the constant threat of BEING LEFf BEHIND.
Apart f~om a ~idden_self-contempt lurking around in his "Other Me", I'm sure he saw his
s~g~le m the mcredible saga of mindless competitiveness as yet another "Challenge"
climbmg out of nowhere to challenge him again, every bit as real as a fire hydrant tempting
Sp~ky. And as sure as NAS_A .w as willing_ to spend billions of dollars to see monkey shit
flymg aorund ~e S hut~e cabm m zero gee, if others couldn't provide him with enough of the
usual expectanons, he d sure as hell make up his own.
Madge, who incidentally was fond of describing herself as a "People Person" looked up
~rom the bestseller she was preten~ing to read and ~ered at them over th~ top of her glasses
ma man~er that showed who w~s m com~and. With the heavy eyelids of a supreme pushy
self-co~fidence she announc~, 1? a restramed voice carefully weighing each word as if they
wei:e bqmg spo~en b.y !Jenry Kissmger (Professor with a Licence to Kill) at a news conference
dunng a terronst cns1s:
"I ... I ~m ... utterly ... and unequivocally ... BORED ... and it is ... my ... firm conviction
··· ~at:·. m such ... difficult ... situ~tions ... such as these ... where the ... imbecility ... of a few
... 1mpmges upon ... the ... sacrednght ... of ... others ... to be ... equally imbecilic ... I strongly
suggest that ... we may ... not ... have any other ... choice ... but to ... irreversibly ... blow each
other up ... "
"I beg to differ," Tracey retorted seethingly. "We have a right to life just as much as animals
... or ... or embryonic gelatin!"
"!hat depends on yo1:11' P?int of vue," countered Professor Barkly in a paternalistic tone,
lettJ.~g a puff of ar?mat1c pipe_s~oke a~centuate his views. "The level of killing is always
relative .. :. Why, think of the billions of mnocent bacteria senselessly killed every time you
take a shit."
To everyone's ~tonishment, Br~d brushed off his usual "happy go lucky" moral apathy
and came to, shouting at Barkly, his face now become an indignant livid WASP-Red·
"NO ONE'S GONNA COME WALTZING INTO MY OWN COMFY BACKYARD
PARADISE AND TELL ME ANYONE ELSE BUT GOD SHOULD HAVE THE RIGHT
TO THE CRIMINAL GLEE OF PUTTING US AWAY LIKE FLUSHED COSMIC KITTENS!!! ... UNDERSTOOD??!!"
Yet .Brad too had to die. Slowly, he made his way down the basement steps as if reaching for
the mexorable box of morning Bits n' Nuts n' Flakes, mindful to replace Dotty's rollerskates
carefully onto the creaky slats of unnailed wood each step of the way. He somnambulantly
v.eered l~ft ducking by instinct the jutting steel beam and felt his way to the amateurishlyngged h~htbulb wading through two feet of accumulated rainwater. Brad took a good last
look at his handyman's hands and wept, not being able to remember what he had gone into
the basement for. His eyes ~wept the inner sanctum of his hobbydom, seeking some form of
tool to satisfy his unnameable urge. "Y-Yes! ... That's it! That's what I need!" His eyes lit up
as he found the piece of rope he was sure he was looking for. It hung on a stud nailed into a
post above him. He reached out mechanically and gave the rope a sharp tug.
Slow motion close up: The nail yanked out of the post arcs up and plants itself solidly in Brad's

forehead. Brad staggers backward a look of amazed disbelief washing across his face his arms
outstretched as if to prevent a kid from getting hit by a car skidding onto the sidewalk out of
control. ~s muscles relax involuntarily legs buckling under the crushing weight Brad
staggers mto a clatter of pots and pans the accumulated junk of a lifetime providing a funeral
?1uz~ he sees a flash of himself inna coffin sad crying forgottten aunts and frowning
1mpat1entcousins filing by. With a look of shocked surprise stamped on his dead face he stares
h~v~nward like a crucified martyr in a Ribera painting a lone rivulet of thick red blood
tnckh~g down between his eyebrows in the makeshift chiaroscuro. Brad has finally
recogruzed the face in the mirror.

a
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THE BLOOD CAMPAIGN
by Monty Cantsin
Monty Cantsin initiated the "Blood Campaign" in 1979 as a continuous action to finance the Neoist
Conspiracy by selling his blood as an object of art. To increase the value of his blood, Cantsin used the
feed-back mechanism of mystification-demystification.
By mystifying his blood as an object of art, he demystified the artist as a cr,eator of art objects. He
employed all the various tools of this mechanism such as scandal, provocation, subversion. He was not
worried about arousing the action of the police and institutions. He knew that they were all working for
his project by trying to stop it or ignore it. He was also helped by the gossips of the omniscient mass
media. Here we note that Cantsin is not the only one who uses his blood to create art. The "Blood
Campaign" reflects Cantsin' s positive plagiarism and presents him as a brilliant business manipulator.

Initial Period; production of value, 1979-80
During the initial period of production of value, I carried out performances which were offensive,
dangerous, delirious and fascist (these were the labels which the audience and the journalists applied),
using elements of body actions such as the taking of blood. I performed my actions in both private and
public places, during international festivals, and in collaboration with cultural organizations, the police,
etc.

Second Period; increasing the value, 1981-2000
At the beginning of 1981, I found that the time had arrived to begin the second period and increase the
value of my blood. During a historic performance at the Trom'oeil in Montreal (Feb. 24, 1981), I sold
twotesttubesfullofbloodtotwowell-knowncollectors.Ireceived$20whichlimmediatelyreinvested
in th~ blood factory.
But already, in 1979 while my blood was being taken, I asked a large crowd at the Motivation 5 gallery
to donate money for the purpose of collectively purchasing "Loto Canada" tickets.
"Give us your names and addresses, and we will keep you informed of any prizes you may win. We,
the Neoists, like all the people of the world, from Russia to Canada, believe in the power of Loto,
especially Loto Canada, and we confess to all, that it is the only way to save the Earth from destruction
and to redeem our souls which were traded away by the world powers."
This gave me the idea of the "Blood Lottery" which I did not begin until April 7, 1981, during a
conference/performance at the Universite du Quebec a Chicoutimi.
Since this occasion, the "Blood Lottery" has been one of the regular elements of my activities.
Following a schedule previously set up, the value of my blood increased rapidly, and by 1989 it will
be worth over $1,000,000.00 per millilitre.

The Procedure; for the "Blood Lottery"
"All the participants will give me a dollar and write their names on the pieces of paper which I distribute.
After having collected my blood in two test tubes, I will choose a ticket at random, and that lucky person
will have his choice of a test tube of blood signed 'Monty Cants in', or the money collected in the lottery.

If the person chooses my blood, I will keep the money. If he/she chooses the money, I will sell my blood
for an equal amount. But before proceeding with the choice, let me leave you with the following
thoughts:
No. 1, you need money and not art
No. 2, you need art and not money
No. 3, in a few years, you will still be able to use this money, but what will you be able to do with my
blood?
No. 4, in a few years, this money will have lost its value but that of my blood will be increased.
ANYTHING SPR1NKLED WITH MONTY CANTSIN'S BLOOD IS 66 TIMES MORE BEAUT!·
FUL, INTERESTING AND VALUABLE THAN THE ORIGINAL BLOODLESS ANYTHING.
YOU ARE MONTY CANTSIN.
USE YOUR BLOOD TO INCREASE THE VALUE OF THE WORLD.
ANYTHING STAMPED WITH THE "NEOISM" RUBBER STAMP IS 66 TIMES MORE BEAU·
TIFUL, INTERESTING AND VALUABLE THAN THE ORIGINAL UNSTAMPED ANYTHING.
YOU ARE THE NEOISM RUBBER ST AMP.
USE YOUR BODY TO INCREASE THE VALUE OF THE WORLD.

HE SLA.S HED HIS WRISTS THREE
TIMES & SAID GOODBYE
GOODBYE GOODBYE
by Gary Paul
Willem de Sitter (1872-1934), a Dutch astronomer, using the same
equations from Minkowsld that Einstein used to establish his Special
Theory of Relativity, determined that the universe was indeed expanding
but that it was entirely composed of empty space.

They have just burned Giordano Bruno, who becomes both a hand on a clock and wick:
through him time becomes visible, through him the universe explodes. Newton calls
Sa?batai Zvi long distance to see if he can get an inside line on it all. (Leap of thought:
Spmoza ground glass. Faces, lenses, dust and optics. The angels are falling and becoming
wedged between the angles in space. There is a secret mathematical operation at work
here: multiplication. the stars are infinite, not because they are angelic, but because they
are each of them the hanged man. Shooting stars, occasional supemovena. Well, thanks
anyway, Newton says, and adds: I shall devote the rest of my life to obscurities as
penance for making some things altogether too clear. He hangs up. A secret calculus at
work here, a geometry the universe assumes as one might a new coat. Infinity has taken
such an odd turn: infinity multiplied by infinity is by no means necessarily a square. Rene
Descartes runs that one by again, decides: interesting, but trite. He returns his attention to
the television. Newton, Liebnitz, Zvi and Spinoza crack open some more beer and also
return ~eir atten.tion to ~e.screen. Giordano Bruno is being burned at the stake (coming
to yo~ live). Galileo Gahlei, our man on location, instructs the viewers to pay close
atte?tt~n. to Bruno's hand, which, even as we watch, stretches towards the threshold of
the mfimte. This, our man assures us, will be the real test.
N.ewton (huffily): I assume there are sufficient measures.
~iebnitz (calculatingly): You assume too much, Isaac; do not assume an angel will
mtercede on your behalf a second time .
.~instein (entering): Sorry I'm late but if I travelled any faster I wouldn't have got here at
all. What's the score?
De~cartes_ (tentatively): I don't know. Seems a long shot.
~v~ (perking up): We-e-elll, we got any betting men here?
pmoza coughs, embarrassed, and there follows an awkward silence. Newton shifts
uncomfo~bly, Einstein picks up his knitting, while Liebnitz and Descartes resume their
Jame of fish. On the screen a blind burning hand extending from a charred arm emerging
rom a conflagation of time and hope reaches up, up, ever upward ...
Newton _wak~s as from a bad dream, telephones Zvi and asks him what it all means. The
:ntury ~s trymg to speak to us, Zvi says, but all it can do is speak through us. Newton
Aanks him and hangs up. He returns to his desk, to his figures, to his laws of the inverse.
dream! He shakes his head, feeling foolish. Ludwig Wittgenstein looks around the dark
room and even chuckles, briefly. Just a bad dream! He brings his fist down onto the soft
~p~olstery of the armchair. Has he not already denounced a Principia on the grounds that
:~d not exclude existence from the foundations of logic? Is that not enough? He looks
b u_t the ~oom, but there is no one there. He returns his gaze to the screen. They are
urrung G10rdano Bruno at the stake. Coming to you live. A hand. A wick. The square
root of minus one.
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A GRAUSTARKIAN AUDIT
by Robert Harris

"The text is a practice that could be compared to political revolutions."
- Kristeva, Revolution in Poetic Language

- ZOLL/DOUANE (Family, Allegiance, Death)
- ZEPPELIN (Death)
- ZANZIBAR (Adventure and Death)

EMPTY AND FULL
The visually perceptible still image with its concretized charge of human labor, that is, of real
time or life energy, affronts analysis and the disguised entropy of repetition, narcosis,
consumption; despite the reifying syntax of commercial television's moving visual imagery,
which complements the rictus of literacy as a parody of the flow of enlightenment time, fully
developed verbal/visual art acknowledges real time as measured in desire and death. Graphic
space in art is the always already filled space of the body's opaque finality. The analytic time
of neoclassical syntax with its transparency and ideality will always regard the presence of
this thick, earthbound, multiplying body as dark and obscene.

- WALTZ (see VELVET)
-

VELVET, VIOLETS (see RELIQUARY)

-

SOPRANO (Last Songs)

- ROLLING (Heads, Meadow)
- ROSES (Death)
- RELIQUARY (Crown, Vault, Death)
-

ORDER (Beribboned, Bespoken)

-

NIETZSCHE (see ZANZIBAR)

-

HEIR (see BLOOD)

OBSCENE
Obscene is when the private is abruptly revealed in a public space. No transition, so that meandering time's lie is abrogated. The codes of interpretation reflect those of the articulation
of power; separate public and private realms of experience are made to reinforce the false
notion that the body has an inside and an outside, to propagate the illusion of an objective
value structure which ascribes class difference to genetic or intellectual superiority of one
group over another. After all, according to this "line of reasoning," who can deny the body,
and who but the priests are allowed to read its insides (surgeons, psychoanalysts)? The
heirophant has always messed with chicken guts in order to perpetrate social control. Easy
art as usual plays along. It rings with the comfortable if occasionally shrill tones of the
compressed spectrum of our daily experiences. This seemingly expands art's public-sector
portion to engulf the whole picture: the canvas has no back, has become an Emersonian
transparent eyeball. An emptying, a clearing out. However, as always materiality simply
rearranges itself according to how it is viewed. When you talk a certain way, especially if you
can manage to broadcast your voice all over the social formation, the notes of discord seem
to have been silenced at last. But look; associational syntax (sic), cut-up imageries, nondiscursive or a-rational structures, projective composition by field, white noise, spontaneous
or aleatory texts, nonsense art, free-form Dadaism, Freudian unknowables, and so on, rear
up into view simultaneously with the triumph of publicity. Pornography runs rampant.

-GARTER
-GILDING
- ENNUI, ENOBLE, EMPIRE

DIFFICULTY
Art that resists representation will remain difficult, in the same way that all mural art (by
formal structure a public medium) in our time resists personalization and is politically
subversive. As with schizophrenia, specifically the verbal/visual art of Max Ernst, Duchamp,
Guy Beining, Richard Kostelanetz, Karl Kempton, the concrete poets, book artists, and
lettrists poses an insuperable challenge to analytic criticism. Verbal and visual elements in the
same piece oftentimes undermine each other in the cancellations of meaning by which pure
negation undoes everything. The obscurity cannot be explained away, just as madness defies
reason, even as they are bound together. There is no speaker, no hypostatized spectator, no
Albertian perspectival space to underwrite archaic forms of social order. More generally,
representation has given way to repetition, and the field of verbal/visual art enacts both a
conscious rejection of the false-time syntaxes of power through subversion and mockery, and
the exacerbation of the tensions inherent in repetition in order symbolically to explode.

-DYNASTIC
- DAWN, DAYBREAK (Duel, Death)
-CORONET
- CORRIDOR [Marble, Military (Death, see AIR)]
- CORDIALE (Entente)
- COLUMNS (marble, Military, see CORRIDOR)
-CENOTAPHS
- CANDLEABRUM
-

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
by Harry Polkinhom

BUSTLE (as in Mobilization, Skirt, Death)
BREAST (Heroic, White, also "but h i blood")

- BOWS (Silk, Arrows, Death)
ROYAL (see HEIR)
- BILLOWING (Skirt-see: BUSTLE or Flag-see: ZOLL/DOUANE)
-ALTAR
-AIR (Heavy, Music, "airs above ground")

I

ST,LIONS
CAVALRY (Death)

± 1918
=

KEEP THE SHOW ON THE ROAD
The work which accompanies art of difficulty is not denied but is overtly inscribed within the
discourse of the flesh. Whereas easy art stifles hearing and blinds the eye, difficult art uses
labor to return the body to itself; violence, which society formally rejects and which
consequently obliquely structures it, can be found most obviously of all the arts in so-called
difficult art. Through art's revelation of this violence society is not thereby renovated and
reified, since the distribution and marketing mechanism has effectively blocked wide access
to such art. As meaning is simultaneously being created and abolished by the free proliferation of sign systems, suborned art's role has become analogous to that of any other sign
system, i.e., to keep the show on the road. Only in the case of extreme forms of verbal and
visual experimentation, however, have word and image been seized from the appropriators;
these artists have adopted a political stance in that they are strategically using their raw
materials to wage guerrilla wafare. Book= bomb. But this bomb does not destroy: it creates
-you.

EDGES
NATION (Unity, Exclusion)

I

EXECUTION-WALL (Division, see: GLOBAL)

/->_

REVOLUTION (Freedom, Unity, see: NATION)

Once you have been created in the polyphony cum cacophony of the social formation,
immediately there appear the countervailing forces: a voice tells you you exist and can act
in the world, that there is a world to act in and move through; upon its speaking this voice
silences the others, whose existence is repressed, acquiring the resilience and power they
have through the refusal which constitutes them. When you speak, then, there is an edge of
hysteria to your voice. Hysteria is the disease of wrongful remembering. The tonal edge
accurately reflects its genesis: it cuts and articulates; it connects through dividing.

MARX (refer to NIETZSCHE above)

ARTICULATE
CARDIN
ANNEXATION (liberty)

JUHAUS/TECI-IN
GLOBAL (see: NATION, ret

WAIR (Heavy, Missing)

to LABYRINTH above)

o ZOLL

TELEVISION (see: Global)

FISSION/FUSION (see: GLOBAL or Unity, NATION or Unity, REVOLUTION)
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There is no more private or public in the broken-up terms of this discourse. Articulatory
phonetics, the creation of the Prague Circle and Saussure, went from the previously more
generalized views down to the hypothetical level of the precise phoneme, even allophone;
then researchers were forced to seek relations among these presumed units of sound/
meaning. Suprasegmentals. The analogue of white noise gets variously digitalized, creating
the knowable world. Powerful art, always difficult, cuts right through. Olson overthrows
~reek control, casting us back into "experience". Verbal/visualists ram words' deceptive
tune transparencies with the simultaneity of the eye's opacities. You see what's there; what's
there is what you see. Then a voice speaks, and you are blinded.

WAR
The social and individual are inverted, perverted. Now you can kill by disembowelling.
Soldiers always especially enjoy rape, ripping out the intestines, emptying out houses, cutting
off genitals and stuffing them in their victims' mouths. All these are acts by which inside and
outside are violently reversed. The standard signifying processes are disrupted. Any last
remnants of conversation are interrupted by the sounds of howitzers, machine-gun fire. The
nonnal programming is interrupted by "news". Cameramen flood into your living-room,
shoot your image, send it all over the place. Outside your four walls, in the landscape, as it
were, a large bright light forms, made up of interactions among tiny, invisible, indeed mental/
abstract "objects". This light, however, will blend the opposites, cutting right through.

NOTES ON THE COPY ART
OF JURGEN 0. OLBRICH
by Fritz Eipok
Kasseler artist J iirgen 0. Olbrich has consistently approached his work via everyday life and
its situations. It is in this realm that he has made his observations; here his works originate
and crystallize. He works on the scene, in open work situations, where those around him
wander, unconscious manifestations of recurring stereotypes. His work is the extracted,
situational representation of everyday existence.
Very early on, his work steered away from traditional art media, turning toward neglected,
common materials and media. His Coffee Filter Archive, Construction Site Sculptures, and
Table Gallery, and especially his travel organization "Low Budget Tours," demonstrate this
transition. Again and again, he has shown a fascination for "cheap" material, refuse, for
things disregarded and cast aside. Olbrich collects, classifies, combines and presents
neglected and surprising relics of everyday life. Around 1972, Jiirgen 0. Olbrich began his
activities with, on and around the photocopier, a medium which has, to this day, remained an
important part of his artistic work. The first really substantial piece, which has since appeared
in a new edition each winter, was his "Running Nose Sculpture" series. Here, Olbrich sits next
to the photocopier all day long, with a dripping nose and an adequate supply of tissues. After
each use, he lays the tired, worn tissue on the platten, making a copy of it before placing it
back in his pocket. In this fashion, white mini-sculptures, possessing a great charm and a
mysterious structure, are formed. (The copying process, depending on the type of copier, then
creates illustrations with sculptural qualities.) Each of J iirgen O. Olbrich' s copy art works is
characterized by a single, self-contained concept. His copy art series and projects can also be
recognized by his particular humor. He is an unusual collector and distributor in the jungle
of human production.
In 1976, he started working on a piece requiring daily attention. Having placed waste paper
baskets next to all of the photocopy machines he knew of, he then emptied them on a daily
basis. Up to now, two complementary works have come out of this project: "The Collective
Copy Magazine" organizes found copies containing a recognizable content into a specific
order. It appears three times a year in book form and is distributed according to random
criteria. "On the one hand, these books document the potential for reproduction in, and on the
other hand, the commodification and obsolescent nature of written material in great masses
- a nightmare. However, every book is an original; Olbrich sends ten similar volumes to
people named in the introduction to the book - out of this mass of duplicated material, each
person receives an original nightmare.'' (Hajo Antpohler) The second work is the "Archive
of Lost Information," which includes all the photocopies containing no recognizable information. This coded, duplicated, secret information awaits the discovery of an apparatus
which can decode these approximately 40,000 copies. Until that time, Olbrich uses the
material for creative purposes, plastering entire rooms with the black-and-white symbols,
transforming the material into ghostly installations, halls of lost information.
The material gleaned from the wastepaper baskets serves as the basis for two further works,
so that almost nothing remains unused. The thin, black borders that have been trimmed off
of the copies are incorporated into "Copy Collages," large, abstract pictures. Other bits, often
parts of tom copies, are turned into Olbrich's "Poto-Copy-Strips," which have appeared at
irregular invervals since 1976. These are small, fold-out brochures; unfolded, they resemble
a picture story, playing with the overabundance of available material, weaving images and
text together. Live-action art has been and remains an essential part of J .0. Olbrich' s artistic
life. From 1978 to 1981, along with Rolf Bohme and Klaus Urbons, he founded the group
TRI-KOP, which worked exclusively with photocopies, live-action art and publications.
Two of Olbrich' sown art events provide excellent examples of his good-humored relationship with technical media: In "I scream for ice cream," he laid six ice cream cones on a
photocopier, making a present of these same cones to spectators. These spectators were then
able to eat the ice cream and, simultaneously make photocopies of the cones, which, in tum,
caused them to melt. Ice Cream Man Olbrich thereby initiated a series of copies which
demonstrated the transition from reality and its representation to :complete abstraction.
In "Foto-Copy-Rock'n Roll," Olbrich dances on the perpetually printing photocopier to loud
rock music. When the photocopier flashes, only his white shoes are visible in the darkened
room. Once the lights are turned on again, the observer is left with the photocopies -freeze·
action shots of Olbrich' s shoes - which serve to diagram the event.
By means of these playful concepts, Olbrich approaches the limitations of the medium, not
forgetting the possibility of human failure, for example, when he tries, for six hours, to fry
two eggs on the photocopier, while reading recipes aloud. These pieces, also exhibited as a
series, are reminiscent of walks through the everyday activities of life, broken down into
single, understandable steps in freeze-frames. And, as funny as it sounds, almost all of his
copies are originals, finding, for the first time, their form and structure on or around the copier.
As in his piece, "40 Stuttgart leaves in black-and-white," which is simultaneously a mural.
"The two meanings of the word 'leaf' [in German the idea of leaf refers to both a plant leaf
and a piece of paper (trans.)] are brought together: Leaf I, a letter-sized photocopy, shows a
leaf. The play on words continues: Leaf III shows three leaves, and then, as the sequence
progresses Olbrich develops the play of ideas, adding leaf to leaf, until he arrives at a dense,
black surface which leaves barely a clue as to the original concept of the sequence. On the
wall, the observer finds a record of biological structures, ranging from an almost pure white
to an almost complete black, which nevertheless has decorative qualities.'' (Klaus Urbons)
For his exhibition in the Goethe Institute Paris, Olbrich developed three photocopy series
using his method of taking the accident to its logical conclusion. He first laid straws on the
copier, which were then jumbled out of their original positions and into new compositions
by each sliding motion of the platten unit. In a second series he laid rubber bands on the
platten, closed the cover (a rubber mat), and moved the cover back and forth. Thus copy
images, resembling line-drawings of human-like figures, were invisibly created. In the third
ins~nce, Olbrich used plastic parts from model airplanes and cars, pieces that he'd happened
to fmd. He placed these on the photocopier in various patterns and photocopied them with
both black (open cover) and white (closed cover) backgrounds. In this way, the piece "Paris
Metro Systems by Day and Night" was created.
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Jurgen 0. Olbrich works again and again with the interplay between illustration and actual
object, an interaction leading to amazing visual results which, precisely due to their simplicity
and clear direction, reveal reality from new perspectives. It is perhaps in the illustration that
we can first see recognizable components of our everyday environment.

IMMANUEL KANT LECTURES
AT HUBEi UNIVERSITY
by Ian Chunn
A switch turns on. Joy ye today who do face show. Joe - who's there? I should have
drunk that. Jeanne Sauve can easily do the car.
Even more so, Ego Bendian, show the lead to your leader, cheater. You casually chase
the dingoes, yeah. Women sigh the dingo song.
Could you complete this teasing survey? Sum ego.
Now may ye be sure, jolly, true, sane women. Me also. What a shiner!
Tommy sang "Go Patio TV." Jade is good for banyan. Sure now my jade, eh, takes it
out of me, laces him, so to say, to the owner. So why do that thing? Why wheeze 'cause
of grief and a greeting?
Gee, what ya got there ma? Now ma, a total lie - a greaser. Trembling Jesu, go by my
leave.
I take it a cause of how things are sham, let's go.
Now my town of Facienda takes my fancy. There women so fine may show both their
eyes.
Rowboat, you're too fine. So you should row to the bottom, near hidden palaces. So ye
want to walk way down 'til the morning.
Bow forward, tremble, dopey jester! You don't recognize Tai Mountain in front of your
face!
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BLAST VICTIM
BASED ON JAPANESE IDEOGRAM FOR "MAN"
(FIGURE C OF THE SCISSORS KICK)

by
ROBERT C. MORGAN
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REPORT ON SPATIAL POEM
NO. 4: SHADOW EVENT
by David UU

THE COPPERTONE GUIDE TO
PHILOSOPHY
by Larry Baiden

HISTORICAL DOCUMENT #8537

"If the light of reason be too bright, tum your back" -

Insipides, 980 B.C.

W,e assume th~t whe~ we start any new enterprise that we have fou
..
.
will be downhill. This is never the case We
II
.
nd a position from which our journey
in all directions. Why don't we face
simar~ea~~? ~starting from~ point where it is equally uphill
the easy way out. Where do our motivation:' come . e~ause there IS al_ways the desire to be taking
from. From where did our current philosophical
structure evolve? Why were The Three St
. .
ooges cancelled? These kind f
.
to be answered w1thm the framework of
.
:
so questions cannot even begin
exclusively devoted t fl ·
.
To see c IearIy we must draw outrageous alla society
. Ah
.
o eeting visual perceptions.
, Pataph~s1cs at last... reckless thoughts ... loose
ideas. This is not the history of hiloso h egones.
through folded reality. It is the e~y wa: o~?ount your blessmgs), nor is it uphill. It is the window

The project was indeed a monumental task.

this

We began work Friday 17 December by firing a small rocket with steel cable fastened to it,
the other end of this cable being anchored to a concrete block imbedded in the earth. As we
had calculated, the rocket struck the moon's surface and buried itself to a distance of about
2 metres, thus firmly attaching the cable to the lunar body.
Another rocket was then fired so as to produce two cables running from a distance of 1
kilometre on the lunar surface to a common point on the earth's axis in northern Canada. The
choice of a common point on the earth end was made to avoid the earth's revolution wrapping
the cable about the globe. We also used a large swivel hook, which allowed the earth to
continue its motion without disturbance.

CHERNOBYL AND YOU
Have you ever found yourself wonder. .f th.
When everything goes haywire is th~ ~at mgs r~ally ha~~ned the way you thought they happened?
make them incomprehensible? Don't hype na~gl m~ sRusp1c1on 1?at the simplicity of events tends to
rventi ate. elax! We re off and runnin
.
g ... rnto ...
THE CHERNOBYL THEORY OF SOCIAL DYNAMI
.
CS or How Things Really Are.
N.B. What has this to do with philosophy
k?
.
that life can only be comprehended i~~ ~ hilc:s:ataphys1cs :ven. Well, currently, we believ~
; P fi P~Y· Has this ever worked for you? I thought
not. If we first understand life the
,
n we ave a ighting chance with philosophy.

We then fired another missile containing an engineer and an electric battery-operated winch.
Upon arrival on the moon, the enginer installed the winch and hooked it up to another cable
that he carried with him, the other end having been run onto a pulley on.the earth's surface.
With this equipment installed, we were able to run a cable car between the earth and the moon.
The car carried a work crew, who fixed the SHADOW provided* between the first two cables.
This was done by mounting the SHADOW on plexiglass in which holes were bored and line
attached at all four comers. The line was fastened to the two cables, thus suspending the
SHADOW between them so that the word "SHADOW" would be projected on the earth's
surface, the moon providing sufficient light to act as a projector.

WARNING:.~EC~CAL LECTURE FOLLOWS
Are you f am1liar with the fundamentals f
.
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.
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Of course, the SHADOW by itself was too small to be projected from space to the earth, so
the work crew then installed a series of lenses between the cables in a similar fashion to the
SHADOW.

End of technical lecture.
WARNING: O~RAGEOUS ALLEGORY FOLLOWS
What you want rn a reactor is to speed u a natural
.
.
.
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Using radio contact with the earth, the workmen were able to adjust the lenses so that the word
"SHADOW" was projected in large letters and clear focus on the city of Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada at midnight Pacific Standard Time on 31 December 1971.

Pataphysical Premise

* In 1971, a number of poets world wide were mailed a piece of acetate with the word
"SHADOW" silk-screened on it, with instructions to perform, on 31 December 1971, an
event that involved projecting the word "SHADOW'' using the piece of acetate provided. The
event was to be written up and the results published. The above contribution was rejected by
the organizer.
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BY THE INFLUENCE AND RISK
OF KNOWING ONLY GHOSTS
by George Honecker
Long thin hollow seagull bone

A wheel of colored lights
voices on either end
a secret way of naming equal parts
Delacroix -

Rimbaud

words moving in both directions
out of the sides of these names.

with several pencils wrapped in a rubber band.
They knew that her fluster was only a pretense;
Tapping the bath water with my fingers
they could tell she had seen the system before.

1-3-2-1

2-1-3-6

2-1-2-1

attracted cockroaches plummeted and drowned.

Forced to spend time
rocking, weeping, but at a dollar -

Samoa Arms

The good child is wrapped in a feathered tick.

Men thinking as

sleeping in sofas

Liebestraum
goalposts

whole toast

men living in rowboats.
Young doctor takes my mother out to eat.

Walking along Atlantic Avenue
with Hope Guppy and her friends,
I asked her, "What do you do?"

They drive up just in time to see
me hit by a car.
Broken arm, broken ribs, broken skull.

"Perpetuate worms," she replied.
"Five thousand dollars!" the doctor says,
holding up five fingers.
The desk clerk says,
$54.80 -

You've got the wrong Samoa-

In back of the car taking me to school
I find saucepans of food
still simmering.

My mother's cape is made of beaten bark.
Carrots, peas, cauliflower -

Diana the Swimmer
each potato glazed like a suckling pig.
I park my jeep on the beach.
The canteen girl asks me if I care.
"No -

that would only keep me from protecting the flag."

I find a soldier in a sitting position
and I eat my lunch at his side.

We sleep in sleeping bags too small.

My mother knocking on the tent flap
wants me home.

I recognized her voice. She was angry. "This is your mother!"

Once_, when I had not seen her for several weeks, I was spending
the mght on a roof near the Williamsburg Bank. I looked at the
moon and saw her face.

"Let me give you a wrap against the cold weather. Leave town
before it's too late."

Beautiful Dangerous Work Comes Hard
See, my porch resembles a horst. They poured that much pink
cement. 20 x 20 with a red brick frame. Sit there. Go there

They are working at my eyes
deep inside
cutting many facets -

at night. And a border of hemlocks looming close.
In the sky moving signals pattern neon figures for the stars.

~·~, the dress for the little girl,
1t s m the shop. All it needs is
alterations."

Cold they came down from earth
I place my hand under the faucet
for this only second time in my life.
and feel the whisper of air.
Up the hill to the radar placement
each dark flange lifts another shade
from the manmade tree.

0 hot water,
soul turns over.
as they can no longer. messages of any length.

While Robbing the Bank
They brought my grandfather's phone all the way from Quincy, Florida.
The little girl took a bite out of her $1.00 Glow Stick®
She screamed. Her mouth, tongue, and face were glowing.
Wherever she spit - that place glowed.

~ &6 (jl

Ql urij YOB "bt 8'

I learned these shadows
making letters with a rubber band.
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GLASS
by Thomas M. McDade
The door was open eye-wide and the light was on. He watched them make quick love and
when the man started dressing, putting on a police uniform, he backed slowly down the hall
into the first room he encountered. When he heard footsteps going down the stairs and the
toilet flush, he sat down in a large leather chair and tried to relax.
He couldn't imagine a cop affording such a big house with so much land. After
congratulating himself for not panicking when he saw the blue uniform, he recalled the time
he was seven stealing refundable bottles from a blind guy. Not too sporting, but good training.
He could have used the back door to make it easy but he didn't and walked within two feet
of the man, even clicked the bottles a little to make it more dangerous.
It suddenly occurred to him that a cop's wife would know how to use a gun. He told himself
that if he could get past her while she was awake, he could certainly get by her asleep, and
surely, she'd be sleeping after her lovemaking. Besides, he wasn't going to take anything. He
wasn't really guilty of much. He didn't break, merely entered. Smiling, he thought about
taking a little nap and getting caught when the cop came in to read the morning paper. He even
considered lifting something small, a little memento. Maybe something on her dresser to
make things a bit exciting.
He questioned why the hell he was here in the first place. This habit had already cost him
three years of his life. But he'd had a partner then and it was the partner's fault he got nabbed.
In prison they taught him a trade. He learned to be a glazier. He thought it was stupid to teach
a burglar all about doors and windows. If they had taught him how to be a plumber, he
wouldn't be in this predicament. He had just come running by and wondered what kind of
windows and doors such a ritzy house would have. They were Andersons, and the sliding
glass door had been open about a foot and a half.
Frank Pratt learned other things in prison. He took a creative writing course. Some of the
poetry he wrote impressed the teacher and she played a large part in getting him an early out.
He sent the poems to magazines, but was never published. Recently, he had reached the
conclusion that the do-gooder teachers who work in prisons would glorify anything a convict
wrote to build their own reputations as great reformers; nevertheless, he was thankful for
being started in a new direction. He still wrote and read a lot of poetry and fiction, liking Dylan
Thomas and Jack Kerouac best because they were drunks. Sometimes he rationalized that,
although he couldn't write like them, he could certainly get as drunk.
In truth, it wasn't really his partner's fault that they were arrested. He was just as much to
blame for opening the bottle of scotch and sitting in front of the fireplace for an hour
pretending they were a couple of sportsmen back from the hunt. Actually, Frank wasn't
supposed to be drinking at all as a condition of his parole as was a weekly visit to a
pyychologist. He was in love with her, and the time he spent in her office each week was
similar to drinking scotch in front of that dreamy fireplace. She was the one who suggested
he take up running as a positive addition and at first, he hated it but kept it up so as not to
disappoint her. When he started running in the early morning darkness, he found it easier,
nearly effortless. It became a dream extension; he was dreaming and the craziest thoughts
flew through his head.
He developed a theory about glass as the receptacle of the soul after death and worked it
into some poems he really felt good about. The more he worked with glass, the more he had
to admit there was something mystical and rare about it, especially stained glass and mirrors.
He carried his theory further and decided he knew why poets and writers often drank. They
realized that the glass they held contained more than booze, and the more they drank, the more
they understood the relationship between glass and soul. Frank fantasized about being a
hotshot college professor sitting in his study working on a book. He remembered looking into
the morning sky and seeing Dylan spinning in a starry circle formed by the multitude of shot
glasses he had held in his life. And he had seen Kerouac running ahead of him wearing a
rucksack from which whisky flowed like a waterfall.
The eyeful that Frank got of the woman sleeping in the next room put him in mind of his
therapist. For all he knew, it could be she since she never told him anything about her private
life. He thought she might have been afraid of scaring away a customer if she told him she
was married to a cop. He wondered how understanding she'd be if she walked in on him.
He took the bandana off his head and put it over his face like an outlaw in a western, walked
over to the desk and turned on a small lamp. Surrounded by built-in bookcases, he sat down
and imagined being a short story writer. He wanted to write about two people he'd seen while
running. One was an old man who went through trash barrels looking for refundable bottles
and cans; the other was a woman he'd seen every Tuesday running from the house of Mrs.
Lydia, "Reader and Advisor." Frank pictured the man looking for the soul of a lost love among
the bottles and creating works of sculpture in homage to her with the aluminum. The running
woman would be driven mad by the evil Mrs. Lydia and take to walking the streets, picking
up pieces of broken glass to study as if they were tarot cards.
Slowly, he opened the desk drawers one-by-one and found five bottles of booze in the
bottom right drawer. Holding up his bandana, he took a long drink. Farther back in the drawer
he found a highly polished wooden box filled with bank books and papers and some one·
hundred dollar bills. He counted eleven, wrapped them in a piece of stationery, and stuffed
them in an envelope.
Just like the time in front of the fireplace, he felt he was going to be caught but didn't care.
For some reason he had never attempted to do a story or poem about the unlucky burglary,
but saw many possibilities in his current situation. Wondering what kind of story it would be
without another character, he told himself that it was imagination that makes stories and
poems; it requires only a dab of experience. He recalled a poem he wrote about a runner who
had heart trouble and had run harder and harder after he'd found out. The man wanted to get
as close to death as possible and therefore gain knowledge oflife. Frank reasoned that he was
close enough to being caught to have full knowledge of the story.
He addressed the envelope, left-handed, to his sister and put a load of stamps on it. After
he stuffed it into his sweatshirt, he took another long drink.
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There were pictures on the desk. One was of a man in uniform, maybe a marine. Frank
wondered how an officer in the marines could end up driving a patrol car on the graveyard
shift. There was also a wedding picture showing the marine in a stovepipe hat, and the woman
was smiling so widely she might have been laughing. She was not Frank's therapist; he was
not the cop. All the way back in the main drawer, Frank found a loaded Beretta. He tucked
it into the waistband of his red sweatpants and turned around. Quickly pulling out the gun,
he spun it around his index finger. Noticilg a full length mirror on the back of the door, he
practiced his draw in front of it. He wished he had a comb to fix his long brown hair which
was messy from running and made him look like a wild man. He was glad he had the bandana
on his face to hide a three day growth. He thought the red sweatsuit looked like pajamas and
imagined a story in the paper calling him the "pajama burglar." He was thankful for the mirror.
He felt it would be a good place for his soul if he happened to be discovered and killed. He
wished the gun had been something bigger. He didn't think a Beretta fit a man six foot two.
Walking back to the desk, he looked once more at the tall slender bride, picked up some
unopened mail which was addressed to "Roland F. Hyde, President of the Cameron
Advertising Agency." With the gun and bottle in his hands he walked back to the chair. Just
as he got comfortable he heard a voice outside the door, whispering.
"Rollie, is that you?"
She walked in .and when she saw Frank, she looked as if she were screaming but nothing
came out. He pomted the gun at her and stood up motioning her to the leather chair with it.
She was naked.
"Please don't hurt me," she stammered.
She tried to cover herself with her hands and arms; sitting down she was all crossed arms,
legs and hands. She was a bit heavier than in the picture and seemed shorter. Her hair was light
brown and short. He thought his was probably longer. Frank wished she'd smile like the bride.
"I'm not going to hurt you, this is all a mistake," said Frank.
He passed the bottle to her and she took a drink. It was the first time in his life he had ever
pointed a real gun at anyone, although once he had robbed a church rectory with a toy one
and had liked the feeling.
"May I get my robe?" she asked.
"'Fraid not."
She looked up at the ceiling and Frank thought she might be praying.
"Amen," he said.
She looked at him angrily.
"What do you want? I'll show you to my silver and jewelry."
Frank stared at her, and tried to memorize her face like he had everything his eyes had
touched in the room. He wanted to look at all of her body but was too embarrassed to leave
her face. Her lips were moist.
"I don't want anything. Take another drink. Honest Ma'am, I don't know what to do. It's
all a mistake. I used to be a burglar but not anymore. I don't want to hurt you and I don't want
to go back to prison."
Frank's voice had cracked and she looked less scared.
"So leave, I won't tell a soul. I promise."
Frank looked quickly at her right ankle and saw an anklet.
"What's your name?" he asked.
"Yvonne. What's? ... "
" ... Jack ... Jack's my name."
She leaned forward and there was a trace of smile on her face.
"Will you just leave, Jack, before my husband gets home?"
Fraqk looked around the room at all the books.
"Judging from all these books, he must be pretty smart."
Frank thought she might be on the level. He wondered if she were afraid he knew
about the cop. But what would it matter to her? Who'd ever believe him and who'd
believe that a woman like her would cheat with a common patrolman? Frank considered
what it would be like to be a writer with a fine study and a beautiful wife. He imagined
making it with her on the leather chair.
"Yes, he's an editor and a writer."
"The addresses on the letters say he's the president of some agency."
''Those are old. He's started his own publishing house since then and he's working on his
third book. Only two chapters to go."
There was pride in her voice and Frank wondered why she'd cheat on a man she was so
proud of.
"Do you read these books, too?" he asked.
"Only the ones on architecture."
"Are you an architect?"
"Yes, I designed this house," she answered.
'Tm a poet," said Frank, proudly.
''That's interesting, a poet-burglar," she said with a touch of scorn.
"I'm no burglar."
''Then what are you doing in my house?"
Frank, feeling she was getting the upper hand, straightened his arm, aiming the gun at her
head. Fear returned to her green eyes.
"I'm in the glass business and I wanted to see what kind of doors and windows would be
on a fancy house like this."
"You've seen them, now will you please go?"
"I didn't break and enter, the door was opened."
"I don't care how you got in, just leave."
Frank looked at her feet; only the nails of the right foot were painted. The skin on her legs
looked smooth as glass.
·:1 wouldn't break glass to get in. If you had the door latched, I would have stayed out. I
be~~eve. ~at glass is sacred. The souls of the dead are stored in it until judgement day."
So 1t s my fault you 're here?"
"No."
She took a deep breath and then bit her bottom lip.
"Who taught you that nonsense about glass, Sun Yung Moon?"
There was ridicule in her voice.
"It's original. I have a lot of original thoughts. I told you I'm a poet."
When she started to put her hands to her face Frank saw her breasts. One had a scar about
an inch and a half long that reminded him of a little zipper. He pictured her finding a lump
and worrying about cancer until it was finally removed. Swallowing hard, he felt sorry for
her. He felt like telling her that her breasts were beautiful poems.
"Do you read poetry?" he asked.
"Not since college."
Her eyes moved to the pale flowers on the curtain and she looked as if she were
remembering something long ago. Frank thought he saw her lips move. "How do I love thee?"
~a~ what she seemed to have said. He thought of her and Roland on some campus in spring
stttmg under a tree, deeply in love.

"Let me count the ways," he said.
"What are you talking about?" she said, brows knitted.
"Nothing, not a thing. Have you ever heard of Dylan Thomas?"
"I don't know. Will you please go?"
"I'm going to recite one of my poems for you and then I'm gone."
"Make it a short one and hand me the bottle."
Frank recited a poem by Thomas called "A Saint About To Fall" that he'd memorized for
running .
"That's very good," she said, and looked amazed.
"I wrote it about Jack Kerouac when he was on his last leg," he said.
"I'll tell you what," she said, "I'll give you my husband's card and you send your poetry
to him. He asks me for advice and I'll put in a good word for you. How's that?"
She looked happy and Frank recalled that she had said she hadn't read poetry since college.
He reasoned that common everyday morals didn't hold in a situation like this.
"Easy to say now," said Frank.
"Listen, I have nothing against you. You're here by mistake and we all make mistakes.
You're very interesting and I've enjoyed talking with you."
"Am I as interesting as your husband?"
"In a different way."
Frank almost asked how he ranked against the cop.
"Look, there's a box in back of the liquor in the bottom drawer with•a lot of cash in it. Take
it and leave, no strings attached."
"I looked in there, and there's no money. I'm not interested in money anyway."
She looked alarmed and started to get up, but looked at the gun and let herself fall back.
She put her hands on her thighs and appeared relaxed, at home with Frank's eyes.
"Jack, I listened to your poem and you 're still here. What else can I do?"
His eyes ran slowly over her body and he felt she was setting him up. Her hands were long
and slim and he wished she would softly touch him. Her pubic hair was closely trimmed.
When he got back to her face he saw perspiration on her forehead.
"Let me come back some day and take the measurements of these bookcases. I want to
build glass doors for them."
"They don't need glass doors."
"When 's his birthday?"
"December."
"I think glass doors would be a good present," he said.
Frank was pleased with himself as he pictured Roland finding the new doors.
"Okay, okay, whatever you want. Just leave for now and call when you want to measure."
Frank thought it might be time to throw the cop in her face just for leverage, but he didn't
want to be thought a blackmailer. Besides he was getting to like her. She had full lips like his
therapist.
"Will you have one last drink with me?" he asked.
"Fine."
They drank. Frank heard a car in the driveway and ran to the window.
"It's the cops," he said, voice cracking again.
Clearing his throat, he tried to strike a desperate pose. He looked out the comer of his eyes
to see if he was visible in the mirror but the door was open too wide.
"Just stay put and I'll take care of it. Please believe me."
"I guess I'll have to," he said.

Frank wanted to say what a wonderful woman she seemed to be, but he ~s~ w~~ted to
· the burglar He started to recite Thomas' "Death Shall Have No Dommion.
remain
.
·
,, .
"Neither will you, asshole, said the cop.
.
. .
He finished under his breath and he had a lump in his throat thmkmg about her. He was sorry
e'd lied about the poem, and sorry, too, that he would never get a chance to make t~e g~a~s
hoors. When he imagined her pulling the trigger of the Beretta, he remembered puttmg 1~ m
d h d He prayed Roland had missed. The house door opened and then the trunk. Cramng
her
· shoulders as i'f he were a wres tl er
. ank · Frank saw Roland holding Yvonne over his
his ne~ g' to flip an opponent to the mat Her wrists were bound behind her back, and she made
prepann
. ·
.
sound somewhere between laughmg and crymg.
.
..
a"Hope you boys didn't worry too much," said Roland, "just a couple of bullets m the ceilmg
for your benefit. Here's your playmate."
.
When she landed on him, Frank smelled the scotch and he wondered ~f she had killed t~e
bottle after he left. As she straddled Frank's thigh, he heard the cop callmg ~er ~ame an? m
h ffort to reach him her breast hit Frank in the face. He remembered sneakmg mto a drivei;~ a teenager. He a~d his girlfriend hid in the trunk of his frien~'s car. .
F k prayed a little and wished more than ever that he could survive to wnte the story, b~t
ins:;d imagined Roland killing the three of ~em and writi.ng.his versio~. ~rank thought it
Id be some consolation to be a character m a book, that is, if he were hvmg. He dredged
:;~ovie escape scenes. Roland was doing something to the car, maki~g a .lot of ~oise. He
heard Yvonne and the cop proclaiming love for each other. She_s~~ m wi~ th~ How do
1I0 thee?" but couldn't get past the first three lines; the cop did it without missmg a word.
F : recalled his creative writing teacher reciting it once in front of the class. Frank
:indered if Yvonne was aware of his presence. He felt like tell~ng her that he WAS a bm:glar.
Th felt like shouting out that he WASN'T a burglar and tellmg the cop about her deli~ate
shi~lders and the scar on her breast. Moreover, he felt like showing the cop how to recite a
m He was all ready to do the 25th chorus of Kerouac's MEXICO CITY BLUES, when
:a~d started the car and the exhaust fumes started streaming into the trunk.
Yvonne and the cop began screaming their poem and ~rank th?ught of two doome~ lovers
enclosed in fog on a gothic moor. Then he comforted himself with the thought of their three
souls fleeing to the cop's sunglasses.

She got up and put her finger to her lips. Frank noted her delicate shoulders and taut ass as she walked

out on her tiptoes. He turned off the light and considered jumping out the window and
running. If he could make it to a mailbox, he wouldn't care if he got caught since he would
have been more successful than in any of his other jobs. Plus he would have paid his sister
some of the money she'd given him through the years and he had the guts of a story. Slowly
he started to open the window. He heard the door and stood there as if he were a writer who'd
been working all night and had gone to the window to see if the sun were rising. He turned
around and she was standing there in a blue robe.
"I don't lie," she said.
"What did they want?"
"There's a lost child roaming around."
"Thank you," said Frank.
"Don't mention it," she said.
She looked upset and rubbed her hands together. He handed her the gun and she stared at
it as if it were a picture of the cop.
"Don't forget about the doors," said Frank.
Frank imagined kissing her goodbye.
"You can count on it," she said, "just call."
As Frank hurried out of the house, he knew he couldn't count on anything. He thought she
might have turned him in but didn't want a scene in her house. He reached a mailbox and got
rid of the money. Under the street light he saw a rabbit that had probably been hit by the car
parked a few yards down on the other side of the street. He got a stick and was concentrating
on rolling the rabbit to the side of the road. It was only the hind legs that were out of
commission and later he planned to call the Humane Society. So, he didn't hear the footsteps.
"Watch out you don't catch rabies," said a man standing over him with the biggest pistol
he'd ever seen. Frank realized he still had the bandana over his face and pulled it down.
"Good morning," said Frank.
The man was the man in the photographs. He motioned with the gun for Frank to walk to
the car which looked like an old Packard. On the sidewalk side of the car was another man
wearing mirrored sunglasses who was hadncuffed to the door posts. He was the cop in the
bedroom. After careful maneuvering, Roland had Frank cuffed, back to back with the cop.
He led them to the rear of the car.
"You've had the hospitality of my wife, now the hospitality of my trunk," he said as he
opened the trunk.
"Wait a minute," said Frank, "I'm a burglar, I have nothing to do with anybody's wife."
Roland shoved them into the trunk. It was roomy but that didn't do anything for the
condition of the road. As Roland sped over the bumps, Frank could feel bruises forming.
"You better hope you're just a burglar," said the cop.
Frank thought about how well the story was developing and he pictured himself sitting on
his bunk in prison writing away. The darkness made him think of the blind man from whom
he'd stolen the bottles. The car backed up for about two mintues, and he figured it must be
the long driveway. A door opened and closed. His arm was going to sleep. After about ten
minutes he heard two shots, one much louder that the other. He heard the cop crying.
"I loved her," he said, "goddamn it, I loved her."
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MONA LISA (OUR HISTORY)
by Melody Sumner
Some say with the burden oflove we lose our instinct for dissolution, and thus we evolve. This
is the NEW MES SAGE from the automobiles of destiny ... e&,sence is essential presence. You
must make a decision; either you are a character or you are useful. One morning, thousands
of years ago, in a dream dreamed by our civilization, a large harmonically shaped number
flew low over India. On its surface was a moving picture of the sexually-possessed early
Mona Lisa. She was vivid and overflowing with vision. Her later empathetic extroversion not
yet in evidence; she was existential, she was language abstracted, she was adolescence, the
Medusa, Eden the garden of, she was Navajo, Apollo, Tarzan, the altar, she was a landscape
seen only at night, she was a death rite or circumcision, she was huts burning, she was sacred
music, she was naming, she was deity or anatomy, she was mo limo defined, she was totality,
she was the lull before rebirth, she was air fire earth, she was burdened, she was bulging with
love attraction, she was burning with thirst, she was infamous, she was first.

MONA LISA (NOW OR IN THE FUTURE)

So, we have come to realize the body is a frozen lake. Earlier in the century a bit oflight caused
the ice to begin to break. With music we can change heat into light ... as with poetry and
mathematics. But, it's a physiological process, psychophysical. In the language of investing
we are about to liquidate our stock.
Now or in the future? The perfect question. The engraved man dies in intaglio, famous statues
as well. From this great lake our point of view determines what we take into account. A hoard
of coins, the remains of a bent city. For practical purposes there is CHRONOLOGY and there
is TOPOLOGY, both of which provide access to The Viking and The Buddha. Years ago, on
my walk through the crumbled lattice district, I am suddenly, inexplicably, emotionally
elevated. Is it the stark utterance of the wind on new green leaves, or my age and my intense
awareness of fragile physicality, or is it the excess ultraviolet in the blue zone over our heads?
What started this fugitive race? We are like moths in a ringing bell, our cinematic universal
unconscious memory in full play. One afternoon, years ago on the Ch. de Mars in 1993 ... we
were like glass, longing to disobey.

.

In the cities, sacred voracious animals buckle into the seat of delusion, their faces tied in fists.
Time proceeds in profile to a stop. On every third comer, a thousand birds of terror shout in
anger, in error, about invasion, diplomacy, corporations, profit, incest, murder, research. But
I am of ZNEW MIND ... one of the first. A product of biology, philosophy, and disaster,
ZNEW MIND is not easy. It's a demonic responsibility. Don't let your demon get away, don't
let your demon pray, for God's sake don't let your demon play when you are not around. The
moronic language over and over again, for me, splits the stick. I use it against the cracked and
glazed ones. The misfires. Like this one in front of me now. His feet hurt. His teeth don't fit
in his mouth. I say, "Wake up!" repeatedly, goring through the back of his head to his eyes,
"Wake up!!" so he will stop saying horrible things about her - whoever she is - that she
is diseased, that she is a drug addict, that she gives it out to everyone, and she's dirty and she
stinks. With ZNEW MIND, I make of myself a core of misery and mistrust, his core, I fire
it at him and make him stop.
In the next block I am disengaged by the following: our soldiers in white push my drunk
mother out of the terminal bar into a filthy cab. She has just had her hair done, her nails
shellacked. She is wearing a cream knit dress, white stockings, and burgandy pumps. She
looks like an angel - fallen - her skin translucent, and so soft that if pressed, an imprint
would persist. Her lips move. She drools down the front of her dress. One tall fat soldier
shoves her into the back seat and slides in beside her. Her head rests against his shoulder. The
cab does not drive away but simply disintegrates as our entire post-modem generation goes
back inside for another drink.
In the idle middle of my luxury, I begin to despise myself. My concentration is imperfect. I've
allowed it to be intercepted by a notion of my own power and its worth, which immediately
rises up to spread its ballooning buttocks over my head, obscuring the sight of one thousand
birds on wing. I look down at the sidewalk. It's the city's skin. When you finally realize your
mistake it is always too late. This statement applies to everything. Regret is a fixed state. It
is something we must levitate from to within a distance of our breath past the most cruel
aspects of need. The regret of the shadow is the empathy of the slave. We must learn from the
immobility of untractable regret to be more careful with every precious future step.
Breathe. It is five hundred years from the Mona Lisa. We have correct periods now. Cycles
of sanity. A new substantive language, and the same; but as in space, and in all other fields,
the vowel goes back to the point of natural origin. We are now as plural as feed or facts, but
our understanding, as individuals, fails utterly. Individuality: our rheostat for ecstasy. Let me
sit on your lap. Let me hold your head against my breast for eternity ... that is peace.But what
good is it without all others? In my dreams lately, great masses of black clouds swoop down
to suck at the earth. What does it mean? Or sometimes, thick white smoke pours out from
chimneys to shroud the violet dawning sky.
I remember one period of great profit in YOUR history. YOU formed a z-shaped beam
designed to be YOUR center of gravity. The z-shaped beam not rigidly fixed above the plane
of the beam, but moving gracefully above and below, its curvature so effective, YOUR
masses arranged as mounds resulted in the greatest possibility. Its curvature so responsive to
curvature effects as to enable YOU to determine exactly the locale of important considerations. I can tell you, it had an appreciable effect on the chosen free. I mean, certain heights
and distances were achieved previously unbelieved. Something like the Elgin Marbles in
comparative remoteness and lines of intensity. YOU had a line of credit clear out to infinity,
channelled into "beauty," or "luck" as some would call it. YOUR information pertaining to
pedigrees was without responsibility and without error.
One morning you died. I believe it was Washington's birthday. The first time it had been
celebrated in a thousand years. Your death was the start of a whole series of exquisite
consequences for yourself and others. Your will was forged with the purest alloy. Your
wisdom entered a conciliatory phase. You redeemed communism and determinism and
executed them properly. You wrote the first real book in history about time. And finally, but
without a glossary, you awarded your three power properties to others: healing, stealing, and
flight.
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THE FIGURE
by Nancy Zboch
The figure turns its back
it huddles towards the support.

It wants to be nurtured
it becomes enveloped

in

a

claw.

The figure the figure itself is contained,
within the perimeter.

The spears are contour.
Three years later you gave birth to a darling daughter, ggoodd. We couldn't put our eyes off
her, she was so lovely. The curtain of failure was withdrawn forever from her sight. GGoodd
was a brand new breed of holy perfect shape and dimension. She was loved a lot and by many
who put into words the feelings too often expressed. She was one of life's brightest and best.
And she was good, truly a good person. She kept infinite riches in a small room off to her right.
She wrote her name in bold letters across the page. "Hah-aaaeeiii-ya" was her constant cry.
We never found out what it meant. She was funny too, she made jokes with hand gestures.
She had a burning desire to live in the desert, so when she was twelve, you sent her there under
the auspices of your friend frank (anton) mesmer, who taught her to receive sustenance from
rocks. One day we watched her wander off across a snow field. We had no idea she would
never come back. We sat warmly inside the cabin, drinking tea made of cinnamon and
slippery elm bark. At first we could hear each delicate footstep crack the frozen crust of white.
Then we only saw her, as she· distanced our other senses. She followed the river past three
stem oaks and the collapsing alder and the foot bridge and the beaver dam, then she walked
way way out across the glistening meadow until she was just a spot of yellow light.

The support the support itself:

It consumes
It tastes

inhales

and

absorbs
The figure.
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GERMAN AND HUNGARIAN POETS

METAMORPHOSIS

Poetry from Hungary, and East and West Berlin

by Uwe Kolbe

Compiled by George Ferencci and Mitch Cohen
Translations by Laszlo Baransky, Istvan Eorsi, Anna Saghy
and Bob Rosenthal unless otherwise indicated.

BEER: FOR LEISING
by Karl Mickel
Neither talkative, nor much for letter writing are you, Richard, •
I like to support two elbows on the table
And think it's four. What's come between
Us? Beer. Helga! two more tall ones
White flowers on tawny stalks.
What do I do? You say, I hint
At, I say. The truly wise
When they say something, they say: well maybe.
I know a woman, by hearsay
But sworn to: thirty, nine years on the assembly line
Wherever she goes or lies her arms jerk
She runs to the psychiatrist, for she wishes
To quit. The wish, she complains, is sickly.
He who has ears to see will taste.

I could be a wooden floor
No problem being a wooden floor or
Cobblestonecolors as street as its dirt.
I could be the man too in the suit
Would have the stiff knee and.chalk in the face
Were the running girl, away from him
I could fall asleep in the subway
And would be the official in colorful uniform
In the service of a higher power and throw
The bum out and occasion the cleaning
Of the cleaning woman on the up-chuck.
I could be the plastic floor, I dunno,
Would you still recognize me?
The man from Borges' story with the brain
Into which all out of which nothing more goes.
I'd be happy with it and would fly away
From the windowsill along the street, then
After I_ passed along a friendly picture
To a fnendly womanly voice.
I tried to live with it black
To paint like all the devils under the cross
I were this great master whose hand
·
Hardly the notion attainable I'd have
Myself in my power would use all fashions
Of all tyrants' wisdom I Uwe Kolbe
Have all these possibilities open
Those of the little daily fascist
Tho~ of the con~used of the sculpture of the stage.
Happlly too happlly the fairytale figure too
Instead ?f three golden hairs the hard phrase.
Everythmg could be won through me
So much I know already so much
I forget like the fly the dragonfly-dream.

GERMAN WOMAN '46
by Karl Mickel
Where's the fun if it's no fun!
Said my Otto, there was a wild fellow.
When we were in the woods, he spoke to the trees:
I'll hack you all to cribs!
For he was a carpenter, unemployed, communist
And lived in the kitchen with his parents.
If you get knocked up, then out you go!
Said my worthy mother, when Otto came to pick me up.
Then Hitler. Otto said: that one'll make war.
Then it was no child again, for the butcher's counter
I wanted none; he wanted a daughter.
Then came war, Otto in the penal battalion
Captured by the Russians, anti-fascism school
Now he comes home, with me it's too late.

THE MODERN QUARTER
by Karl Mickel
My hat it has four comers, fourCornered is the area here
Every house eight edges and four comers
No one can hide
I saw a woman with an angular behind
She came from an angular nursery school with angular kids
Because the surroundings form the people
Everything is normed
In the usual sizes
Four-cornered pussies
The men draw their consequences too
Exemplary spouses with square cocks
Parallel movements
The right angle as the standard of impulse

CHANGE OF LOCATION
by Uwe Kolbe
Town K. is off the beaten track. Town P. is no different.
Herr L. always writes from K. to P. To an old friend: long letters full of contents. Almost
daily. Herr L. is already older, that squares every distance. So he doesn't drive away
anymore, especially not as far as P.
K. is a small town. There there is one mailbox one mailbox emptier one Post Outbringer
(into the larger neighbor town, where the yellow car from the district town stops) one
Post Inbringer one Post deliverer. This all in one person. In Herr S.
One doesn't write much in K. Except for L. One hardly ever gets mail in K. Except for
Herr L. Regular answers.
S. knows everyone in town- everyone knows him. Actually he is content. Only that
there's nothing entertaining, is disturbing. Pretty disturbing.
S. knows a lot. L. knows some. L. writes a lot to P. about same.
S. knows more. For example, that the friend in P. is long since dead, and therefore that no
answers from P. to K. can come.
S. missed something and L. would miss something, if the Post Outbringer Post Inbringer
Mailbox Emptier didn't receive all the letters to K., open them - and then write an
answering letter.
The cancellation is always illegibly smeared.
S. corresponds thus with L. about this and that, which isn't talked about in town. As is
usual. Aside from that they see each other every day, when L., while picking up milk,
passes the Post Office forty meters away from his apartment.
"Good day!" "Good day!" Seldom more.
On his way back, L. is already in his thoughts about the expected letter from P.
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ORDERLY HAIR
by Karl Mickel
I take .a long .time before taking the bait
Especially with you. Is it because of your hair that's so
Damned orderly, not an independent strand, '
So that I suspect you sleep motionlessly?
And your friendliness gives me the creeps now
That _can't work out in the long run, I think
And ~nc:ease.for my part the compliments so much
That msmcenty reigns and routine begins
And that's wr?ng. For if it's because of your hair
That you routmely keep in order, then it requires
The coarse grip, that suddenly spontaneously grasps
Not for the harr - that loosens up by itself then.
So m?c~ for the plan. To calculate calculatedness:
I don t like to thmk about it, but too often do.
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THE QUESTION
by Istvan Eorsi
TRANSLATED BY ALLEN GINSBERG
When that dress-grey, gray haired and gray-faced
goblin took charge of me then inside the gate,
which closed behind me for a couple years,
I was still cheerful exceedingly
cheerful nodding out (hadn't _slept fo~ days),
cheerful because taking part m real life
action again, two serious gentlemen
.
at my shoulders in a night-colored car ~h1~h
special for me rolled across December s bndge,
cheerful because I'd yelled out in the s~~t
that this one and that one should be notified,
cheerful because I thought the adventure
a minor excursion, but cheerful also,
because such a gray such a small Uncle
I'd never seen yet, he however
wasn't cheerful, was reassuringly
bored bananas, boringly signed for
my delivery and boringly
turned my seven pockets insi~e-out,
then with a wooden face confiscated
handkerchief, pocketknife, bunch of keys,
next indifferently requested my belt
and examined personally whether
my underpants operated with string,
yawned apathetic patting me down,
last nearly napping asked for the laces
that wagged lighthearted from my shoetops "I can't walk like this" - he shrugged a shoulder.
Left hand holding my pants up, spellbound by
this unprecedented situation, yet .
still cavalier I bowed deep presentmg
him with the shoelaces in my right hand.
"What's the point anyhow? I really d~n't
intend to hang myself' - I assured ~im
"
?"
lighthearted. "You don't?" he questioned. Why not.
On his sallow face neither mockery nor hate.
That was when the fear caught up with me

MUMBLING
by KAROLY BARI
TRANSLATED BY ENDRE FARKAS
As if nothing happened,
.
my heart, this oddjob kid, is burnt by lonelmess,
my veins are pierced by arrows,
.
the flaming cockscombed cocks' curses fill letters
until my death, amen;
.
· bl
thundering dawns, stamped with the seal of the unmhab1ta e,
hobo, dawns:
its brilliant glow would flood my ~ace,
would, if it could see me, change mto ~old,
but no one can see in my flowerless wmdow
curtained by frost:
not even the hoarfrost Autumn from its hoarfrost throne,
not even with its sly-fox claws.
The ice-blue legged gypsy girl
prods her skin-and-bones mare:
.
her whip cracks through the fog-odoured woods,
wild hoarse birds scream in fright,
her needle-fine lashes, her lasting dowary,
are fired her flaming eyes:
poverty's evergreen perfume seduces n? one;
they give her rickety gypsy wagon a wide berth.
It is Fall, Fall weather;
only the thundering dawns come this way,
ebonied towering nights and young beggars.
I sit on the floor of my room
and rattle my beggar's brass plate
and mumble my squandered poems
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THE MYTH OF THE CAVE
by Volker Braun
Cramped in the petrifactions of our famous cave, in which we have stooped for the last
5000 years, we were (after sheer, prospectless, and from most long since given up
training of the neck muscles and back bone) since the detonations of the last fabulous
wars still flexible enough to twist ourselves around, so that we could look through the
entrance into the glaring light. We perceived the light, well-known as the cause of the
shadows that till now were the only verification of our minimal movements. But now as
we looked into the open, it was not lit. The great light source that was supposed to shine
for us, to which, yes, so many again and again prayed since every new Year Zero, was not
there. Nor was there an exit; instead, behind us cowered other people, just as others
cowered in front of us in the same twilight. Evidently our bodies themselves or the
movement of the bodies must have radiated a weak light, which, added together, held us
fast, fleeting, shadowy, on the walls. Taken by surprise by this discovery, we wanted to
really hold onto the walls - and grasped, bewildered and shaken, into emptiness, or
tripped over the mass of stuff that we possessed. So there were no walls! that was all we
needed. Here we sit 5000 years in the cave and it has no walls! That was no cave, we
were logicians enough to figure that out. Maybe we dwelt so unfortunately grouped that
we had reconstructed ourselves with our imaginings and apparatus and each in his comer
thought he gazed into an invincible space. A space of facts, of stone faces. Well, now it
wasn't as some of us had thought, that we could simply raise ourselves from the
premises. At our first attempts to tear ourselves hurriedly and decisively away, we felt
ourselves as if bound and pulled back on chains to the slimy debris, especially since most
didn't stir on their portions of the earth, and stood sweating and, to soothe the cutting
pain, bent in the contact zones, transitional phases, times of shortage, at the calculatorevidenced ascertainment of calculatable commitment. But those of us who didn't shy
from pain and would rather butt their heads against the looming rusty conditions and bequiet-tactics around us than to kneel down again, these stood fully erect and glared
brightly for moments, in particular their forebrains like a phosphorescent mass, and our
speechless and half-hearted movements were thrown back black and shamefully clear
onto the whole inventory, until the bodies of these youths, cut through by ropes and burnt,
rolled amongst our nail clippers, indexes,.and umbilical cords. Over them new centuries
began to pass, full of new debris, planned costs, ersatz art, and standardized spittle. But in
this time began a new, harder training of the painful and wonderful upright gait.

A CAREER
by Istvan Eorsi
when after having consumed
nine cannibals I
returned home from the
enchanted Come-And-Eat-Me
Islands, the city council
erected me on
the already-finished pedestal
of my statue.
For several weeks I was
daydreaming there
in a heroic pose
and the people pilgrimaged to
see me, deposited laurel wreaths
at my feet, pigeons kept
dropping on my head.
Their chalky deposits
gave me shelter during the rainy season.
During the night I
ate all the flowers towering
in front of me, and
eliminated into the wreaths
towering behind me.
Because some of my
latecomer devotees, staggering
around the base, might have gotten
a whiff, I had to proceed
very carefully.
When the laurel had
covered me, I snuck
down from my pedestal, and immediately
signed up with the guards of the monument.
I sauntered around
the base in the nose-twisting stench
in eight-hour stretches.
Later, the smell dissipated
and I rose to commander of the guards
I have an impressive roach collection
and three foreign language diplomas,
my life's been greening, lustily,
like a tropical plant,
my own voice
often wakes me up during the night
as I scream in waves
of ecstasy.
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THE APPLAUSE
by Tillye Boesche-Zacharow
At the beginning, everything like always. The usual applause, who wants to be the first to
quit. A few want to stand out, others move their lower arms zealously out of boredom.
So it goes awhile.
Great, this enthusiasm, thinks the speaker.
Slowly the volume swells. No one knows why.
The first palms get numb. Ears begin to hurt.
That doesn't stop anything, all clap as well as they can.
Two pass out. They are carried away.
With the next three, the stretcher bearers hesitate - and clap along.
The applause increases. Stronger strikes hand on hand. More ragingly.
In the future, gloves, thinks the speaker, before he falls unconscious onto the stage floor.
A few tear their clothing, pound wildly on their thighs.
Then on other body parts.
The blows hail thicker.
Al ways faster. And thicker.
Window panes crack. The first ones beat themselves to death.
Others can take more. To come through the steadily growing noise, they open their
mouths as far as they can, like they learned in the army.
Doggedly it is continued. Nonetheless, in spite of it, especially now in the face of it.
Doggedly and with impact.
And when the building falls down, too.
Living room mirrors begin to shake.
House walls in the neighboring city show the first cracks.

I DIDN'T TELL YOU THEN
by Imre Orvecz
TRANSLATED BY BRUCE BERLIND WITH
MARIA KOROSY
I didn't tell you then, but I'm telling you now, that it was because of me that my friend J.,
who, if it didn't go against his childish recklessness, liked to help others, invited you to
his place that evening, because he thought that although the unfamiliar surroundings had
a salutary effect on me, the warm climate, the nearby ocean, the bungalow-like houses,
the eucalyptus trees of the myrtle species, the combination of genial people and radical
thinking, I could not process everything on my own, and I was basically lonely because,
he said, there was a momentary shortage in my life of the female element, which,
especially in this hemisphere and especially to counteract the cultural shock, is indispensible, and, if I cared anything about myself and these surroundings, I could not dispense
with it, and seeing that you were there, and after the lively dinner we all had together, I
took you home and spent the night with you in your apartment, while your little daughter
was sleeping in the other room, for twenty-four hours I did not dispense with it, because
neither before nor after it had I ever hated anybody as much as I hated you the next day,
when you took me for a spin in your brand-new Impala to show me the secret beauty of
the region, and I've never quarreled as much with anybody as I did with you, because
apart from going to bed you agreed with me about nothing, about nothing on earth.

ZENO BLACK
by Noah Zacharin
zeno black cupid says
arrows never pierce
the target aches eternal
zeno cold bastard says
black between is never
bridged the mutes
can't show they know
how to speak only
another's name
zeno brutal bitter zeno
name near zero says
never is when and where
they meet tonight
with thickness of shadow
between and words
will never reach
lips never touch
and nothing ever
begin to be
whole
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WITHDRAWING
by Jones
You are seated on a folding lawn chair. The chair
has been placed on the concrete porch fronting the
house to which you have been brought. From here
you can look up both faces of the street to the
point where they are obscured by the meeting of
hedges and electrical wires. On one side of the
street only, sprinklers make a slow sweep of each
lawn. All the driveways but one are empty. Something
has been stuck into the iron railing of each of
the porches.
The one car sits on the asphalt beside the
porch where you are resting. There is something
in your closed right hand. Spreading your fingers
open, you find a crumpled sheaf of paper. It
is a catalogue.

WHOLE DAYS ...

For several hours you have worked at the same
puzzle. Only five words have been pencilled into
the boxes but some of these are clearly wrong.
There is no synonym for WOE comprising four
letters. There can be no word at all beginning
with a Z, followed by an R.
You stand up from the table and go to the
window. Lighting a cigarette, you look outside.
A man dressed in military uniform is attacking
a lawn with a long machine connected to ari orange
electrical cord.
You close your eyes and feel the cigarette
smoke swirling inside your body. Opening them
again, the man is still there. From somewhere
in the past, you recall that the neighbour is
of a religious order that wears such uniforms.
The machine in his hands is a gardening appliance.
You have seen a similar one in the green and white
shed at the end of the driveway. Or did you see
it in the catalogue found stuck in the porch railing?
You step back to the table and close the
book of crossword puzzles, then place it on a
shelf, among the recipe manuals.

Write for free descriptive catalogue. Arcana
Editions, PO. Box 425, Station K, Toronto ,
M4P2G9
•

•

The radio and lights are gone. Sitting at the
table in the dark, you listen to the violence
of the windows, to hail striking the aluminum
siding. Many things are missing, like the sound
of the air purifier. Your cigarettes
are kept in the left-hand pocket of your cardigan,
but you aren't sure where you have left this sweater.
Afterwards the clock radio flashes 2: 13 again
and again. The digits glow green. You have
switched on every light and electrical appliance
in the house. You are too frightened even to
take a Valium.
In this room where you are seated, there are 12
electrical appliances: the air purifier and clock
radio, the refrigerator, the stove, the kettle,
the coffee and popcorn makers, the dishwasher,
the blender, a can opener, a lamp and the telephone.
The phone is not working, or at least it has not
rung for some time, and your calls have received
only a busy signal. You are uncertain as to what
you should do about this.
The plaster black boy has lost his fishing pole.
The concrete pond has overflowed, and three
goldfish lie on the wet grass. You are lost in
a puzzle of unfamiliar streets. West 32nd turns
onto North 16th. West 35th ends at a brick wall,
but you saw no sign indicating this.
You stand smoking a cigarette and stare at
the headlines behind the glass of a newspaper
box: "Warning System on Jet Disabled," "Remains
Refrigerated." Into the stream flowing along the
gutter, you drop your cigarette. A street-sweeping
machine is coming for it, a lone light flashing
in the fog.
Fire engines pass up the street, going to where
you have just been.
It is the darkness that does this to you.
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ABSTRACT
by Jon Cone
The variety of fish life suggests a greater language.
A fish is a de-centered sign.
Fish are texts and their relating is purely inter-textual.
A single fish signals a fissure in meaning.
Natural meaning is a structure. Fish are structures.
A structure - any structure - assumes a privileged center.
Fish assume privileged centers. Fish are mistaken.
The crucial fact is that parasites infect their gills.
These parasites are accretions of negative energy.
Fish enjoy them because they scratch at places they can't reach.
The fish parasite is a trace of meaning.
That is all: a trace. A footnote is also a trace.
Fish have feet rarely. Footnotes less often than feet.
Fish are traces insofar as they support something else.
A fish opposes meaning even as it strives to establish meaning.
What it establishes is always another fish: a trace.
Fish constantly center and de-center.
They continually construct and de-construct like little bastards.
Fish live a languaged environment.
It is all so obvious: as obvious
as our reflections in their turned-up, glassy cipher-eyes .
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Uncharted Territories
Photo by Cheryl Kitts

THE MAN ON THE HUMBER
RIVER BRIDGE
by Jim Francis
SAID you need colour film for winter photographs. You need
the ugly dingy green of the water so people will see the
river isn't clear and bright. You need the brown of the
grass that sticks through the snow - there on the east
bank - so people will see it isn't the crisp, fresh late
spring or early summer stuff. People need to be able to
tell that the skeletons of snow are truly grey, and not some
other off white shade.

WITH A LAKE FOR A HAT
by Chris Magwood
With a lake for a hat
I could tip it to pretty
ladies
and give them the chance
to fix their reflections
before my eyes
caught them, blushing

Of course in winter it's easy to compose shots - too easy,
in fact. The snow over everything makes you see all the
outlines, all the shapes you can combine. But it masks the
content, too. It becomes so easy to tell lies.
Right here, for example, I can lie about the Humber River.
If I back up and crouch down just a bit I can frame the
river behind the bars of the bridge rail. The line of the
river moves at an oblique angle to the bars, resisting the
frame. Presto! "The river is imprisoned by winter." But
of course it isn't, really. The water moves around the ice
at the centre of the river, and under it too. And the
seasons move again and again and again.
The content contradicts the composition.

under a thing like that
the sky would be silent
over me
and on calm days
fish could fool themselves
grinding their faces to
the top hopefully
and I would jump
up and up
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Now the summer, that would be a different story. There would
be children wading near the shore, an old man feeding the
ducks, leaves on the trees, maybe even a young couple sharing
a bottle of red wine, drinking from the neck of the bottle,
kissing between sips. Now that, that you couldn't distort
with tricky angles and black and white film.
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MOVEMENT
by Maxine Gadd

FROM INDEX OF FACADOMY
by James Gray

the richness drowns you
relationship
that you have run from
then sobbed
alone
for the million
empty
rooms
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is there, after all
an intricate meaning to the pattern of persons
who wander this city
this night?
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what could the pattern signify
if not me?
and who is this
who right now
should be going out?
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is my life in this ruby,
coordinances
of leaf patterns and rachael stitch,
the effects planned
or the hysterical friend?

it 1s still too quiet f o r )
the crowd disperses I eav i no
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sorry, our illusions could not
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except with such a will
as neither of us can comprehend

WHO IS THIS THAT SENDS HERSELF ON A MISSION?
WHAT DOES SHE COME FOR?
WHY IS SHE HERE?
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colour cuts out
the army enters
one decides to not exercise ones will
someone cuts out
goes to the mountains
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MADRE, THE KING
EXPLODES A SPACE WHERE THE COWBOYS BOW
who cares
the seeresses are in jail?
the seeresses
emerge from my left and right hemispheres, they are lizards or
small army tanks the size of my fists.
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can they meet the morning
or are they to die
drunk?
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E><otlc infection that girl who inhabits a c;iood
portion of my spine dy1no to furk .

what society
will feed them
the belief
they need?
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HORIZON I IMAGE
by Shelagh Alexander, Nancy Johnson & Barbara Kruger
The following works are featured in EVENT HORIZON (Coach House Press), an anthology
of works by artists, critics, and curators from Canada, the United States and Europe. Edited
by Lome Falk and Barbara Fischer, the collection features essays on hope, sexuality, social
space and media(tion) in contemporary art. Included are texts by Heather Allin, Renee Baert,
Judith Barry, Manon Blanchette, Vera Frenkel, Jochen Gerz, Anna Gronau, Hubert Hohn, Jo
Anna Isaak, Lucy Lippard, Abigail Solmon-Godeau, John Bently Mays, Thomas Wulffen
and Gene Youngblood. The works of Alexander, Johnson and Kruger pioneer visual form at
the same time that they engage in rigorous investigation of socio-sexual issues.

"You Are Not Yourself' by Barbara Kruger (photo c/o Coach House Press, Toronto).
Detail of "Dread,, from "Bogeyman: An Original Revolution,, (1981) by Nancy Johnson
(photo c/o Ydessa Gallery, Toronto).

Shelagh Alexander, "Untitled", 1983 (photo courtesy of The Ydessa Gallery)
Shelagh Alexander, "Untitled", 1983 (photo courtesy of The Ydessa Gallery)

THE WHISKERBIT
by Opal Louis Nations
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